CHAPTER18
UNION PARK DETENTIONtrREATMENT FACILITY

The Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility will provide treatment of wet weather discharges
from the existing Union Park Pump Station, which currently provides flood protection for the
South End. The pump station operates only during wet weather and pumps flow that is
predominantly composed of stormwater, but also contains combined sewage, to the Roxbury
Canal Conduit. Flow in the Roxbury Canal Conduit is discharged at CSO outfall BOS070,
located at the head of the Fort Point Channel. The proposed detention/treatment facility will
function in series with the existing pump station and will maintain the level of flood protection
intended when the Union Park Pump Station was designed. The detention/treatment facility will
incorporate a series of treatment technologies, including horizontal discharge screens to control
floatables, sodium hypochlorite disinfection/sodium bisulfite dechlorination to control bacteria
and other pathogens; and high rate sedimentation to reduce total suspended solids and
biochemical oxygen demand. The information presented in this chapter is arranged as follows:

•

18.1 Introduction and Project Background. Describes the general features
and location of the project

•

18.2 Conceptual Planning Evaluations. Presents review of alternatives
evaluated for the Union Park Pump Station discharge and the selection of a
preferred alternative in the conceptual planning phase

•

18.3 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals and summarizes key criteria

•

18.4 Engineering Alternatives and Evaluations. Presents alternatives
including layouts, costs, and construction risk factors

•

18.5 Comparison of Alternatives. Compares alternatives based on cost,
construction risk, and environmental impacts, and presents selection of a
preferred alternative

•

18.6 Environmental Evaluation. Presents an update on environmental
information or analyses on the preferred alternative since the Draft CSO Facilities
Plan/Environmental Impact Report
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18.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

The existing Union Park Pump Station serves as a flood control facility for the neighborhoods in
South Boston. Figure 18.1-1 shows the area surrounding the existing pump station. The Union
Park Pump Station handles combined sewage from a partially separated upstream tributary area
of approximately 323 acres and separate stormwater from approximately 36 acres. During dryweather conditions, diversion structures direct flow past the pump station to the New Boston
Main Interceptor (NBMI). During wet weather conditions, flow control structures direct flow
into the pump station and the flow is pumped to the Roxbury Canal Conduit (RCC).

The following description provides more detail on the wet-weather activation and operation of
the Union Park Pump Station. Refer to Figure 18.1-2, which shows a schematic of the piping
and flow control structures in the vicinity of the pump station.

Wet-weather conditions cause the combined sewers in Malden Street and Union Park Street to
surcharge, which, if not relieved, would result in unacceptable hydraulic conditions. When the
Malden Street and Union Park Street combined sewers surcharge, the pump station inlet
structure, located along the west side of the pump station, begins to fill as combined sewage
passes over a side outlet weir. The weir is located along the 7-foot by 6-foot pipe that conveys
flow between the Union Park Street combined sewer and the Malden Street combined sewer.
When the depth of flow over the weir reaches a predetermined level, the gates to the pump
station open and a sluice gate in Malden Street closes, forcing all flow in the Malden Street and
Union Park Street combined sewers to enter the pump station.

A diversion structure located at the intersection of Malden Street and Albany Street allows
combined sewage from the NBMI and New Albany Street Interceptor (NASI) to overtop a weir
and flow to the Union Park Pump Station Annex through a 48-inch pipe. Flows directed to the
annex and the pump station pass through a series of coarse and fine mechanically cleaned bar
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screens before entering a common wetwell. While the facility has the ability to disinfect flows
prior to discharge, no disinfectant is applied. The combined sewage is pumped from the wetwell
to a discharge channel. Flow from the discharge channel enters a gravity sewer in Union Park
Street, which is tributary to the Roxbury Canal Conduit and to CSO outfall BOS070, which
discharges to the Fort Point Channel.

Proposed sites for the Union Park Detentionffreatment Facility are bordered by Harrison Street,
Malden Street, Interstate Route 93, and Thayer Street and are shown in Figure 18.1-1. A
summary of the proposed detention/treatment facility sites, including existing land uses,
ownership and acquisition issues, is presented in Table 18.1-1.

During the extensive conceptual planning phase of the MWRA CSO control program, which
culminated with the completion of the December 1994 report entitled, Final CSO Conceptual
Plan and System Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994), a detention/treatment

facility was selected to treat flows discharged from the Union Park Pump Station. Alternatives
evaluated during the conceptual planning process are presented in more detail in Section 18.2.
Site-specific alternatives for the detention/treatment facility are presented in Section 18.4.

18.2 CONCEPTUAL PLANNING EVALUATIONS

As described in Chapter 4, conceptual planning evaluations of CSO control alternatives involved
a series of screening steps. Alternatives or technologies that passed a given screening step were
developed and evaluated in greater detail for the next screening step. For the initial screening
step, outfalls were grouped by hydraulically related systems, and the applicability of each of the
basic CSO control technologies presented in Chapter 4 to each outfall or group of outfalls was
assessed. Using preliminary SWMM simulations and system knowledge, certain technologies
and outfall consolidation options could be eliminated from further considerations without
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TABLE 18.1-1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED SITES FOR UNION PARK
DETENTION/TREATMENT FACILITY
Description
(Land Use/Location)

Site

Ownership

Acquisition Comments/Issues

c

Parking and maintenance lot

MBTA

Negotiations with Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority required
for acquisition.

D

Parking lot next to BWSC
Union Park Pump Station

City of
Boston &
BWSC

Negotiations required for acquisition.
Boston Water and Sewer
Commission may enter into a lease
agreement with the Boston Parks
Department to construct a park on a
portion of the site.

J

Rotch Playground containing
baseball diamond and vacant
lot

City of
Boston

Negotiations with city for
acquisition. Possible Article 97
legislation depending on how land
was acquired.

developing cost and performance data. For the discharge from the Union Park Pump Station, the
following technologies were not considered feasible based on the initial screening process:

•

CSO Relocation. A less-sensitive receiving water segment is not located in the
vicinity of the Union Park Pump Station discharge.

•

CSO Consolidation. Outfalls located to the north of the Union Park Pump Station
tributary area (BOS062-BOS068) are relatively inactive. The benefits of
consolidating these outfalls with the Union Park Pump Station facility would not
have justified the high cost of a consolidation conduit in this area. It did not
appear to be technically feasible to consolidate flows from the Dorchester Brook
Conduit with the Union Park Pump Station facility.
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•

Local or Partial Separation. The area tributary to the Union Park Pump Station
has been partially separated. The remaining areas that have not been separated
are areas considered to be extremely difficult and costly to separate. In addition,
activation of the Union Park Pump Station is partially due to surcharging in the
New Boston Main Interceptor (NBMI). Local separation would have limited
impact on this source of tributary flow.

•

Interceptor Relief. The surcharging in the NBMI is due to the backwater created
by choking of wet weather flows at the Columbus Park Headworks. Interceptor
relief would therefore provide little benefit to activations of the Union Park Pump
Station.

•

Storage and primary treatment (1-year, 3-month). In identifying the initial range
of technologies to be evaluated for the Fort Point Channel receiving water
segment, consideration was given to a number of factors:
The existing urbanized, industrial nature of the uses in and along the
channel
While fecal coliform loads from CSO contributed to non-attainment of
water quality standards in Fort Point Channel, BOD and TSS loads from
CSO did not affect existing or designated uses
The high volumes and flows discharged from the Union Park Pump
Station are predominantly stormwater
Due to the relatively high wet weather peak flows and volumes, facilities
sized to provide storage or primary treatment would have been large and
very expensive, while the benefits in terms of attainment of water quality
standards in Fort Point Channel would not have been significantly greater
than those provided by detention/treatment with disinfection.
Based on these considerations, alternatives for storage and primary treatment of
the 3-month and 1-year storm were not initially developed. Following the spring
1994 workshops, an alternative to provide storage of the 3-month storm was
added to the evaluation process. As will be discussed, the cost/performance
curves supported the decision not to evaluate the storage and primary treatment
alternatives in detail.

For the CSO control technologies that passed the initial screening process, information on cost,
performance, construction risk, public acceptance, water quality, construction-related impacts,
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and long-term environmental impacts was developed in a matrix format for presentation in the
spring 1994 workshop series. The alternatives for the Union Park Pump Station that were
presented in the spring 1994 workshops included the following:

•

CSO elimination by system wide sewer separation. Sewer separation of the entire
combined area tributary to the Fort Point Channel receiving water segment,
including outfalls BOS062 to BOS068 and BOS070, was predicted to eliminate
all overflows in the 1-year storm.

•

Near surface detention/treatment. This alternative involved construction of a 2.2
mg tank to provide coarse and fine screening, detention/high rate sedimentation ,
and disinfection with dechlorination for the discharge from the Union Park Pump
Station.

•

Screening and disinfection. This alternative involved construction of a screening
and disinfection facility with dechlorination to treat the discharge from the Union
Park Pump Station.

•

Floatables control. This alternative involved providing in-receiving water
floatables control for outfall BOS070.

Following the spring 1994 workshop, each of the above alternatives were carried forward for
more detailed evaluation, along with the alternative to provide 3-month storage noted above.

For each of the alternatives for Union Park Pump Station, planning-level costs, performance,
water quality impacts, and siting issues were developed. Selection of a preferred alternative was
based on a combination of cost/performance evaluations, a rating and ranking methodology, and
a determination to allow attainment of critical uses in designated receiving waters.

For the the Conceptual Plan, cost/performance curves were developed for the 3-month and 1year storms. Subsequent to the Conceptual Plan, improved modeling capabilities allowed
development of cost/performance curves on an annual basis. Curves were developed on an
individual project basis for cost versus CSO load removed as a percent of baseline CSO load,
and on a receiving water basis for cost versus total load removed as a percent of baseline total
18-8
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load. Total loads included pollutant loads from CSO, stormwater, and upstream or boundary
sources, if applicable. For each case, curves were developed for fecal coliform bacteria, TSS
and BOD loads. The cost/performance curves based on CSO loads, only, for the Union Park
Pump Station alternatives are presented in Figures 18.2-1 to 18.2-3. The total load curves for
the Fort Point Channel receiving water segment are presented in Figures 18.2-4 to 18.2-6. The
cost for the complete sewer separation in these figures reflects the portion of the cost of
complete system-wide sewer separation associated with separating upstream of the outfalls
tributary to Fort Point Channel. The performance is based on separating all combined areas
tributary to Columbus Park Headworks.

From Figure 18.2-1 the most cost-effective alternative for controlling fecal coliform bacteria
was the screening and disinfection alternative. Figures 18.2-2 and 18.2-3 indicate that increased
removal of both TSS and BOD was generally proportional to increased cost. From the receiving
water monitoring and modeling conducted during conceptual planning, fecal coliform bacteria
from CSO was determined to contribute to non-attainment of water quality standards in the Fort
Point Channel under future planned conditions. While BOD and TSS loads from CSO
represented a relatively substantial percentage of the total BOD and TSS loads to the Fort Point
Channel, these constituents did not affect attainment of water quality standards. Based on these
considerations, the cost/performance analysis based on CSO loads only supported selection of
the most cost effective alternative for controlling fecal coliform bacteria, which was screening
and disinfection for Union Park Pump Station.

Figure 18.2-4 presents cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria load removal from all sources
to Fort Point Channel. For this receiving water segment, "all sources" included CSO and
stormwater. A significant boundary source was not identified for the Fort Point Channel
receiving water segment. The relatively moderate impact of stormwater on the Fort Point
Channel was evident in that the highest level of CSO control resulted in over 80 percent removal
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FIGURE 18.2-l. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION AS
A PERCENT OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR UNION PARK PUMP STATION, PHASE 1
ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 18.2-2. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO TSS LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
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FIGURE 18.2-3. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO BOD LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR UNION PARK PUMP STATION, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 18.2-4. ·NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR FORT POINT CHANNEL, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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of the total fecal coliform bacteria load. A traditional "knee-of-the-curve" was not apparent in
Figure 18.2-4, however by inspection it appeared that two receiving water alternatives would
provide the highest level of control with the least cost. The Union Park Pump Station
component of one of these alternatives was screening and disinfection, and the other was
detention/treatment. The cost and performance of the alternative with the detention/treatment
facility were both slightly higher than for the alternative with screening and disinfection.
Figures 18.2-5 and 18.2-6 indicate that increased control of BOD and TSS was generally
proportional to increased cost, although the highest level of control would provide just over 40
percent removal on a total load basis. While complete sewer separation would eliminate CSO
discharges to the Fort Point Channel, the resulting increase in stormwater loads would result in a
net increase in total BOD and TSS loads to the receiving water segment. Figures 18.2-4 to
18.2-6 supported either detention/treatment or screening and disinfection for Union Park Pump
Station as an appropriate level of control for fecal coliform bacteria, BOD and TSS.

Thus, on the basis of CSO loads, only, the cost/performance curves supported screening and
disinfection as a preferred alternative, while on a total load basis, the curves supported either
screening and disinfection or detention/treatment. Both alternatives would provide about the
same level of control of fecal coliform bacteria, but detention/treatment would provide a higher
level of control of BOD and TSS. Given the relatively high proportion of the total TSS and
BOD loads to the Fort Point Channel contributed by CSOs, the incremental additional cost to
provide detention/treatment was determined to be justified by the potential benefits in terms of
increased removal of TSS and BOD loads. It was recognized that the increased removal of CSO
BOD and TSS loads would not affect attainment of uses in the Fort Point Channel.

A rating and ranking methodology was also used as a means to identify a potentially preferred
receiving water wide alternative. Each alternative was assigned ratings for specific criteria
under the categories of water quality impacts and cost. In the evaluation of the alternatives for
the Fort Point Channel, the siting impacts were not rated. The ratings for the alternatives under
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each category were summed, and a rank order was established for each category. The rank
orders from the two categories were summed to obtain an overall rank order for the alternatives.

The cost and water quality impact rank orders for the alternatives for the receiving water based
alternatives for the Fort Point Channel, including Union Park Pump Station, are presented in
Table 18.2-1. For each category, "1" is the highest rank. Detailed backup for the rankings was
included in the appendices to the Conceptual Plan. As indicated in Table 18.2-1, control of the
3-month storm using coarse screens at outfalls BOS062 to BOS068, detention/treatment at
Union Park Pump Station, in-line storage in the Dorchester Brook Conduit, and implementing a
consolidation/storage conduit for outfalls BOS072 and BOS073 had the highest overall rank,
based on the sum of the ranks from the two evaluation categories considered. Each of the three
remaining receiving water alternatives had the same ranking. Thus, while the ranking
methodology did not provide a lot of differentiation among the alternatives, it did support the
preferred detention/treatment alternative for Union Park Pump Station.

In summary, both the cost/performance evaluations and the ranking methodology supported
detention/treatment as the preferred alternative for Union Park Pump Station, and this alternative
was selected as the preferred alternative in the Conceptual Plan.

18.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

The following sections present project-specific objectives and design criteria for the Union Park
Detention/Treatment Facility project. These objectives and design criteria focus the
development of this project in a manner that is consistent with other projects which make up the
overall MWRA CSO control program.
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TABLE 18.2-1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE FORT POINT CHANNEL

CSO Control Alternative

Cost
Rank

Performance/
Water Quality
Impact Rank

Sum of
Rankings

Complete Sewer Separation

3

1

4

Control of 3-Month Storm (storage/detention/
treatment)
Coarse Screen BOS062-068
Detention Treatment at Union Park Pump Station
In-line Storage in Dorchester Brook Conduit
Storage/Consolidation Conduit BOS072, 073

2

1

3

Control of 3-Month Storm (screening/disinfection)
Coarse Screen BOS062-068
Screening/Disinfection at Union Park Pump Station
In-line Storage in Dorchester Brook Conduit
Individual Screening/Disinfection BOS072, 073

2

2

4

Floatables Control
Coarse Screen BOS062-068, 072, 073
In-Receiving Water Control BOS070

1

3

4

18.3.1 Project Objectives

In conjunction with other projects along the Fort Point Channel, the primary objectives of the
Union Park facility project are to:

•

Reduce the load of fecal coliform bacteria and floatables from CSOs to a level
that will allow attainment of water quality standards for the Fort Point Channel

•

Reduce the TSS and BOD load to Fort Point Channel

•

Maintain the flood control function that is currently provided for the Union Park
Pump Station service area
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The ultimate attainment of water quality standards in the Fort Point Channel receiving water
segment will be contingent on the control of other sources of pollution such as stormwater and
non-point sources.

18.3.2 Design Criteria

The following sections present project specific design criteria including design flows and loads,
hydraulics, and unit processes.

Flows and Loads. The peak flows and pump station discharge volumes for a range of storm
conditions are presented in Table 18.3-1. Selection of design flows for the facility was based on
a cost-benefit analysis of a range of flow conditions, as described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR.
For the Union Park facility, this process resulted in selection of the peak flow from the largest
storm in the typical year (232 mgd) as the design flow for sizing the disinfection equipment.
With the selection of this design flow, all CSO flows during a typical rainfall year would be
disinfected at the levels prescribed by the applicable design criteria.

For the sizing of the detention basins, the peak flow from the 1-year storm ( 142 mgd) was
selected. The one storm in the typical year that generated a peak flow greater than the peak from
the 1-year storm was a very short-duration, high intensity storm with characteristics equivalent
to the 2-year, 1-hour storm. The flow in the 2-year, 1-hour storm would exceed the peak flow
from the 1-year, 24-hour storm for a duration of less than one hour. If the higher peak flow
were selected as the basis of design for the detention basins, the area required for the basins
would increase by over 60 percent. The consequences in terms of performance of sizing the
tanks based on the peak flow in the 1-year storm would be that for less than one hour per year,
the design overflow rate would be exceeded. It would not be reasonable in terms of cost, facility
sizing, and performance to increase the size of the tanks by 60 percent to avoid the one-hour
exceedance of the design overflow rate.
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TABLE 18.3-1. SUMMARY OF PEAK FLOWS AND DISCHARGE VOLUMES

IDesign Storm

I

3-month

Flow (mgd)

I

Volume (mg)

67.8

I

6.35

Typical year - peak flow

232

10.73

1-year

142

19.53

The pumping capacity of the existing Union Park Pump Station (360 mgd) was selected for
sizing screening technologies and other hydraulic elements. This basis of design was required to
assure that the same level of flood control currently provided to the South End by the existing
pump station would continue to be provided following construction of the proposed facility. At
times when the pumping rate exceeds 142 mgd, the design flow for the detention basins, or
232 mgd, the design flow for the disinfection system, CSO treatment levels will be diminished,
but the flood protection provided by the existing station will not be affected. Such occurrences
are expected once or less per year on average.

Predicted effluent pollutant loads for the proposed detention/treatment facility corresponding to
a range of hydraulic conditions are presented in Table 18.3-2. These loads are based on average
pollutant concentrations, which were discussed in Chapter 8 of the DEIR.

As shown in Table 18.3-2, significant reductions in CSO volume, fecal coliform bacteria, TSS,
and BOD are indicated for each hydraulic condition analyzed.

Hydraulics. The primary hydraulic consideration for this facility was. to assure that flood
control would continue to be provided to the South End following the incorporation of
additional treatment processes. As previously noted, the pumping capacity of the existing Union
Park Pump Station (360 mgd) was selected to determine hydraulic gradients through the
proposed treatment process components (i.e., screens and the detention basins), size influent and
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TABLE 18.3-2. PREDICTED CSO VOLUMES AND EFFLUENT POLLUTANT LOADS

I

I

Condition

( 1)
(2)

I

Loads Discharged to Fort Point Channel (BOS070)
Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts x 10 9 )

Volume (mg)

TSS (lbs)

BOD (lbs)

FPC0 )

PA(2)

FPC0 )

PA(2)

FPc<!)

PA(2)

FPC< 1)

PA< 2)

3-month storm

8.45

6.35

171,990

50

9,862

5,561

5,494

3,511

1-year storm

21.61

17.33

440,090

130

25,234

15,178

14,059

9,584

Largest storm
in typical year

21.61

17.33

440,090

130

25,234

15,178

15,059

9,584

Annual

132.2

71.37

2,690,000

540

154,357

62,499

85,999

39,463

FPC = Future Planned Conditions
PA = Preferred Alternative

effluent conduits, and calculate hydraulic gradients required to establish vertical control at each
of the proposed sites. The elevation of the proposed detention basin effluent weirs was set so as
not to increase the hydraulic gradient upstream of the existing pump station. Hydraulic losses
included in the analysis included:

•

Headloss due to floatables control (6 inches)

•

Entrance and exit losses

•

Losses at sluice gates and overflow weirs

•

Frictional losses through the conveyance pipe

The water surface elevation at the pump station inlet structure, located along the west side of the
pump station, is controlled by the existing pumping operation to elevation 107.76 under peak
flow conditions. This elevation was used as the design hydraulic gradient upstream of the
existing pump station to establish vertical control at each of the proposed sites.
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The hydraulic gradients through the proposed treatment process components were set to assure
that the water surface elevation at the point of discharge from the alternative facility sites would
provide for discharge against the same high tide condition as the existing pump station. The
existing facility discharges flow to a maximum water surface in the facility discharge channel of
elevation 118.25.

Unit Process Criteria. The proposed facility would remove solids and floatables through the
use of mechanical screening equipment and detention treatment (high-rate sedimentation).

The detention treatment basins would allow negatively buoyant materials to settle to the bottom
of the tanks, while allowing highly buoyant materials to float and be retained behind an
underflow baffle located at the downstream end of the tanks, just upstream of the overflow weir.
The facility would also provide disinfection and dechlorination of the treated flow to reduce the
discharge of bacteria, viruses, and other waterborne pathogens. The unit process criteria used to
size screening and disinfection equipment, as well as ancillary equipment such as the odor
control system are discussed in Chapter 8 of the DEIR and provided in the design data sheets in
Appendix K.

18.4 ENGINEERING ALTERNATIVES AND EVALUATIONS

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, the alternatives development and evaluation process
involved first selecting preferred technologies for floatables control and disinfection for each
site, then comparing site alternatives. The following sections present the process of selecting
preferred technologies and sites for the Union Park Detention!Treatment Facility.
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18.4.1 Floatables Control Technologies for Detentionffreatment Facility

As described in Chapter 8 of the DEIR, seven floatables control technologies were evaluated on
a site-specific basis. Following initial sizing calculations and an applicability review, two of the
seven technologies were determined to be feasible for the Union Park Detentionffreatment
Facility:

•

Mechanically cleaned bar screens

•

Horizontal discharge screens

These technologies will be described in the upcoming sections.

The netting, static wedgewire screens, traveling water screens, swirl/vortex technologies, and
rotating drum screens were not considered to be feasible and were not evaluated in detail. Based
on design data sheets (Appendix K) a total of 20 netting units, 40 rotating drum screens, or
108 static wedgewire screen units would be required to handle the peak flow at the facility.
Such a large number of treatment units would require an excessively large structure to house the
equipment. In addition, the O&M requirements of such arrangements would be excessive. For
these reasons, these technologies were dropped from further consideration.

Swirl/vortex technologies were not evaluated in detail because these units require a continuous
underflow to be discharged to the interceptor system. Since the interceptors in the vicinity of the
Union Park Pump Station are surcharged during storm events that are large enough to cause the
pump station to activate, the underflow from the swirl/vortex unit would have to be either
pumped back into the interceptor, further contributing to the surcharge conditions, or stored in
an off-line storage tank until capacity was available in the interceptors. Since neither of these
alternatives appeared to be reasonable or appropriate, swirl/vortex technologies were not
evaluated in further detail.
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Traveling water screens require a continuous spray mechanism to dislodge solids from the
screens. The resulting solids slurry must be handled in a manner that is similar to the underflow
from the swirl/vortex technology (either pumped back into the interceptor system or stored off
line). Since neither of these alternatives appeared to be reasonable or appropriate, traveling
water screens were not evaluated in further detail.

Mechanically Cleaned Bar Screens. A total of four units, 9.5 feet wide by 30 feet high, would
be required (Figure 18.4-1). During operation under peak flow conditions, three units would be
operational with the fourth as a backup unit. The units would be located at the upstream end of
the facility, upstream of the detention basins. Solids and floatables retained on the screens
would be continuously removed by a rake mechanism that would carry the screenings to the
main floor, where they would be dumped into solids holding bins. The bar screens would have
0.5-inch clear spacing between the bars and would collect approximately 1,500 cubic feet of
screenings per year. The MWRA currently uses a private contractor to remove screenings from
the existing CSO facilities following storm events. The screenings are removed using a vacuum
(eductor) truck and disposed of in an appropriate landfill. It is anticipated that this solids
handling practice would continue at the Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility once it is
operational.

Site-specific capital, annual O&M, and net present value costs for the mechanically cleaned bar
screens, along with performance and risk factors, are presented in Table 18.4-1. The capital
costs presented in Table 18.4-1 reflect the cost of the equipment dedicated to the screening
alternative and the cost for the fraction of building space required to house the equipment.

The

O&M cost reflects the cost of differentiating aspects of the total O&M cost associated with the
floatables control technologies. For example, if screenings disposal costs do not vary among the
technologies evaluated, this cost would not be included in the O&M cost presented. Capital and
net present value costs are higher for Site D than for Sites C and J because equipment would be
retrofitted into existing building space, and considerably less new building space would be
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TABLE 18.4-1. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA FOR MECHANICALLY
CLEANED BAR SCREENS
Costs<!)
Capital
AnnualO&M
Net Present Value

$7 ,330,000(C)

$7 ,843,000(D)

$7 ,330,000(J)

$188,000(C)

$188,000(D)

$188,000(J)

$9,867 ,OOO(C)

$10,268,000(D)

$9,867 ,OOO(J)

Performance and Risk Factors
Effectiveness:
•

Removes 100% of floatables and solids with smallest dimension larger than screen opening size
(0.5 in.). Removes a fraction of floatables and solids with one or more dimension smaller than
screen opening size

•

Expected to capture 13 cubic feet of material per million gallons of flow processed

•

Not intended to remove oil and grease, but would remove oil and grease agglomerated to
material retained by screen

Impacts on Facility Size:

•

Area required for equipment:

•

No. units required: 4 (3 on line under peak flow conditions, 1 stand by)

•

Auxiliary equipment required, Screenings containers

3,000 square feet

O&M Considerations
•

Relatively simple to operate, control, and maintain compared to other floatables control
technologies evaluated

•

Equipment must be exercised between storms

•

Can be started automatically or manually at beginning of each overflow event

•

Screenings drop into container, which must be emptied after storm

Other Considerations
•
(1)

CommonlY_ used technology_ at CSO facilities
Costs for SiteD are higher than for Sites C and J because SiteD requires retrofitted space and substantially
less new building construction and therefore has a higher cost per square foot.
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required. The cost per square foot of building space is higher for retrofitting than for new
construction.

Horizontal Discharge Screens. Horizontal discharge screens would be located at the
downstream end of each of the five detention basins (Figure 18.4-2). Each screen would be
4 feet wide by 23 feet long and would have a maximum hydraulic capacity of approximately
100 mgd. Since each horizontal discharge screen would be dedicated to one detention basin, the
100-mgd capacity for each unit would assure that adequate hydraulic capacity would be
available to pass the existing pump station peak flow of 360 mgd with one detention basin off
line. The screens would be placed perpendicular to the flow direction so that flow would pass
up through the screens. Solids and floatables retained on the screens would be continuously
removed by an integrated rake system that moves along the length of the screen. The horizontal
discharge screens would have a 0.16-inch clear spacing between the bars and would collect
approximately 2,900 cubic feet of screenings per year. Material retained on each screen would
settle to the floor of the detention tank, which would be pitched to a low point. The screenings
would be pumped, along with other solids captured by the detention tanks, to a nearby
interceptor following the stoil.n. · To prevent large objects from entering the detention basins and
damaging the sluice gates or horizontal discharge screens, two mechanically cleaned trash racks
with 2.5-inch clear spacing between the bars would be installed upstream of the detention basins.
Each mechanically cleaned trash rack would have sufficient capacity to treat the 360 mgd pump
station capacity.

The capital, annual O&M, and net present value costs for the horizontal discharge screen
arrangement, along with performance and risk factors, are presented in Table 18.4-2. As for the
mechanically cleaned bar screen alternative, the capital cost of the screening equipment includes
the cost of building space required to house the equipment.
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TABLE 18.4-2. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA FOR HORIZONTAL
DISCHARGE SCREENS
Costs 0 >
Capital

$6,498,000(C)

$6,81 O,OOO(D)

$6,498,000(1)

$276,000(C)

$276,000(D)

$276,000(J)

$9,734,000(C)

$9,978,000(D)

$9,734,000(J)

AnnualO&M
Net Present Value

I

Performance and Risk Factors

I

Effectiveness:

•

Removes 100% of floatables and solids with smallest dimension larger than screen opening size
(0.16 in.) Removes a fraction of floatables and solids with one or more dimension smaller than
screen opening size

•

Expected to capture 25 cubic feet of material per million gallons of flow processed

•

Not intended to remove oil and grease, but would remove oil and grease agglomerated to material
retained by screen

Impacts on Facility Size:
1,800 sq ft< 2>

•

Area required for equipment:

•

No. units required: 5 (4 on line under peak flow conditions, 1 standby)

•

Auxiliary Equipment: Upstream trash rack

O&M Considerations:

•

Equipment must be exercised between storms

•

Can be started automatically or manually at beginning of each overflow event

•

Screened solids accumulate in detention tank

•

Solids pumped to local interceptor at end of storm

Other Considerations

•

No known applications in U.S. (Europe and Canada, only)

•

Designed to be applied at downstream end of a detention tank
(1) Costs for SiteD are higher than for Sites C and J because SiteD requires retrofitted space and substantially less
new building construction and therefore has a higher cost per square foot.
(2) Area includes building space for mechanically cleaned trash racks and does not include space in detention tanks.
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Comparison of Floatables Control Technologies and Recommendation. Costs and
performance and risk factors that differentiate the floatables control alternatives described above
are presented in Table 18.4-3.

Horizontal discharge screens were the low cost technology, both in terms of capital cost and net
present value, followed by the mechanically cleaned bar screens. In terms of differentiating
performance and risk factors, the horizontal discharge screens remove a greater quantity of
solids per unit of flow processed, with a clear opening of 0.16 inches between the bars as
compared to 0.5-inch clear spacing between the bars of the mechanically cleaned bar screens.

Screenings captured by the horizontal discharge screens would settle to the bottom of the
detention tanks and, after each storm event, would be discharged with other solids captured in
the detention tanks to the local interceptor. Solids collected by the mechanically cleaned bar
screens would be collected at the ground floor of the facility and hauled away. Although
horizontal discharge screens are not as widely applied for CSO treatment as mechanically
cleaned bar screens, they allow easier solids removal and were specifically designed to be
integrated into detention tank design and operation. Based on cost and the differentiating
performance and risk factors presented in Table 18.4-3 and discussed above, horizontal
discharge screens are the recommended floatables control technology alternative for the Union
Park Detention!freatment Facility.

18.4.2 Disinfection/Dechlorination Technologies

As described in Chapter 8 of the DEIR, the preliminary technology screening process for
disinfection technologies resulted in a short list of the following disinfection and dechlorination
technologies to be considered for the proposed detention/treatment facility:

•

Sodium hypochlorite disinfection with sodium bisulfite dechlorination
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TABLE 18.4-3. COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA FOR
FLOATABLES CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
Performance and Risk Factors

Component Costs
Technology
Horizontal
Discharge Screens

Capital
($000's)

c
D
J

Catenary Bar
Screens

c
D
J

6,498
6,810
6,498

7,330
7,843
7,330

O&M ($)
276,000

NPV
($000's)

c
D
J

188,000

9,734
9,978
9,734

c 9,867
D 10,268
9,867
J

Effectiveness

• Bar opening
•

size: 0.16"
Expected to
capture 25 cu.
ft. of material
per mg of flow

• Bar opening
•

size: 0.5''
Expected to
capture 13 cu.
ft. of material
per mg of flow
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Impact on
Facility Size

• Area required
3,ooo fe

• Area required
1,800 ft 2

O&M Considerations

• Screenings collect in
bottom of detention basin
and are discharged to
local interceptor as part
of post-activation
cleanup

• Screenings collected in
container and hauled
away by vacuum truck

Other
Considerations

•

•

•

No known
applications in
U.S. (Europe and
Canada only)
Horizontal
discharge screens
designed to be
integrated into
detention tank
design and
operation.
Commonly used
technology at
CSO facilities.
Used at MWRA's
six existing CSO
treatment facilities
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•

Sodium hypochlorite disinfection with sulfur dioxide dechlorination

•

Sodium bromide disinfection

•

Ultraviolet light (UV) disinfection

Following initial sizing calculations and an applicability review, three of the disinfection and
dechlorination technologies were determined to be feasible for the Union Park facility:

•

Sodium hypochlorite disinfection with sodium bisulfite dechlorination

•

Sodium hypochlorite with sulfur dioxide dechlorination

•

Sodium bromide disinfection

These technologies are described in the upcoming sections. UV disinfection was dropped from
further consideration because it would not be cost-effective compared to the other disinfection
and dechlorination technologies. The cost for UV disinfection equipment alone would be on the
order of $2.8 million, which is three to four times greater than the capital cost, including
building space, contingencies, and allowances, for the other disinfection technologies.

Sodium Hypochlorite/Sodium Bisulfite. Sodium hypochlorite disinfectant and sodium
bisulfite (for dechlorination) would be applied to facility flow by a series of metering pumps
(Table 18.4-4). A range of metering pump sizes would be required to balance the need to
accurately dose sodium hypochlorite and sodium bisulfite for low flows against the need to
deliver these chemicals under peak design conditions.

At each site (C, D, and J), the sodium hypochlorite would be applied immediately upstream of
the detention basins. This would provide a minimum contact time of approximately 22 minutes
at the design flow of 142.2 mgd.
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TABLE 18.4-4. SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE/SODIUM BISULFITE
METERING PUMP CAPACITIES
Number

IPum2 Ca2acil}' (g2hl

I

On Line

I

Standb_y

I

Sodium Hypochlorite
65
300
900

1
2
1

1

1
1

1

1

Sodium Bisulfite
20
90

Hypochlorite storage would be provided in two 5,000-gallon tanks inside the facility. This
volume would provide adequate storage to treat the largest storm in the typical year
(4,900 gallons of hypochlorite) and still receive a delivery of 4,000 gallons. Sodium
hypochlorite would also be used in the odor control system. It is anticipated that the excess of a
tanker truck delivery for disinfection would refill the two odor control system hypochlorite
storage tanks that would be provided at the facility.

Sodium bisulfite would be applied to the flow in the detention tank discharge channel by a series
of metering pumps (Table 18.4-4). This dosing location would provide a minimum of
30 seconds of detention time to accomplish dechlorination under design flow conditions
(142 mgd). Bisulfite storage would be provided in one 1,400 gallon storage tank. This volume
would provide adequate storage to treat the largest storm in the typical year (330 gallons of
bisulfite) and receive a delivery of 1,000 gallons.
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Performance and risk factors and component costs for the sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite
disinfection and dechlorination technology are presented in Table 18.4-5. The capital costs
presented in Table 18.4-5 reflect the cost of the equipment dedicated to the disinfection and
dechlorination alternative and the cost for the fraction of building space needed to house the
equipment. The O&M cost reflects the labor cost necessary to maintain the equipment, and the
cost of chemicals during a typical year. Capital and net present value costs are higher for Site D
than for Sites C and J because the cost for building space is higher on a per square foot basis at
Site D. This is due to space being provided as a combination of new and renovated building
space.

Sodium Hypochlorite/Sulfur Dioxide. The sodium hypochlorite storage and feed equipment
that would be used for the sodium hypochlorite/sulfur dioxide alternative would be identical to
that used for the sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite alternative, described in the previous
section.

The sulfur dioxide dechlorination agent would be applied to the flow in the detention basin
discharge channel, which is the same location as previously described for sodium bisulfite. The
sulfur dioxide gas would be stored in two 1-ton containers. The following chemical feed
equipment would be necessary to convert the sulfur dioxide from the ton containers into an
aqueous solution, which would then be pumped to the application point:

•

3 sulfonators- 900, 1,200, and 3,800 lbs/day

•

1 back-up sulfonator- 3,800 lbs/day

•

2 evaporator- 3,000 lbs/day

•

1 backup evaporator- 3,000 lbs/day
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TABLE 18.4-5. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA FOR
SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE/SODIUM BISULFITE
Costs
Capital

$845,000 (C)

AnnualO&M

$44,000

Net Present Value

$1 ,205,000(C)

I

$845,000 (J)

$1,123,000(0)

(C)

$44,000

(D)

$44,000

$1,422,000(0)

(J)

$1,205,000(J)

Performance and Risk Factors

Effectiveness:

•

Generally effective on bacteria and viruses; however, high turbidity, suspended solids, or
soluble organics can decrease performance

•

Expected to achieve monthly geometric mean effluent fecal coliform density of
200/100 ml and effluent chlorine residual of 0.1 mg/1 in accordance with anticipated
NPDES permit limits

Impacts on Facility Size:

•

770 ft 2 (C, J)

Area required for
equipment and chemical
storage

Aquatic Toxicity Considerations:

92o fe (D)

-.

•

Requires dechlorination to control persistent toxic chlorine residual

•

May result in the production of trihalomethane byproducts

O&M Considerations:

•

Moderate complexity; sodium hypochlorite currently used at all existing MWRA CSO
screening and disinfection facilities; chlorine residual analyzers required to control
dechlorination process

Other Considerations:

.

Public safety concerns associated with chemical transport and storage
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The evaporators would gasify liquid sulfur dioxide withdrawn from the ton containers so that it
could be made into an aqueous solution in the sulfonators. This aqueous solution would then be
pumped to the application point in the detention basin discharge channel.

Performance and risk factors and component costs for the sodium hypochlorite/sulfur dioxide
disinfection and dechlorination technology are presented in Table 18.4-6.

Sodium Hypochlorite/Sodium Bromide. Sodium hypochlorite and sodium bromide would be
blended at the desired point of application to form hypobromous acid, a powerful disinfectant.
Both chemicals would be separately pumped by a series of metering pumps to the application
point, where they would blend and be applied to the facility flow (Table 18.4-7). A range of
metering pump sizes would be required to balance the need to accurately dose sodium
hypochlorite and sodium bromide for low flow levels against the need to deliver these chemicals
under peak design conditions.

Because hypobromous acid rapidly breaks down to inert byproducts, it is appropriate to
separately feed sodium hypochlorite and sodium bromide to the application point, where they
mix to form hypobromous acid. The rapid breakdown of hypobromous acid is believed to
eliminate the need for debromination.

At each site (C, D, and J) the sodium hypochlorite and sodium bromide would be applied
immediately upstream of the detention basins. This would provide a minimum contact time of
22 minutes at the design flow of 142 mgd. No dechlorination or debromination would be
required.
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TABLE 18.4-6. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA
FOR SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE/SULFUR DIOXIDE

I

I

Performance and Risk Factors

Capital

$1,311,000 (C)

Annual O&M

$43,000

Net present Value

$1,705,000 (C)

I

(C)

$ 1,530,000(D)
$43,000

$1,311,000 (J)
$43,000

(D)

$1,876,000 (D)

(J)

$1,705,000 (J)

I

Performance and Risk Factors
Effectiveness:

•

Sodium hypochlorite is effective on bacteria and viruses; however, high turbidity, suspended
solids or soluble organics can decrease performance

•

Expected to achieve monthly geometric mean effluent fecal coliform density of 2001100 ml
and effluent chlorine residual of 0.1 mg/1, in accordance with anticipated NPDES permit
limits

Impacts on Facility Size:

•

Area required for
equipment and chemical
storage

970 ft 2 (C, J)

1o3o fe (D)

Aquatic Toxicity Considerations:

•

Requires dechlorination to control persistent toxic residual

•

May result in the production of trihalomethane byproducts

O&M Considerations:

•

More complex system to operate than sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite or sodium
hypochlorite/sodium bromide due to use of both sulfonators and evaporators and due to
chlorine residual analyzers required to control dechlorination process

Other Considerations:

•

Public safety concerns associated with chemical transport, higher concern with gaseous S0 2
versus liquid phase chemicals

•

Not normally used for intermittent operations
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TABLE 18.4-7. SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE/SODIUM BROMIDE
METERING PUMP CAPACITIES

Number

IPum2 Ca2acity (@h)

I

On Line

I

Standby

I

Sodium hypochlorite
50
900

1
1

-

1
1

1

1

Sodium bromide
50
200

Sodium hypochlorite storage would be provided in one 6,000-gallon storage tank inside the
facility. Sodium bromide storage would be provided in one 2,000-gallon tank also located inside
the facility . These volumes would provide adequate storage to treat the largest storm in the

)

typical year (3,000 gallons of sodium hypochlorite and 800 gallons of sodium bromide) and be
able to receive a delivery of-3,000 gallon-s of sodium hypochlorite and a sodium bromide
delivery of 1,000 gallons. It is anticipated that the balance of a full tanker truck delivery of
sodium hypochlorite (4,000 gallons) would refill the two odor control system hypochlorite
storage tanks that would be provided at the facility.

Performance and risk factors and component costs for the sodium hypochlorite/sodium bromide
disinfection technology are presented in Table 18.4-8.

Comparison of Technologies and Recommendations. The costs and differentiating

performance and risk factors for the disinfection/dechlorination technologies described above are
presented in Table 18.4-9.

)
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TABLE 18.4-8. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA
FOR SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE WITH SODIUM BROMIDE

Costs
Capital

$752,000

(C)

$1,004,000 (D)

Annual O&M

$96,000

(C)

$96,000

Net Present Value

$1,703,000 (C)

I

(D)

$1,900,000 (D)

$752,000

(J)

$96,000

(J)

$1,703,000 (J)

Performance and Risk Factors
Effectiveness:

•

Expected to be generally effective on bacteria and viruses; however, high turbidity,
suspended solids, or soluble organics can decrease performance

•

Limited performance data is available

Impacts on Facility Size:

•

Area required for
equipment and chemical
storage:

62o fe cc,J)

no fe (D)

Aquatic Toxicity Considerations:

•

Residual quickly breaks down to a non-toxic residual

•

May result in the production of trihalomethane byproducts

O&M Considerations:

•

Moderate complexity; both sodium hypochlorite and sodium bromide must be combined in
flow stream at application point; dechlorination process control, involving chlorine residual
analyzers, not required

Other Considerations:

•

Public safety concerns associated with chemical transport

•

One known CSO application
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TABLE 18.4-9. COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGY SELECTION CRITERIA FOR DISINFECTION ALTERNATIVES
Component Costs

Performance and Risk Factors
NPV
(OOO's)

Technology

Capital
(OOO's)

Sodium
hypochlorite/
sodium bisulfite

c 845
D 1,123
845
1

$44,000

c 1,205
D 1,422
1 1,205

•

Sodium
hypochlorite/ sulfur
dioxide

c 1,311
D 1,530
1 1,311

$43,000

c 1,705
D 1,876
1 1,705

• Achieves monthly

O&M ($)

Effectiveness
Achieves monthly
geometric mean of
200/1 OOml, and
chlorine residual of
0.1 mg/1

geometric mean of
20011 OOml, and
chlorine residual of
0.1 mg/1

O&M Considerations

•

Moderate complexity;
NaOCl currently used at
existing MWRA CSO
facilities; chlorine residual
analyzers required to control
dechlorination process

• More complex O&M due to
use of sulfonators and
evaporators; also due to
chlorine residual analyzers
required to control
dechlorination

Other Considerations

•

Commonly used for intermittent
operations at CSO facilities

• Public safety concerns
associated with chemical
transport, higher concern with
gaseOUS S02 VS. liquid phase
chemicals

• Not normally used for
intermittent operations
Sodium
hypochlorite/
sodium bromide

c 752
D 1,004
752
1

$96,000

c

1,703
D 1,900
1 1,703

• Limited performance
data available
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• Moderate complexity due to
mixing of chemicals at
application point;
dechlorination process not
required

• Public safety concerns
associated with chemical
transport

• One known CSO application

Based on the comparison presented in Table 18.4-9, the sodium hypochlorite/sodium bromide
disinfection has the lowest capital cost at each site, but sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite
disinfection has the lowest net present value. The high cost of the sodium bromide chemical
drives up the annual O&M cost for the sodium bromide technology alternative, which in turn
results in the higher net present value as compared with sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite.

In terms of performance and risk factors, concerns regarding the potential impacts of a sulfur
dioxide gas leak outweighed any potential benefits of this alternative due to its close promixity
to residential buildings. The sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite alternative was considered to
be more reliable than the other technologies. The MWRA has used sodium hypochlorite at its
six existing CSO facilities with success, which would suggest that less training would be
required for the operators with this technology. The MWRA plans to install sodium bisulfite
dechlorination equipment at several existing CSO facilities in the near future. Based on these
favorable performance and risk factors, in conjunction with the lower net-present-value cost, the
sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite alternative was recommended for the Union Park
Detention/ Treatment Facility.

18.4.3 Site Alternatives Evaluations

Following completion of the IAFS, a total of three sites (D, F, and G) were short-listed for
detailed evaluation (Figure 18.4-3). Sites F and G were subsequently dropped from further
consideration following the identification of fatal flaws, and Sites C and J were added. The
additions and deletions of sites subsequent to the IAFS are discussed below, followed by
engineering evaluations conducted to evaluate and compare Sites C, D, and J.

Changes to Short-Listed Sites. Sites F and G were eliminated from the short-list of sites for
the reasons presented in the paragraphs that follow.
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Figure 18.4-3.

UNION PARK DETENTION/TREATMENT FACILITY LOCATION PLAN FOR SITE ALTERNATIVES.

Site F. Site F is a vacant lot appropriated for the Central Artery Tunnel (CA!f)
project. The Massachusetts Highway Department has taken Site F for CA!T Project use as a
portion of the alignment of the new Frontage Road and 1-93, and possibly for a future
emergency ambulance response location or electrical substation. The proposed surface roadway
location of Frontage Road divides the site approximately in half, thus reducing the total area
available to locate the facility and limiting construction options. The vertical alignment of 1-93
further limits construction options on this site. As a result of the Massachusetts Highway
Department's plans for Site F, there would not be adequate vertical clearance nor would there be
adequate area to permit construction of the necessary above- and below-grade structures that
would be included in the Union Park Detentionffreatment Facility. Site F was therefore not
evaluated in further detail.

Site G. Site G is a parking and delivery area for the Boston Flower Exchange
(500-540 Albany Street). The site also includes a fenced parking lot east of the Flower
Exchange lot and west of 1-93. The Massachusetts Highway Department has taken a portion of
Site G for use in the alignment of the new Frontage Road and for the relocation of 1-93.

Although it may be possible to locate the above- and below-grade structures for the facility on
Site G, the installation of a 10-foot diameter influent pipe from the existing Union Park Pump
Station would be required. The influent pipe would have to pass either over or under the
Roxbury Canal Conduit, which bisects Site G. It was determined that tunneling under the
Roxbury Canal Conduit would not be feasible, because the conduit is founded on 1-foot
diameter timber piles spaced 3 feet on center. These piles were installed to an estimated depth of
100 feet, based on geotechnical evaluation of the original construction soil borings. Installing
the pipe over the Roxbury Canal Conduit would require the replacement of all four pumps at the
existing pump station to meet the increased head requirements for conveying flow over the
conduit. The additional head that would be required is estimated at 20 feet. Structural
evaluation of the existing concrete conduit that conveys flow from the Union Park Pump Station
to the Roxbury Canal Conduit indicates that it is questionable whether the conduit, between
Albany Street and the Roxbury Canal Conduit, would be capable of withstanding the required
18-43

increase in internal pressure. The costs of modifications to the existing Union Park Pump
Station and the risk associated with modifying the existing concrete conduit were judged to
fatally flaw Site G, and the site was therefore not evaluated in further detail.

Other Site Alternatives. Two sites that were not identified in the IAFS were considered during

the evaluation process. A description of these sites is presented below.

460 Harrison Avenue. The property at 460 Harrison A venue is currently used as a

parking lot between two multistory brick buildings, one bordering Thayer Street and the other
bordering Randolph Street. This site was not evaluated as a potential site in the IAFS report
because it was estimated to be too small to site the proposed facility. Subsequent to submittal of
the IAFS, however, locating the facility on this site was proposed by the current land owner.
Due to the small lot size and close proximity of the surrounding buildings, construction would
be extremely difficult and costly. Therefore, the site at 460 Harrison was not evaluated in
further detail.

Boston City Tow Lot (Site M). The Boston city tow lot borders the proposed route

of I-93, parallel to Albany Street in the South End. The lot was not evaluated as a potential site
in the IAFS report because it was not within the study area boundary. Consideration of this site
was proposed during a workshop held in July 1996 on this project. Locating the facility at the
tow lot would require the construction of a 10-foot-diameter influent conduit from the existing
Union Park Pump Station over the Roxbury Canal Conduit to the site. As discussed for Site G,
there would be costs for modifications to the pump station and risk associated with modifying
the existing concrete effluent conduit between Albany Street and the Roxbury Canal Conduit for
use under higher internal pressure. Based on these considerations, the tow lot site was not
evaluated in further detail.

Description of Site Alternatives. The following sections describe alternative Sites C, D, and J

for the Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility. Each alternative site is shown in Figure 18.4-3
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and is discussed in terms of existing surface and sub-grade features, the new structures required,
and the facility operational sequence. A site plan, depicting surface and below-grade
development, is presented for each alternative. Finally, cost and performance and construction
risk factors are presented in tabular form for each site alternative.

Site C. Site C is located on Harrison A venue and consists of a maintenance garage
and bus parking area for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, an abandoned
multistory brick building, and a smaller abandoned brick building. In order to construct the
proposed facility on the site, both brick buildings would have to be demolished. An allowance
of $14 million has been added to the estimated capital cost for the facility at Site C, to cover the
demolition and asbestos/hazardous waste abatement activities at this site. This value could,
however be substantially higher given the lack of information surrounding this site and the high
potential for the presence of hazardous materials based on its former use as a power station. The
site is bordered by Harrison Avenue, which is the main access way to the MBTA maintenance
building. The proposed facility would consist of a 120-foot by 90-foot by 20-foot-high
above-grade building, and a 210-foot by 150-foot by 25-foot-deep below-grade detention tank
structure (Figure 18.4-4). The facility would include the following major equipment/features:

•

Two mechanically cleaned trash racks (2.5-inch bar spacing)

•

Five horizontal discharge screens (0.16-inch bar spacing)

•

Four 120-mgd vertical turbine, single-speed effluent pumps

•

Two dewatering pumps

•

Wet-scrubber odor control system

•

Sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite disinfection and dechlorination metering
pumps and chemical storage tanks

•

Electrical/control room

•

Office/laboratory
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Flow to the facility would be intercepted upstreana of the existing Union Park Punap Station at
three proposed diversion/overflow structures (Figure 18.4-4). One would be constructed along
the 84-inch combined sewer at the intersection of Harrison Avenue and Malden Street. The
other two would be constructed along the 88-inch by 50-inch and 88-inch by 88-inch combined
sewer naains at the intersection of Harrison Avenue and Union Park Street. The existing punap
station would not be required to convey flow to the proposed facility at Site C and could be
decommissioned. Flow would overtop weirs in the three proposed diversion structures as the
conduits surcharged during wet weather conditions, and flow would be conveyed through a
10-foot gravity conduit located in Harrison Avenue to the proposed facility.

Flow would pass through the mechanically cleaned trash racks and be dosed with sodium

()

hypochlorite prior to entering the detention tanks. The sodium hypochlorite dose would be
paced based on flow and trinamed based on chlorine residual measured at the facility. At the
effluent end of the detention tanks, the flow would pass up through the horizontal discharge
screens. Solids and floatables would be retained on the screens, and flow would travel through
the effluent discharge channel to the facility wetwell. The flow would be dosed with sodiuna
bisulfite in the effluent discharge channel. A chlorine residual analyzer would be required in the
channel to determine the correct sodiuna bisulfite dose for dechlorination. Flow would then be
punaped, by the 120-nagd vertical turbine, single-speed effluent punaps, through a proposed
10-foot effluent conduit. The punaps would be controlled by a series of level switches that
would activate the punaps based on the water level in the wetwell. As the level in the wetwell
increased or decreased, the pumps would start or stop in sequence. Water renaaining in the
detention basins at the end of a storna would be punaped to the NBMI. Once dewatered, the
tanks would be cleaned and flushed with city water. Sodiuna hypochlorite could be added to the
flushing water supply to Dlitigate infectious disease concerns.
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The proposed effluent conduit would be constructed along the northeast side of the MBT A
maintenance building, across Albany Street, and would connect to the existing Union Park Pump

()

Station discharge conduit at the intersection of Union Park and Albany Streets.

Capital (without site acquisition), site acquisition, total capital (including site acquisition),
annual O&M, and net present value costs for the alternative of locating the Union Park
Detentionffreatment Facility at Site Care presented in Table 18.4-10. Construction risk factors
associated with this alternative are presented in Table 18.4-11. Performance, in terms of
floatables control, disinfection/dechlorination, and detention/treatment is presented in
Table 18.4-12. Because the same floatables control, disinfection/dechlorination, and
detention/treatment technologies were selected for each of the three alternative facility sites,
Table 18.4-12 presents anticipated performance that is representative of each alternative site.

Site D. Site D is located adjacent to the existing pump station and may be accessed from Albany
Street, Malden Street, and Union Park Street. The site consists of vacant land and a parking lot
used by the Boston Water and Sewer Commission. No above-grade structures are located on the

(_)

site. In the DEIR, the new facility at this site was described as a 90-foot by 50-foot structure,
extending approximately 20 feet above grade. Upon further review of the internal equipment
space requirements following the submittal of the DEIR, it was determined that an additional
building space measuring 15 feet x 50 feet would need to be constructed on the east face of the
existing annex. The overall dimensions of the new building would be 90 feet wide by 140 feet
long, a portion of which would be taken up by the existing annex. The below-grade portion of
the new facility would include a 90-foot by 50-foot screening area and five detention treatment
tanks. Each tank would be 145 feet wide and 25 feet deep and would range from 180 to 235 feet
in length (Figure 18.4-5). The facility would include the following major equipment/features:

!" )
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TABLE 18.4-10. SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR SITE C

I

I

Cost in $ Thousands

Capital cost w/o site acquisition

$62,309

Site acquisition cost< 1l

$500

Total capital cost

$62,809
$743

Annual O&M cost
Net present value
(1)

$59,581

Based on 1994 assessed value

TABLE 18.4-11. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS
FORSITEC
Site:

•
•
•

Demolition of two buildings required
Presence of hazardous material within buildings likely
Existing UPPS to be decommissioned

Pipeline Route:
120-inch influent and effluent pipelines required
•
Connection
into existing outfall between Albany St. and I-93 required
•
Combination of open cut excavation and trenchless technology anticipated
•
Geotechnical:

•

Deep foundation (piles) anticipated due to presence of unsuitable material

Contamination:
Greatest amount of excavate handling required of all alternatives
•
Presence of contaminated soil anticipated due to site history
•
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TABLE 18.4-12. PERFORMANCE FACTORS FOR UNION PARK
DETENTION/TREATMENT FACILITY
Horizontal Discharge Screen Floatables Control Technology:
•

Captures 25 cubic feet of material per million gallons of flow processed

•

Removes 100% of solids and floatables with smallest dimension greater than 0.16inch bar clear spacing. Removes a fraction of floatables with 1 or more dimension
smaller than 0.16 inches

•

Removes oil and grease agglomerated to material retained on screen

•

Starts and stops automatically

•

Screenings settle to bottom of detention tank and are pumped to local interceptor
following activation

Sodium Hypochlorite/Sodium Bisulfite Disinfection/Dechlorination Technology:
•

Generally effective on bacteria and viruses. High turbidity, suspended solids, or
soluble organics can decrease performance

•

Expected to achieve monthly geometric mean effluent fecal coliform density of
2001100 ml, and effluent chlorine residual of 0.1 mg/1 in accordance with
anticipated NPDES permit limits

•

Dechlorination controls persistent, toxic chlorine residual

•

Results in the formation of potentially harmful trihalomethane byproducts

•

Sodium hypochlorite disinfection currently used at existing MWRA CSO treatment
facilities

•

Sodium bisulfite dechlorination currently under design for use at existing MWRA
CSO treatment facilities

•

Precautions required for chemical transport and storage

Detention/Treatment Technology:
•
•
•

Tarik:s sized based on 4,500 gallons per day per square foo( overflow rate
Expected TSS removal of 50%
Expected BOD removal of 10%
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FIGURE 18.4-5.
UNION PARK DETENTION/
TREATMENT FACILITY AT SITED

•
•

Three mechanically cleaned trash racks (2.5-inch spacing)

•

Two dewatering pumps

•

Wet scrubber odor control system

Five horizontal discharge screens (0.16-inch spacing)

To minimize the size of the above-grade portion of the facility, equipment and floor space in the
existing Union Park Pump Station would be renovated and utilized where possible. Proposed
equipment to be located in the renovated areas ·would include:

()

•

Sodium hypochlorite/sodium bisulfite disinfection and dechlorination metering
pumps and chemical storage tanks

•

Electrical/instrumentation equipment

•

HV AC equipment

•

Boiler room equipment

Personnel functions that involve office, laboratory, personnel, rest room, and locker room space
would continue in the existing pump station building. These areas, however, would have to be
renovated in order to address existing A.D.A. building requirements.

Flow currently enters the existing Union Park Pump Station through a 7-foot by 6-foot conduit
that conveys flow to the station inlet structure and from a 48-inch line that conveys flow into the
annex. Following screening, flow is currently pumped to the Roxbury Canal Conduit and outfall
BOS070 through a 48-inch pipe and a 7.33-foot by 7.33-foot conduit.

With the modifications to the existing facility associated with the detention/treatment facility,
the existing inlet structure would be abandoned. When surcharge conditions reached a
predetermined level, the existing sluice gate in Malden Street would close and direct all flow to a
new diversion structure and 10-foot diameter conduit in Malden Street (Figure 18.4-5). The
conduit, which would be approximately 90 feet long, would convey flow to another junction
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structure located outside the proposed facility addition. Flow from the 48-inch line that
presently conveys flow to the annex would also be rerouted to this new junction structure.

From this new junction structure, flow would enter the proposed building addition to the existing
pump station and would follow the same treatment process flow presented for Site C, except that
the existing effluent pumps would be used. Flow would be discharged to the Roxbury Canal
Conduit through the existing effluent conduit.

The existing turbine effluent pumps currently use kerosene as their energy source. Upon
start-up, the engines emit a pungent smoke through the existing stacks. As part of the DEIR
activities, alternative cleaner-burning energy sources were evaluated, including electricity and
natural gas. The alternative using electric driven turbines was dropped from consideration due
to the large area needed within the facility to house the instrumentation, switching gear and
motor control cabinets for both a primary and backup feed into the facility. Sufficient existing
area was not available to accommodate the equipment.

(_)
An alternative using natural gas as a source would require on-site compressors to boost the
pressure to 150 psi. Boston gas has indicated that while a large amount of gas would be required
during peak flow conditions, an intermediate pressure main located in Albany Street may be able
to handle the required flows. This alternative should be explored further during the preliminary
design phase.

Components of cost for the alternative of locating the Union Park Detentiontrreatment Facility
at SiteD are presented in Table 18.4-13, and construction risk factors are presented in
Table 18.4-14.

Site J. Site J is the existing Lester J. Retch Playground. It is bordered by Albany
and Randolph Streets and industrial buildings at the rear of the site. In order to construct the
proposed facility on the site, at least one baseball diamond would be displaced. The proposed
facility layout at Site J would be identical to Site C. The proposed facility would consist of a
18-53
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TABLE 18.4-13. SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR SITED

I

I
Capital cost w/o site acquisition

Cost in $ Thousands
$35,185

Site acquisition cost< 1>

$253

Total capital cost

$35,438

Annual O&M cost

$743

Net present value

$38,134

(1) Based on 1994 assessed value

TABLE 18.4-14. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS
FOR SITED
Site:

•
•

C)

Demolition of existing Union Park Pump Station annex may be required
Existing Union Park Pump Station to remain in service

Pipeline Route:
• Minimal influent pipeline construction required. Discharge through existing
facility discharge conduit
• Open-cut excavation anticipated; microtunneling not required
Geotechnical:
• Mat foundation anticipated based on results of subsurface exploration program
Contamination:
• Least amount of excavate handling required of all alternatives
• MCP-regulated soil contamination present, based on environmental sampling

J
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120-foot by 90-foot by 20-foot-high above-grade building, and a 210-foot by 150-foot by
25-foot deep below-grade detention tank structure (Figure 18.4-6). The facility would include

(j

the same major equipment/features as at Site C.

With the detention/treatment facility located at Site J, the existing Union Park Pump Station
would continue to operate. Flow would continue to be screened and pumped at the existing
pump station, but, instead of discharging to the Roxbury Canal Conduit through the existing
effluent conduit, the flow would be intercepted on the east side of Albany Street by a new
diversion structure (Figure 18.4-6). This diversion structure would direct the flow to Site J via a
new 10-foot diameter conduit. Flow entering the facility would follow the same treatment
process flow presented for Site C, including effluent pumping. After effluent pumping,
however, the effluent would be conveyed to the Roxbury Canal Conduit through a new 10-foot
diameter effluent conduit. The existing effluent conduit downstream of the new diversion
structure would be abandoned.

Components of cost for the alternative of locating the Union Park Pump Station Detention/
Treatment Facility at Site J are presented in Table 18.4-15, and construction risk factors are
presented in Table 18.4-16.

18.4.4 Summary

The preceding sections provided background on the Union Park Detention/Treatment Facility
project and discussed applicable floatables control and disinfection technologies and alternative
sites for locating the facility. Section 18.5 presents the comparison of alternatives, incorporating
cost, construction risk, and environmental impacts, and documents the selection of a preferred
alternative. Section 18.6 presents a review of additional environmental-information developed
for the preferred alternative since the DEIR.
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TABLE 18.4-15. SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR SITE J

I

I

Cost in $ Thousands
$43,983

Capital cost w/o site acquisition

~

Site acquisition cost<IJ

$44,598

Total capital cost
Annual O&M<2l cost

$1,584

Net present value<2J

$54,390

(1)
(2)

Based on 1994 assessed value
Cost reflects the continued operation of the existing Union Park Pump Station and O&M for the
separate detention/treatment facility

TABLE 18.4-16. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR SITE J
Site:

•

()

Existing UPPS to remain service

Pipeline Route:
• Trenchless technology anticipated
• New effluent conduit construction difficult due to existing utilities and new 1-93
pile construction
Geotechnical:
• Mat foundation anticipated based on results of subsurface exploration program
Excavate Handling:
• Higher excavate quantity than SiteD, lower than Site C
• MCP regulated soil contamination present based on environmental sampling

tj
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Union Park Detentionffreatment Facility

18.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental impacts
with mitigation for each of the three site alternatives for the Union Park Detention/Treatment
Facility are summarized in Table 18.5-1. Ifthere was no difference among one or more
construction risk or environmental impacts with mitigation factors, those factors were not
included in Table 18.5-1 because they would not differentiate among the site alternatives.

18.5.1 Cost Comparison of Alternatives

The costs presented in Table 18.5-1 include capital (without site acquisition), site acquisition,
total capital (including site acquisition), annual O&M, and net present value. As indicated in the
table, Site D has the lowest capital cost, followed by Site J and Site C. Two factors contributing
to the lower capital cost of SiteD are that less new building space is required (the existing Union
Park Pump Station building would be reutilized) and significantly less large-diameter piping
would be required. Because SiteD is adjacent to the existing pump station, existing equipment
and-floor space would be used and renoviteci to accommodate required improvements.
Personnel areas, the wet well, effluent pumps, and pump room would be used as part of the new
facility. These functions would be provided in newly constructed space if the facility were
located at Sites Cor J. In addition, less than 100 feet of new influent conduit would be required
to direct flow into the detention/treatment facility at Site D. The detention tank effluent channel
would discharge directly to the existing pump station wet well and would be pumped to the
Roxbury Canal Conduit through the existing pump station effluent conduit. If the facility were
located at Site C or Site J, the length of influent and effluent piping required would be
approximately 1,100 feet or 1,800 feet, respectively.
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TABLE 18.5-1. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK AND PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION UNION PARK
PUMP STATION DETENTIONtrREATMENT FACILITY
SITE ALTERNATIVE

,I

c

I

I

I

D

I

J

COST (OOO's)
Cap Cost w/o Site
Acquisition
Site Acquisition Cost
Total Capital Cost
Annual O&M Cost
Total NPV

I

(~)

$62,309

$35,185

$43,983

500
62,809
743
59,581

253
35,438
743
38,134

614
44,598
1,584
54,390

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK AND PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY

Site Considerations

(D) Demolition of two large buildings required.
(D) Presence of hazardous material within buildings likely.
(A) Existing UPPS to be decommissioned.

(D) Demolition of existing UPPS annex may be required.
(A) Existing UPPS to remain in service as integral part of new facility.

(D) Existing UPPS to remain in service in addition to new facility.

Pipeline Route
Considerations

(N) Open-cut excavation and trenchless technology anticipated.
(D) New 120-inch pipeline in Harrison St. required.
(N) Connect into existing outfall between Albany St. and I-93.

(A) Open-cut excavation anticipated.
(A) Minimal new pipeline construction required.
(A) Use existing facility discharge conduit.

(N) Trenchless technology anticipated.

Geotechnical
Considerations

(D) Deep foundation anticipated due to presence of unsuitable
material.

(A) Mat foundation anticipated based on results of subsurface
exploration.

(A) Mat foundation anticipated based on results of subsurface
exploration.

Contamination

(D) Largest quantity of excavated material.
(D) Possible presence of contaminated soil due to site history.

(A) Lowest quantity of excavated material.
(D) MCP regulated soil contamination present based on sampling.

(D) MCP-regulated soil contamination present based on sampling.

O&M Considerations

(N) One set of discharge pumps required at new facility.

(N) One set of discharge pumps at UPPS.

(D) Two sets of discharge pumps required - one at UPPS, second at
new facility.
(D) Adverse slope on facility discharge conduit will require
dewatering.

(D) Pump from existing facility to site via new pipeline.
(D) New discharge conduit construction difficult due to existing
utilities and new I-93 pile construction.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION

c
PARAMETER

Short- Term

COMMUNITY
Land Use I Aesthetics

Key:

)

(A)·
(D)

0

= Minor or no impact

--

•

=Moderate impact

J

D
Long- Term

Short-Term

Long -Term

--

• Disruption to parkland;
intermittent noise, traffic impacts
on residents

--

•

Major impact

Advantage when compared with other alternatives
Disadvantage when compared with other alternatives
(N) = Neutral (neither an advantage nor disadvantage) when compared with other alternatives

Short- Term
•

Loss of most of playground

Long-Term
- Permanent loss of part of
playground/recreation area

TABLE 18.5-1 (Continued). DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK AND PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION UNION PARK
PUMP STATION DETENTIONtrREATMENT FACILITY
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION

c
PARAMETER

Short- Term

Historic I
Archaeological

~ Construction in South End
Landmark District Protection
Area and NR-eligible South End
Industrial District

Noise I Vibration

~ Intermittent noise impacts on
two receptors and residences

Traffic &
Transportation

--

J

D
Long -Term

Short- Term

Long- Term

• Permanent loss of West End
Street Railway Central Power
Station, eligible for National
Register; facility in South End
Landmark District Protection
Area and NR-eligible South End
Industrial District; visual effects;
moderate to high sensitivity for
historic archaeological resources

• Construction in the in South
End Landmark District Protection
Area and NR-eligible South End
Industrial District

- CSO facility in South End
Landmark District Protection
Area and NR-eligible South End
Industrial District; visual impacts;
moderate sensitivity for historical
archaeological resources

• Construction impacts in the
South End Landmark District
Protection Area and NR-eligible
South End Industrial District

--

• Intermittent increase in noise
levels for residents

--

- Intermittent noise impacts on
remaining park

--

--

- Pipeline connectors result in
lane loss on Albany and Malden
Streets

--

• Connection of dewatering
pipeline results in loss of lane on
Albany Street

--

--

• Temporary interruption of
ability of city of Boston to
provide park

--

Short -Term

Long-Term
- CSO facility in South End
Landmark District Protection
Area and NR-eligible South End
Industrial District

INSTITUTIONAL

()

Inst.Considerations &
Develpt. Plan

-Disruption of MBTA
maintenance garage

Nat. Res.
Key: 0 = Minor or no impact
- = Moderate impact
•
Major impact
(A) = Advantage when compared with other alternatives
(D) = Disadvantage when compared with other alternatives
(N) = Neutral (neither an advantage nor disadvantage) when compared with other alternatives

I )
\__.

• Loss of city of Boston
recreation area

- Loss of some city of Boston
recreation area (impact remains
major if no alternative parkland
found)

()

Union Park Detention!freatment Facility

Site acquisition costs are significantly lower for SiteD than for Sites C and J. This difference in
site acquisition cost contributes to a greater difference in total capital cost (including site
acquisition) when comparing SiteD versus Sites C and J.

The annual O&M cost for the facility alternative at Site J is about twice as high as the O&M cost
for the facility at Sites C and D. This is because the existing Union Park Pump Station would be
required to pump flow to the facility at Site J, and a second set of pumps at that site would be
required to discharge flow to the Roxbury Canal Conduit. At Sites C and D, only one pumping
operation would be required. At Site C, new effluent pumps would be used, and the existing
Union Park Pump Station pumping operation would be decommissioned. At SiteD, the existing
pump station pumps would continue in service.

The cost factors discussed above were used to compute the net present value for the three
alternative facility sites. Because Site D has the lowest capital cost, and a lower annual O&M
(.)

cost, this site has the lowest net present value. The capital cost for the facility at Site C drives
that alternative to have the highest net present value, despite the significantly higher annual
O&M cost at Site J.

18.5.2 Construction Risk and Performance Reliability Comparison of Alternatives

The construction risk factors include site considerations, pipeline route considerations,
geotechnical considerations, contamination, and O&M considerations (Table 18.5-1). These
factors facilitate the comparison of certain aspects of project construction and O&M that cannot
be fully quantified in terms of cost. As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, each factor is
designa,ted as an advantage (A), disadvantage (D) or neutral (neither an ·advantage nor
disadvantage) (N) when compared among the alternatives being compared.
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In terms of construction risk factors, Site D appears to have the lowest risk. Site D would

()

require only 100 feet of new influent conduit, along with two new diversion structures in
Malden Street. The construction of a new effluent conduit would not be required, as the existing
piping could remain in service. Sites C and J would require the construction of 1,100 feet and
1,800 feet, respectively, of new influent and effluent piping. The construction of several
diversion structures would also be required. The construction of pipelines to and from facilities
at Sites C or J would be difficult due to the presence of dense utilities and underground
structures.

An additional construction risk associated with Site C is the required demolition of an existing
multi-story structure. While the demolition of this building has been accounted for as cost, there
is increased construction risk (i.e., potential for increased cost due to unknown conditions at this
time) associated with Site C. Less suitable soils for foundation design and construction at Site C
as compared to Sites D and J also differentiate Site C in terms of potential for cost increases due

()

to unknown conditions at this time.

The operation of a detention/treatment facility at Site J would be more complex than at Sites C
or D because both influent and effluent pumping would be required. It would also be necessary
to install the effluent conduit from the facility to the Roxbury Canal Conduit on an adverse slope
and to dewater the effluent conduit following each facility activation.

18.5.3 Environmental Comparison of Alternatives After Mitigation

Factors used to compare the alternatives in terms of environmental impacts after mitigation fall
into the community, institutional, and natural resources categories. As described in Chapter 10
of the DEIR, impacts are designated as minor, moderate, or severe and are depicted by symbols
(Table 18.5-1).
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The major issues of concern in the detention/treatment facility project area relate to community
and institutional issues. The project area consists of mixed residential, commercial, and
institutional land uses, and future development plans in and around the area present challenges
for siting of new facilities. The entire area falls within one or two NR-eligible historic districts;
thus, construction at any of the sites would require mitigation for short-term impacts such as
vibration and dust, and for long-term impacts such as visual compatibility. Siting of the CSO
facility on Site C would require demolition of the West End Street Railway central power
station, which is potentially eligible for the National Register. Coordination with MHC and
compliance with the Section 106 process could be time-consuming and may affect the project
schedule.

Potential community impacts would be greater at Sites D and J than at Site C. The permanent
loss of recreational area and open space at Site J would be a major impact if alternative
recreational land could not be found in the immediate neighborhood. Site D is proposed by the
city of Boston and the Boston Water and Sewer Commission to be partially developed as a
neighborhood park; however, the proposed lease agreement stipulates that the MWRA may
interrupt the park activity for a period of three years to complete the construction of the
detention/treatment facility. Impacts related to intermittent elevated noise levels would affect
residents and sensitive receptors at all three sites. Visual impacts would likely be the greatest
on residents of Union Park Street, who have a direct view of SiteD, and on users of Site J, the
existing Retch playground.

Institutional issues would be of concern at all three sites. Of greatest concern would be the
permanent loss of open space at Site J. The city of Boston has indicated that parkland and
recreational land should not be used for CSO facilities. There would be temporary loss of
parkland at Site D, as noted above, if the proposed neighborhood park is developed prior to CSO
facility construction. However, the lease currently being negotiated does stipulate that the park
activity may be interrupted by CSO construction. Therefore, long-term institutional issues
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related to Site D are expected to be minor. Institutional issues related to the use of Site C
revolve around the MBTA's bus operations and plans for the site.

18.5.4 Preferred Alternative

Site D has the lowest overall cost of the alternatives evaluated, followed by Sites C and J in
order of increasing total net present value. The construction risk and performance reliability
factors also favor site D as compared to the other sites. If the facility were located at Site C,
there would be a permanent loss of a structure that is potentially eligible for the National
Register. At Site J, there would be the permanent loss of recreational area. While locating the
facility at Site D would not result in the permanent loss of resources, construction on that site
would result in moderate community and institutional impacts, particularly during the
construction phase. Because nothing in the analysis of environmental impacts after mitigation
would preclude selection of the low cost alternative, SiteD is the preferred alternative for the
Union Park Detentionffreatment Facility. The total capital cost, including site acquisition, at the

c~~)

preferred alternative would be $35,438,000.

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, all capital costs presented in the Draft and the Final
CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Reports were based on construction costs that had
been adjusted to an estimated December 1997 Boston-area Engineering News Record
Construction Cost Index (ENR CCI of 6754.6). Just prior to completion of the FEIR, the
MWRA developed a revised estimate of the December 1997 ENR CCI of 6970.0. Using the
revised ENR CCI, the capital cost of the Union Park Detentionffreatment Facility project would
be as follows:

•

Capital Cost, not including Site Acquisition -

$36,307,000

•

Site Acquisition -

$

•

Total Capital Cost, including Site Acquisition - $36,560,000
18-64
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18.6 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

No major project changes that would affect the environmental impact analysis conducted for this
project or substantially change the environmental impacts of the recommended plan have been
proposed since publication of the DEIR. The baseline environmental conditions and impacts
associated with construction and long-term operation and maintenance of the Union Park
Detentiontrreatment Facility project can be found in Chapter 21, Sections 4 and 5, in the DEIR.

It should be noted, however, that since the preparation of the DEIR, new data have been

obtained from continuous emissions monitoring conducted at the air emissions control facilities
at the Deer Island primary treatment headworks. These data show that an average of
approximately 60 percent removal of total non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) was achieved
by wet scrubbers at the east and west air emissions control facilities at Deer Island between April
( )

1995 and October 1996. Based on these new data documenting operational removal of total
NMHCs by wet scrubbers, the anticipated yearly emissions of NMHCs from the Union Park
Pumping Station were recalculated. Using a removal rate of 60 percent for total NMHCs rather
than 85 percent, the controlled total NMHC emissions from the Union Park Pumping Station are
estimated to be approximately 1.68 tons per year (tpy). These estimated yearly emissions are
above the impact threshold of 1 tpy, whereas the 0.63 tpy yearly emissions of total NHMCs
reported in the DEIR were below the impact threshold of 1 tpy. Consequently, the anticipated
air quality impact from the operation of the Union Park Pump Station is potentially moderate,
but mitigable. Since the facility would emit between 1 and 5 tpy of pollutants, a limited plan
approval application for the Union Park Pumping Station would be submitted to the
Massachusetts DEP for review.

In addition, the CA!f Massachusetts Avenue Interchange project, which was estimated to be
completed in 2003 in the DEIR, resulting in some overlap in construction impacts with the

r_)
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Union Park project, will likely be completed by 2001. As a result of this revised schedule, there
should be no overlap of the two construction projects. A second construction project involving
reconstruction of Washington Street from Dudley Square to downtown is tentatively scheduled
to begin in 1999 and last for two years. Unless there are significant delays to this project, it
should not overlap with construction of the Union Park Detentiontrreatment Facility.
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CHAPTER19
EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF

The East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project will reduce the activation frequency and volume of
nine CSO outfalls in East Boston, tributary to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence and
Upper and Lower Inner Harbor, to a level that will be consistent with attainment of water quality
standards in those receiving waters. The relief project will increase the capacity of the
interceptor system in East Boston to convey wet weather flows to the Caruso pumping sation.
The increase in interceptor capacity will reduce CSO activations by lowering hydraulic gradients
at CSO regulators during wet weather. The project involves:

()

•

Approximately 11,900 feet of new pipe installed by a combination of open-cut
excavation and microtunneling

•

Replacement of 6,150 feet of the existing East Boston Branch Sewer by pipe
bursting

•

Rehabilitation of 6, 700 feet of the existing branch sewer

The information presented in this chapter is arranged as follows:

•

19.1 Introduction and Project Background. Describes the location and
general features of the project

•

19.2 Conceptual Planning Evaluations. Presents review of alternatives
evaluated for outfalls BOS003 to BOS014 and the selection of a preferred
alternative in the conceptual planning phase

•

19.3 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals and summarizes key criteria

•

19.4 Engineering Alternatives and Evaluations. Presents alternatives,
including layouts, costs, and construction risk factors

•

19.5 Comparison of Alternatives. Compares alternatives based on cost,
construction risk, and environmental impacts and documents the selection of a
preferred alternative
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19.6 Environmental Evaluation. Presents an update on environmental
information or analyses on the preferred alternative since the Draft CSO Facilities
Plan/Environmental Impact Report

19.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

The East Boston Branch Sewer (EBBS) is an MWRA interceptor located on the western side of
East Boston (Figure 19.1-1). The EBBS conveys flow from the westerly portions of East Boston
to the Caruso pumping station and consists of a main trunk line running northeast along Bremen
and Chelsea Streets with the following tributary branches:

•

Porter Street, connecting to the main trunk at the intersection of Porter and
Bremen Streets

•

Border Street, connecting to the main trunk via the Porter Street branch

•

Orleans Street, connecting to the main trunk via Bremen Street south of Porter
Street

•

Maverick Street, connecting to the main trunk via the Orleans Street branch

•

Marginal Street, connecting to the main trunk via the Orleans Street branch

At the downstream end of the main branch, the Caruso pumping station lifts the flow
approximately 30 feet into the North Metropolitan Sewer for conveyance to Deer Island.

During wet weather, surcharging occurs in the EBBS. For storms up to approximately the
1-year storm, the surcharging is due to insufficient conveyance capacity in the EBBS.
Surcharging contributes to local flooding and combined sewer overflows to the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek Confluence at outfalls BOS013 and BOS014 and to the Upper and Lower
Inner Harbor at outfalls BOS003 through BOS007, BOS009, and BOS012. The EBBS was
originally constructed in the 1890s. The main trunk line is brick, while the branches are
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predominantly clay pipe. The main trunk of the EBBS is relatively deep (25 to 35 feet)
compared to the branch lines, which are much shallower.

Proposed routes for new pipe are generally within existing roadways or along an abandoned
railroad corridor. Rehabilitation or replacement of existing pipes generally occurs within
existing roadways. Table 19.1-1 presents a summary of the proposed routes for the relief
project, including existing land use, ownership, and acquisition issues. The route sections listed
in Table 19.1-1 are defined in more detail in Section 19.4, below.

During the extensive conceptual planning phase of the MWRA' s overall CSO control program,
which culminated in December 1994 with the submittal of the final CSO Conceptual Plan and
System Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994), alternatives were developed to

provide a range of control levels for CSO outfalls BOS003 to BOS014. Because these outfalls
discharge to three different receiving water segments, alternatives were developed for groups of
( )

outfalls by receiving water.

For the Upper Inner Harbor, reducing the activation frequency of outfalls BOS009 to BOS013
through interceptor relief was the most cost-effective alternative, based on the conceptual
planning evaluations. Receiving water modeling indicated that while higher levels of control
provided greater reductions of bacteria loads (at higher cost), the impact of the greater reductions
on durations of violations of bacteria standards in the Upper Inner Harbor were negligible. For
the Lower Inner Harbor, the two most cost-effective alternatives were interceptor relief and
diversion of flow to storage in outfall BOS003. Interceptor relief was selected as the preferred
alternative to eliminate the need for a pump-back facility and to be consistent with the preferred
alternative for the Upper Inner Harbor. Control of overflows at BOS014 was incidental to the
interceptor relief projects for the Upper and Lower Inner Harbor, and floatables control
technologies would be installed for all of the outfalls. Thus, interceptor relief with floatables
control was the recommended CSO control alternative for the East Boston outfalls discharging
\

\
_)
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TABLE 19.1-1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ROUTES FOR THE EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT

Site Designation

Site Description
(Land Use Location)

Ownership

Acquisition Comments Issues

Section A, B, C

Border, Meridian, Porter, Visconti Rd.,
Saratoga St., Marion St., Porter St., Condor St.

City of Boston

No acquisition required within existing right-of-way. MWRA easements
may need to be updated.

Section D
Waterfront route
Marginal Street

E. Boston Piers Park, planned Phase II of the
East Boston Piers Park and waterfront area
and city of Boston streets

Massport and City of
Boston and several
private owners

Agency and city-owned property will require negotiations for
acquisition. Portion of route is existing Waterfront Park, a capped 21-E
site. Commence negotiations with private owner after appraisal; taking
power is available if negotiations fail.
No acquisition required within existing right-of-way.

SectionE
Maverick and
Everett Streets

City of Boston streets

City of Boston

No acquisition within existing right-of-way.

Section F
Railroad corridor
Orleans St.

Existing abandoned railroad corridor and city
of Boston streets

Private and Conrail and
city of Boston

Negotiate with private owner; taking power is available if negotiations
fail.
Railroad and city ownership requires negotiation for acquisition.
No acquisition within existing right-of-way.

Section G
Railroad corridor

Parking lot and existing abandoned railroad
corridor

Private and Conrail

Commence negotiations with private owner after appraisal; taking power
available if negotiations fail. Railroad ownership requires negotiation.

Existing roadways

City of Boston

No acquisition within existing right-of-way.

Section H
Railroad corridor
Chelsea and Bremen
Sts.

Existing abandoned railroad corridor and
private owners and city of Boston streets
(Bremen St. closed)

Conrail, city of Boston,
and other private

Commence negotiations with private owner. Railroad ownership
requires negotiation. No acquisition within existing right-of-way.

Section I
Condor St., East
Eagle St.

City of Boston streets

City of Boston

Negotiate with city for easement.

Chelsea and Bremen
Sts.
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to the Mystic/Chelsea Confluence and Upper and Lower Inner Harbor at the completion of
conceptual planning. The development and evaluation of alternative routes and pipe
construction technologies follows the review of the conceptual planning evaluations.

19.2 CONCEPTUAL PLANNING EVALUATIONS

The conceptual planning process encompassed both water quality-based and technology -based
evaluations of CSO control alternatives. While a review of the overall process is presented in
Chapter 4, the intent of this section is to review the technology-based evaluations conducted in
conceptual planning demonstrating that the preferred alternatives presented in the Conceptual
Plan represented the best available technology (BAT) economically achievable for each outfall.

As described in Chapter 4, conceptual planning evaluations of CSO control alternatives involved
a series of screening steps. Alternatives or technologies that passed a given screening step were
( )

developed and evaluated in greater detail for the next screening step. For the initial screening
step, outfalls were grouped by hydraulically-related systems, and the applicability of each of the
basic CSO control technologies presented in Chapter 4 to each outfall or group of outfalls was
assessed. Outfalls BOS003 to BOS014 in East Boston were evaluated as a group, as they are all
associated with the EBBS. Within this outfall group, a series of consolidation alternatives were
evaluated for outfalls BOS003 to BOS013, while separate alternatives were identified for outfall
BOS014, due to its more remote location with respect to the other outfalls in East Boston.

Using preliminary SWMM simulations and system knowledge, certain technologies and outfall
consolidation options could be eliminated from further consideration without developing cost
and performance data. For outfalls BOS003 to BOS013, the following technologies were not
considered feasible based on the initial screening process:

•

CSO relocation. A less-sensitive receiving water segment is not located in the
vicinity of outfalls BOS003 to BOS013.
19-6
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•

Local sewer separation. Eight of the nine outfalls were predicted to be active
more than 10 times in the typical year, and surcharging in the EBBS contributes
significantly to these CSO activations. Localized separation upstream of selected
outfalls would not provide the level of system-wide relief required to achieve a
sufficient level of CSO control.

•

Individual treatment or storage facilities for each outfall. This approach would
have involved siting and constructing nine new facilities in a densely-populated
area. This approach did not appear to be cost-effective or implementable.

•

Consolidation to primary treatment (3-month storm). The combined volume of
the consolidation conduit and a tank sized to provide primary treatment for the
peak flow from the 3-month storm would be greater than the captured volume
from the 3-month storm.

For outfall BOS014, the following technologies were not considered feasible based on the initial
screening process:

•

CSO relocation. A less-sensitive receiving water segment is not located in the
vicinity of outfall BOS014.

•

Outfall consolidation. Outfall BOS014 is not located in the vicinity of other
outfalls in East Boston.

•

Primary treatment. The volume of a tank sized to provide primary treatment of
the peak flow from the 1-year storm would be greater than the captured volume
from the 1-year storm.

•

Controls sized for the 3-month storm. Outfall BOS014 was not predicted to
activate in the 3-month storm.

For the CSO control technologies that passed the initial screening process, information on cost,
performance, construction risk, public acceptance, water quality, construction-related impacts,
and long-term environmental impacts was developed in a matrix format for presentation in the
spring 1994 workshop series. The alternatives for outfalls BOS003 to BOS013 in East Boston
that were presented in the spring 1994 workshops included the following:
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•

CSO elimination by system-wide sewer separation. Sewer separation of all
combined areas tributary to the regulators in the EBBS system was predicted to
eliminate all overflows in the 1-year storm.

•

Consolidated near surface storage (1-year storm). This alternative involved
constructing consolidation conduits parallel to the existing upstream branches of
the EBBS, leading to a storage tank in the general vicinity of Central Square in
East Boston. The conduit and tank would provide full capture of the 1-year
storm. CSO volumes in excess of the 1-year storm volume would be discharged
untreated to the Upper Inner Harbor. Captured volume would be returned to the
EBBS.

•

Consolidated near surface primary treatment (1-year storm). This alternative
involved constructing consolidation conduits parallel to the existing upstream
branches of the EBBS, leading to a tank sized to provide primary treatment for
the 1-year storm in the general vicinity of Central Square in East Boston. CSO
flow in excess of the 1-year storm peak flow would be discharged with less-thanprimary treatment to the Upper Inner Harbor. Captured volume would be
returned to the EBBS.

•

Consolidated near surface storage (3-month storm). This alternative was similar
to the 1-year consolidated storage alternative, except that the downstream tank
was sized for the 3-month storm.

•

Interceptor relief (3-month storm). This alternative involved constructing a new
relief interceptor parallel to the existing upper branches and main trunk of the
EBBS.

•

Consolidated storage with diversion to outfall BOS003 (3-month storm). This
alternative involved consolidation of outfalls BOS009 to BOS013 to a nearsurface storage facility, and consolidation of outfalls BOS004 to BOS007 to the
BOS003 outfall. A gate structure would be provided at the downstream end of
outfall BOS003, and pump-out facilities would be provided at the upstream end.
The gate would normally remain closed, allowing the outfall conduit to provide
storage. On high level in the conduit, the downstream modulating gate would be
signaled to open, to prevent upstream flooding.

•

Consolidated primary treatment with diversion to outfall BOS003 (3-month
storm). This alternative involved consolidation of outfalls BOS009 to BOS013 to
a near-surface primary treatment facility, and consolidation of outfalls BOS004 to
BOS007 to the BOS003 outfall.
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•

Interceptor relief with diversion to outfall BOS003 (3-month storm). This
alternative involved providing relief of the main trunk and branches of the EBBS
serving outfalls BOS009 to BOS013, and consolidation of outfalls BOS004 to
BOS007 to the BOS003 outfall.

•

Floatables control. This alternative involved providing floatables control for
outfalls BOS003 to BOS013.

The alternatives for outfall BOS014 in East Boston that were presented in the spring 1994
workshops included the following:

•

Local sewer separation. Sewer separation upstream of outfall BOS014 was
predicted to eliminate the overflow in the 1-year storm.

•

Storage Tank (1-year storm). This alternative involved a storage tank located on
the BOS014 outfall sized to capture the volume from the 1-year storm.

•

Screening and disinfection (1-year storm). This alternative involved constructing
a screening and disinfection facility, with dechlorination, along the BOS014
outfall.

•

Floatables control. This alternative involved providing floatables control for
outfall BOS014.

Following the spring 1994 workshop, all of the above alternatives were carried forward for more
detailed evaluation, with the exception of the following:

•

Consolidated near surface storage for outfalls BOS003 to BOS013 (3-month
storm).

•

Consolidated storage with diversion to outfall BOS003 (3-month storm).

•

Interceptor relief with diversion to outfall BOS003 (3-month storm).

Each of these alternatives had a higher capital and O&M cost, and more significant siting issues
than the interceptor relief alternative, which would provide the same level of control.
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For the more detailed evaluations, outfalls were grouped by receiving water segment to facilitate
assessment of impacts on a receiving water basis. Outfalls BOS009 to BOSO 13 discharge to the
Upper Inner Harbor, outfalls BOS003 to BOS007 discharge to the Lower Inner Harbor, and
outfall BOS014 discharges to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. These outfalls were
evaluated in conjunction with the other CSO outfalls discharging to the three receiving water
segments. A summary of outfalls by receiving water segment is presented in Table 19.2-1.

TABLE 19.2-1. SUMMARY OF OUTFALLS BY RECEIVING WATER SEGMENT

I

(~)

Receiving Water Segment

I

East Boston CSO Outfalls

I

Other CSO Outfalls

Upper Inner Harbor

BOS009-BOSO 13

BOS019, BOSOSO, BOS057,
BOS060, MWR203 (Prison
Point CSO Facility)

Lower Inner Harbor

BOS003-BOS007

None

Mystic River/Chelsea Creek
Confluence

BOS014

CHE002-CHE004, CHE008,
BOS017, MWR205
(Somerville Marginal CSO
Facility)

From the spring 1994 workshops, a total of seven alternatives were carried forward for outfall
BOS019, six for outfall MWR203, five for outfalls BOS009 to BOS012, and three for outfalls
BOSOSO to 060 in the Upper Inner Harbor. For the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence, six
alternatives were carried forward for outfalls MWR205 and BOS017, five for outfall CHE008,
three for outfall BOS014, and two for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004. Since it was not feasible to
evaluate every possible combination of outfall-specific alternatives, similar outfall-specific
alternatives were combined to create a range of receiving water alternatives. The range of
controls evaluated for the receiving water generally reflected the range of controls evaluated for
each outfall.
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For each of the receiving water alternatives for the Upper Inner Harbor, Lower Inner Harbor,
and Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence, planning-level costs, performance, water quality
impacts, and siting issues were developed. Selection of a preferred alternative was based on a
combination of cost/performance evaluations, a rating and ranking methodology, and a
determination to allow attainment of critical uses in designated receiving waters. In the case of
the Upper Inner Harbor, Lower Inner Harbor, and Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence, none
of these receiving waters supported critical uses, so this criterion did not apply to the selection of
preferred alternatives.

For the Conceptual Plan, cost/performance curves were developed for the 3-month and 1-year
storms. Subsequent to the Conceptual Plan, improved modeling capabilities allowed
development of cost/performance curves on an annual basis. Curves were developed on an
individual project basis for cost versus CSO load removed as a percent of baseline CSO load,
and on a receiving water basis for cost versus total load removed as a percent of baseline total
load. Total loads included pollutant loads from CSO, stormwater, and upstream or boundary
sources, if applicable. For each case, curves were developed for fecal coliform bacteria, TSS
and BOD loads. The cost/performance curves based on CSO loads, only, for the East Boston
alternatives (outfalls BOS003 to BOS014) are presented in Figures 19.2-1 to 19.2-3. The total
load curves for the Upper Inner Harbor alternatives are presented in Figures 19.2-4 to 19.2-6, for
the Lower Inner Harbor alternatives in Figures 19.2-7 to 19.2-9, and for the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek confluence alternatives in Figures 19.2-10 to 19.2-12. For each set of
figures, the point representing complete sewer separation reflected the portion of the cost of a
system-wide sewer separation program associated with separating upstream of the outfalls
addressed in the figure, but the performance is based on complete, system-wide sewer
separation.
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FIGURE 19.2-1. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION AS A

PERCENT OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR EAST BOSTON OUTFALLS BOS003 TO BOS014
PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 19.2-2. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO TSS LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT OF
BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR EAST BOSTON OUTFALLS BOS003 TO BOS014 PHASE 1
ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 19.2-3. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO BOD LOAD REDUCTION

AS A PERCENT OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR
EAST BOSTON OUTFALLS BOS003 TO BOS014 PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 19.2-4. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR THE UPPER INNER HARBOR, PHASE 1
ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 19.2-5. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL TSS LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR THE UPPER INNER HARBOR, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 19.2-7. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION
AS A PERCENT. OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR THE LOWER INNER HARBOR, PHASE 1
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From Figures 19.2-1 to 19.2-3, the most cost-effective alternative for controlling fecal coliform
bacteria, TSS and BOD loads in CSOs from outfalls BOS003 to BOS014 was interceptor relief.

Figure 19.2-4 presents cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria load removal from all sources
to the Upper Inner Harbor. For the Upper Inner Harbor, "all sources" included CSO, stormwater
and upstream boundary flow from the Charles River. The point representing the alternative that
includes 2-month storage at the Prison Point CSO Facility (outfall MWR 203) does not appear
on this Figure. This alternative would result in a net increase in fecal coliform bacteria load to
the Upper Inner Harbor due to storms larger than the 3-month storm causing discharges without
disinfection. The impact of sources other than CSO was evident in that the highest level of CSO
control resulted in less than 60 percent removal of the total fecal coliform bacteria load. Based
on this figure, the most cost effective receiving water wide alternative included upgrading the
Prison Point CSO Facility, providing screening and disinfection at outfall BOS019, providing
interceptor relief in East Boston for outfalls BOS009 to BOS013, and providing floatables
( )

control for outfalls BOS050 to BOS060.

Figures 19.2-5 and 19.2-6prese"nt cost versus percent removal of BOD and TSS loads to the
Upper Inner Harbor from all sources. These curves indicated that the highest levels of CSO
control only achieved an approximately 5 percent reduction in the total annual BOD and TSS
loads to the receiving water segment. Based on these curves, it was hard to define a "costeffective" alternative for controlling BOD and TSS loads to the Upper Inner Harbor. While the
alternative that included interceptor relief for outfalls BOS009 to BOS013, upgrading Prison
Point, and screening and disinfection at outfall BOS019 was the next-to-lowest cost alternative,
it was apparent that alternatives costing as much as five times more would provide very little
additional benefit to the Upper Inner Harbor in terms of reduction of total BOD and TSS loads.
In this sense, these curves supported interceptor relief for outfalls BOS009 to BOS013 as an
appropriate level of control for BOD and TSS.

~J
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Figures 19.2-7 to 19.2-9 present cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD load
removal from all sources to the Lower Inner Harbor. For the Lower Inner Harbor, "all sources"
included CSO and stormwater. A significant boundary source was not identified for this
receiving water. The point reflecting complete sewer separation does not appear in Figures
19.2-8 and 19.2.9. Sewer separation would result in a net increase in TSS and BOD to the
Lower Inner Harbor. The impact of sources other than CSO was evident in that the highest level
of CSO control resulted in approximately 80 percent removal of the total fecal coliform bacteria
load, and less than 50 percent of the total TSS and BOD loads. Based on these figures, the most
cost effective receiving water wide alternative was interceptor relief for outfalls BOS003 to
BOS007.

Figures 19.2-10 to 19.2-12 present cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD
load removal from all sources to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. For the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek confluence, "all sources" included CSO, stormwater, and upstream
boundary sources (Upper Mystic River). In Figure 19.2-10, the points for the complete sewer
separation alternative, and the alternative that included 3-month storage for the Somerville
Marginal Facility (MWR 205) do not appear. Both alternatives would result in a net increase in
the total fecal coliform bacteria load to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. In the case
of complete sewer separation, the increase in lead would be due to an increase in stormwater
discharge, and in the case of outfall MWR 205, the increase would be due to storms larger than
the 3-month storm resulting in discharges from the storage facility without disinfection. In
Figures 19.2-11 and 19.2-12, the point for the complete sewer separation alternative does not
appear due to the increase in stormwater loads. The substantial impact of stormwater and
upstream flow was evident in that the highest level of CSO control resulted in less than 20percent removal of the total fecal coliform bacteria load, and less than 10-percent removal of
total TSS and BOD loads. A most cost-effective alternative was not readily apparent from these
figures. While the alternative that included upgrading the Somerville Marginal CSO Facility
(MWR205), screening and disinfection at outfall BOS017, outfall repair at CHE008, interceptor
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relief for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004, and floatables control for outfall BOS014 was the lowest
cost alternative, it was apparent that alternatives costing as much as six times more would
provide very little additional benefit to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence in terms of
reduction of total fecal coliform, BOD and TSS loads. In this sense, these curves supported
providing floatables control for outfall BOS014 as an appropriate level of control for this
receiving water segment. The results of the cost/performance analysis are summarized below.

A rating and ranking methodology was also used as a means to identify a potentially preferred
receiving water wide alternative. Each alternative was assigned ratings for specific criteria
under the categories of water quality impacts, cost, and site impacts. The ratings for the
alternatives under each category were summed, and a rank order was established for each
category. The rank orders from the three categories were summed to obtain an overall rank
order for the alternatives.

(.)

The cost, water quality impact and siting rank orders for the alternatives for the Upper Inner
Harbor, Lower Inner Harbor, and Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence are presented in
Tables 19.2-2 to 19.2-4. For each category, "1" was the highest rank. Detailed backup for the
rankings is included in the appendices to the Conceptual Plan.

As indicated in Table 19.2-2, for the Upper Inner Harbor, the "storage of 3-month storm" and
"mixed control of 3-month storm" alternatives had the highest overall rank, based on the sum of
the ranks from each of the three evaluation categories. The BOS009 to BOS013 component of
each of these alternatives was interceptor relief. As indicated in Table 19.2-3, for outfalls
BOS003 to BOS007 in the Lower Inner Harbor, the two alternatives involving control of the
3-month storm, interceptor relief and diversion to outfall BOS003, had the highest overall rank.
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TABLE 19.2-2. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE UPPER INNER HARBOR

CSO Control Alternative

Cost
Rank

Performance/
Water
Quality
Impact Rank

Siting
Rank

Sum of
Rankings

Complete Sewer Separation

2

2

3

7

Storage of 1-Year Storm

3

1

3

7

2

1

3

6

2

1

2

5

Individual Storage Tanks, MWR203, BOS019
Consolidation to Storage, BOS009 to BOS013
Consolidation/Storage Conduit, BOS057 and BOS060
Floatables Control, BOS050 and BOS052

Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Individual Treatment Tanks, MWR203, BOS019
Consolidation to Treatment, BOS009 to BOS013
Consolidation/Storage Conduit, BOS057 and BOS060
Floatables Control, BOS050 and BOS052

Storage of 3-Month Storm

C)

Individual Storage Tanks, MWR203, BOS019
Interceptor Relief, BOS009 to BOS013
Floatables Control, BOS050 to BOS060

Primary Treatment of 3-Month Storm

2

2

3

7

1

2

2

5

1

3

2

6

Individual Treatment Tank, MWR203
Individual Storage Tank, BOS019
Consolidation to Treatment, BOS009 to BOS013
Floatables Control, BOS050 to BOS060

Mixed Control of 3-Month Storm
Upgrade Disinfection, MWR203
Individual Storage Tank, BOS019
Interceptor Relief, BOS009 to BOS013
Floatables Control, BOS050 to BOS060

Less Than Primary Treatment
Upgrade Disinfection, MWR203
Floatables Control, BOS019, BOS009 to BOS013,
BOS050 to BOS060
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TABLE 19.2-3. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE LOWER INNER HARBOR

CSO Control Alternative

Cost
Rank

Performance/
Water
Quality
Impact Rank

Siting
Rank

Sum of
Rankings

Complete Sewer Separation

3

2

3

8

Consolidation to Storage of 1-Year Storm

3

2

3

8

Consolidation to Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm

2

2

3

7

Control of 3-Month Storm

1

2

2

5

1

2

2

5

1

3

2

6

Interceptor Relief

Control of 3-Month Storm
Diversion to storage in BOS003 outfall

Floatables Control

(_)
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TABLE 19.2-4. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE MYSTIC RIVER/CHELSEA CREEK CONFLUENCE

CSO Control Alternative

Cost
Rank

Performance/
Water
Quality
Impact Rank

Siting
Rank

Sum of
Rankings

Complete Sewer Separation

3

3

2

8

Storage of 1-Year Storm
Individual Storage Tanks, MWR205, BOS014,
BOS017,
and CHE008

2

2

2

6

Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Individual Treatment Facilities, MWR205, BOS017,
and CHE008
Individual Storage Tanks at BOS014

2

2

2

6

Less Than Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Dechlorination at MWR205
Screening and Disinfection at BOS014, BOS017 and
CHE008

2

1

2

5

Storage of 3-Month Storm
Individual Storage Tanks, MWR205, BOS017 and
CHE008
Floatables Control, BOS014

2

2

3

7

Mixed Control of 3-Month Storm
Primary Treatment at MWR205 and BOS017
Individual Storage Tank, CHE008
Floatables Control, BOS014

1

2

2

5
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From Table 19.2-4, the three alternatives that shared the highest rank included either screening
and disinfection or floatables control for outfall BOS014.

The most cost-effective and highest ranked alternatives for outfalls BOS003 to BOS014 based
on the conceptual planning evaluations are summarized by receiving water segment in Table
19.2-5. It should be noted that with the interceptor relief alternative, floatables control would be
provided at all of the outfalls that would potentially remain active. Thus, in terms of an overall
alternative for outfalls BOS003 to BOS014 in East Boston, interceptor relief with floatables
control at the remaining outfalls was the preferred alternative as presented in the Conceptual
Plan.

19.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

This section presents the specific project objectives and key design criteria.

()
19.3.1 Project Objectives

The objective of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project is:

•

Reduce the activation frequency of overflows from outfalls BOS003 through
BOS007, BOS009, and BOS012 through BOS014 to a level that, in conjunction
with other CSO projects along Chelsea Creek and the Inner Harbor, would allow
the attainment of water quality standards in Chelsea Creek and the Inner Harbor

In addition, an objective of the overall project implementation is to minimize construction period
impacts of the interceptor relief work on the local residents and businesses of East Boston.

J
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TABLE 19.2-5. SUMMARY OF MOST COST-EFFECTIVE AND HIGHEST-RANKED
ALTERNATIVES BY RECEIVING WATER SEGMENT
Outfall(s)

Receiving
Water Segment

Most Cost-Effective Alternative(s)
CSO Loads, Only
Fecal Coliform
Bacteria

BODandTSS

Total Loads to Receiving Water
Fecal Coliform
Bacteria

HighestRanked
Alternative(s)

BODandTSS

BOS009BOS013

Upper Inner
Harbor

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief (1)

Interceptor
Relief

BOS003BOS007

Lower Inner
Harbor

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief

Interceptor
Relief;
Storage in
BOS003 outfall

BOS014

Mystic River/
Chelsea Creek
confluence

Floatables
Control

Floatables
Control

Floatables
Control

Floatables
Control

Screening and
Disinfection;
Floatables
Control

Notes:
(1)

For the Upper Inner Harbor, total BOD and TSS load reduction ranges from 0 to 5 percent. The receiving water alternative that included
interceptor relief for BOS009 to BOS013 was the lowest cost alternative that provided a higher level of control than floatables control.
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19.3.2 Design Criteria

The basis of design for the interceptor relief projects includes flows and loads, hydraulic criteria,
geotechnical considerations, excavate handling, and floatables control. A discussion of general
sizing criteria for pipeline projects is presented in Chapter 8 of the DEIR. The following
sections identify project-specific aspects of the design criteria applicable to the East Boston
Branch Sewer Relief project.

Flows and Loads. Flow criteria pertain to both the interceptor relief and CSO control aspects of
this project, while the load criteria pertain only to CSO control. Table 19.3-1 presents the peak
flows under future planned conditions and under the preferred alternative for the EBBS. Tables
19.3-2 through 19.3-4 present the overflow volumes and pollutant loads predicted for outfalls
BOS003 through BOS014 under future planned conditions and under the preferred alternative.

( )

Hydraulic Criteria. Hydraulic criteria for this project related primarily to cost effectively
minimizing the CSO activation frequency and volume to a level consistent with attainment of
water quality standards, while not exceeding the capacity of the downstream facilities,
specifically the Caruso pumping station. The specific CSO performance criterion for this project
is to allow attainment of the SBcso water quality standard for the Inner Harbor and Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek confluence. The limiting factor was the capacity of Caruso pumping
station. CSO activations were considered to be cost-effectively minimized when the design
capacity of the Caruso pumping station was reached before the upstream CSOs began to activate.
Providing additional upstream relief beyond this point was predicted to result in flooding within
the interceptor system. The level of control achieved through this process was demonstrated to
be consistent with attainment of water quality standards through receiving water modeling. The
predicted annual activation frequencies and volumes for the EBBS outfalls under future planned
conditions and the preferred alternative are presented in Table 19.3-5.

_)
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TABLE 19.3-1. SUMMARY OF PEAK FLOWS

Peak Flow in EBBS
main trunk (mgd)

Peak Flow in proposed
relief conduit (mgd)

(

Peak Flow at Caruso
Pump Station (mgd)<3l

ppc<l)

PA<2l

FPc<tl

PA(2)

FPc<l)

PA<2l

3-month, 24-hour

32.3

40.6

N/A

21.3

32.3

61.9

1-year, 24-hour

39.8

79.5

N/A

62.9

39.8

110.0

Design Storm

)

(1) FPC= Future planned conditions
(2) PA =Preferred alternative
(3) Peak flows are not necessarily additive, due to differences in the timing of the peak

TABLE 19.3-2. PREDICTED EFFLUENT POLLUTANT LOADS FOR THE 3-MONTH
STORM
Loads Discharged to Receiving Water

Volume (mg)

Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts x 109 )

Total Suspended
Solids, TSS (lbs)

Biological
Oxygen Demand,
BOD (lbs)

ppc<tl

FPC< 1l

ppc<l)

PA<2l

FPc<l)

PA<2l

BOS003 <3l

0.52

0

10,510

0

602

0

336

0

BOS004

0.17

0

3,500

0

201

0

112

0

BOS005

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

BOS006

0.04

0

880

0

50

0

28

0

BOS007

0.26

0

5,270

0

302

0

168

0

BOS009<4l

0.24

0

4,890

0

280

0

156

0

BOS012

0.41

0

8,330

0

478

0

266

0

BOS013<5l

0.21

0

4,220

0

242

0

135

0

BOS014

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

Outfall

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

0

FPC= Future planned conditions
PA =Preferred alternative
Outfalls BOS 003 through BOS 007 discharge to the Lower Inner Harbor
Outfalls BOS 009 and BOS 012 discharge to the Upper Inner Harbor
Outfalls BOS 013 and BOS 014 discharge to the Mystic/Chelsea Confluence
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TABLE 19.3-3. PREDICTED EFFLUENT POLLUTANT LOADS FOR
1-YEAR STORM
Loads Discharged to Receiving Water

Volume (mg)

Total Suspended
Solids, TSS (lbs)

Biological
Oxygen Demand,
BOD (lbs)

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

4.30

0.43

87,460

8,650

5,015

496

2,794

276

BOS004

0.70

0.23

14,190

4,580

814

263

453

146

BOS005

0.01

0.00

120

0

7

0

4

0

BOS006

0.27

0.00

5,480

0

314

0

175

0

BOS007

0.63

0.27

12,770

5,400

732

309

408

172

BOS009<2l

0.79

0.24

15,990

4,970

917

285

511

159

BOS012

0.84

0.00

17,000

0

975

0

543

0

BOS013<3l

0.69

0.00

14,110

0

809

0

451

0

BOS014

0.51

0.32

10,450

599

374

334

208

Outfall
BOS003

(~)

Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts x 109)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

OJ

6,520

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

FPC= Future planned conditions
PA =Preferred alternative
Outfalls BOS 003 through BOS 007 discharge to the Lower Inner Harbor
Outfalls BOS 009 and BOS 012 discharge to the Upper Inner Harbor
Outfalls BOS 013 and BOS 014 discharge to the Mystic/Chelsea Confluence

Subsurface Conditions. Subsurface conditions such as soil types, depth and type of rock,
groundwater, and underground manmade structures impose criteria on the design of the
interceptor relief project. A planning-level geotechnical exploration program was conducted
along the general route of the EBBS Relief project to provide preliminary information on the
subsurface geology. Additional information related to subsurface conditions was obtained from
borings conducted in the past as part of other projects, as well as from studies and maps
available in the literature. The scope of the subsurface exploration program and a summary of
19-34
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TABLE 19.3-4. PREDICTED EFFLUENT POLLUTANT LOADS FOR TYPICAL YEAR
Loads Discharged to Receiving Water

Volume (mg)
Outfall

FPC<1>

PA<2>

BOS003 <3>

16.66

BOS004

Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts x 109)

Total Suspended
Solids, TSS (lbs)

Biological
Oxygen Demand,
BOD (lbs)

FPC

PA

FPC

30,140

19,452

1,728

10,838

963

77,790

9,980

4,460

572

2,485

319

0.00

1,220

0

70

0

39

0

1.34

0.09

27,290

1,830

1,565

105

872

59

BOS007

4.28

0.34

87,150

6,920

4,977

397

2,784

221

BOS009<4>

5.49

0.61

111,790

12,420

6,410

712

3,571

397

BOS012

7.48

0.01

152,320

200

8,734

12

4,866

7

BOS013<5>

4.39

0.00

89,390

0

5,126

0

2,856

0

BOS014

1.60

0.98

32,580

19,960

1,868

1,144

1,041

638

FPC

PA

1.48

339,250

3.82

0.49

BOS005

0.06

BOS006

PA

(1) FPC = Future planned conditions

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

PA =Preferred alternative
Outfalls BOS 003 through BOS 007 discharge to the Lower Inner Harbor
Outfalls BOS 009 and BOS 012 discharge to the Upper Inner Harbor
Outfalls BOS 013 and BOS 014 discharge to the Mystic/Chelsea Confluence

the results are presented by route section under Section 19.4.2. Additional details on the results
of the subsurface exploration program and related geotechnical issues are included in the draft
Geotechnical Feasibility Report (MWRA, 1996d). Criteria related to subsurface conditions
involve minimizing the risk of encountering an obstruction or other unfavorable excavation
conditions along the route of the consolidation conduit. General criteria include:
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TABLE 19.3-5. PREDICTED CSO FREQUENCY AND VOLUME FOR
TYPICAL YEAR
Activation Frequency

CSOVolume

(#/year)

(mg/year)

Outfall
ppc<l)

PA<2l

FPC

PA

BOS003

14

4

16.66

1.48

BOS004

20

3

3.82

0.49

BOS005

3

0

0.06

0.00

BOS006

16

1

1.34

0.09

BOS007

21

3

4.28

0.34

BOS009

32

5

5.49

0.61

BOS012

37

1

7.48

0.01

BOS013

31

0

4.39

0.00

BOS014

7

4

1.60

0.98

45.12

4.00

TOTAL
(1) Future planned conditions
(2) Preferred alternative

•

Avoiding bedrock

•

Avoiding, to the extent possible, areas where underground obstructions such as
old seawalls are suspected to exist

•

Avoiding unsuitable material along proposed pipe routes

Specific criteria related to minimum cover and minimum clearance from existing utilities are
included in Appendix D of the DEIR. The remaining criteria are discussed in more detail in the
context of the specific route alternatives under Section 19.4.
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Excavate Handling. The primary issue related to excavate handling for this project involves the
special handling requirements that may be imposed, depending on the quality of the spoils.
Variations in spoils quality, specifically with regard to the degree of contamination with either
hazardous or nonhazardous material, have a direct impact on cost and material handling
methods. Unit costs and special handling requirements for a range of levels of contamination are
presented in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, while the potential for encountering contaminated soil or
groundwater along the proposed routes of the consolidation conduit is discussed in Section 19.4.

Floatables Control. Sizing and performance criteria for floatables control technologies are
presented in Chapter 8 of the DEIR.

19.4 ENGINEERING ALTERNATIVES AND EVALUATIONS

This section presents the development and evaluation of route alternatives for the EBBS Relief
project, along with evaluations of the potential to close one or more of the remaining outfalls
associated with the EBBS on completion of the relief work, and alternatives for providing
floatables control for the outfalls that will remain open. Technologies for installing new pipe
and rehabilitating existing pipe, as well as for floatables control, are reviewed in Chapter 8 of the
DEIR.

19.4.1 Hydraulic Evaluations

The EBBS was evaluated hydraulically under various conditions to assess the pipe sizes
necessary to achieve the project objectives and to determine which construction technologies
would be appropriate for implementing the work. The evaluations conducted for this study area
can be categorized as rehabilitation, relief, and a combination of rehabilitation and relief. The
following discussion summarizes the evaluations and the results of those evaluations.
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Rehabilitation. The first evaluations considered the hydraulic performance of the EBBS,
assuming that the existing sewers were rehabilitated. Rehabilitation was modeled either as a
liner technology, such as cured-in-place liners or fold-and-form liners, which would essentially
keep the same pipe diameter and reduce the roughness coefficient, or pipe bursting, which would
increase the pipe diameter by approximately 33 percent in addition to reducing the roughness
coefficient. Using rehabilitation alone, a number of outfalls were predicted to remain active
during the 3-month storm, indicating that the annual activation frequencies would likely be
greater than four per year. Based on these results, rehabilitation of the EBBS alone was
determined not to be sufficient to meet the CSO control objective.

Upstream Rehabilitation and Downstream Relief. The next evaluations involved the
hydraulic performance of the EBBS assuming the upper reaches (branches) of the EBBS were
rehabilitated or relieved (by replacing existing sewers with larger pipes) and the downstream

(J

main trunk was relieved. Relief of the main trunk was assumed to consist of the installation of a
sewer parallel to the existing sewer so that design flows could be conveyed to the Caruso

'-, - -~

pumping station in conjunction with rehabilitation of the existing main trunk.

This evaluation provided two useful results:

1)

Rehabilitation of the upper branches of the EBBS (Border Street south of outfall
BOSOlO, Maverick Street, Marginal Street, and Orleans Street south of Maverick
Street) by pipe bursting appeared to be sufficient to meet CSO goals for outfalls
BOS004 to BOS007 and BOS009, if a sufficient level of downstream relief was
provided. Since pipe bursting would be less costly and have fewer impacts than
installation of new pipe by either microtunneling or open-cut excavation,
evaluation of alternative routes for relief pipes was not required for these
sections.

2)

Two alternatives were identified for relief of the main trunk:

•

:)

Provide relief or rehabilitation of the branches (Porter, Border, Orleans,
Maverick and Marginal Streets) necessary to convey flow to the vicinity
of Porter and Bremen Streets, then provide a new relief conduit parallel to
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the existing main trunk to convey flow to Caruso pumping station.
Rehabilitation of the existing main trunk would reduce the size of the new
conduit required.

•

Provide relief or rehabilitation of Orleans, Maverick and Marginal Streets
necessary to convey flow from the Jeffries Point area to Porter and
Bremen Streets, then rehabilitate the main trunk; provide rehabilitation or
relief on Border Street between outfalls BOS009 and BOSOlO, then install
a new pipe running north on Border Street, east on Condor Street and East
Eagle Street, and north on Chelsea Street to a new junction structure
opposite Caruso pumping station. The new pipe would pick up flows
from regulators associated with outfalls BOS009 and BOS012 to BOS014,
as well as public connections to the existing EBBS along Border Street.
This alternative would relieve the EBBS main trunk by diverting flow
from the west side of East Boston away from the main trunk.

The above hydraulic analyses were conducted with the assumption that flows from the EBBS
would enter both sides of the wetwell at Caruso pumping station during wet weather, which is
the current mode of operation, based on discussions with MWRA staff.

These evaluations provided the basis for evaluating route alternatives for the EBBS Relief
project.

19.4.2 Route Sections and Route Alternatives

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, pipe route alternatives were identified and evaluated by
dividing the overall project route into a number of route sections and evaluating route options
within those sections. Route options included different construction techniques for installing
pipe along the same stretch of road or right-of-way. In this manner, preferred route options for
each section could be combined to form an overall route alternative. The EBBS relief project
was divided into nine route sections, as indicated on Figure 19.4-1. Following completion of the
Interim Assessment of Facility Siting (IAFS) report (MWRA, 1995), two route options were
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identified for Sections A, C, D, E, and F and three route options were identified for Sections B,
G, and H. Subsequent to the IAFS, certain route options were added, others were deleted, and
the ninth route section, Section I, was added as the route evaluation process moved forward.

As described above under Section 19.4.1, Hydraulic Evaluations, the alternatives for interceptor
relief are broken down into three parts (it may be helpful to refer to Figure 19.4.1 while
reviewing the following):

•

Providing relief of the upstream branches on the southern part of Border Street
and on Maverick, Marginal, and Orleans Streets, and rehabilitating the main
trunk, all of which would be common to both Alternatives 1 and 2 described
below

•

Alternative 1, which involves providing a new relief pipe from the regulator for
outfall BOS013 towards Central Square, then east to the main trunk, and a new
relief pipe parallel to the existing main trunk

•

Alternative 2, which involves providing a new relief pipe running north through
Section A, then east on Condor Street and East Eagle Street, then north on
Chelsea Street

The presentation of route options is organized in accordance with the above conditions. Route
options for the elements common to Alternatives 1 and 2 are presented first, followed by route
options for Alternative 1 and route options for Alternative 2. Changes to the short-listed route
options from the IAFS are discussed by route section.

Common Elements. The common elements include route options within Sections B, D, E, and
F and rehabilitation of the main trunk within Sections G and H.

Section B. Section B is a south-north section extending from Sumner Street northward
to Central Square (Figure 19.4-2). Three route options were identified within Section B: Border
Street/Maverick Street/New Street, Liverpool Street and London Street. The London Street
route option was eliminated from further consideration because the elevation of a new pipe on

)
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this route would conflict with the top of the Callahan and Sumner Tunnels. For the
Border/Maverick/New Street route, replacing the existing 12-inch EBBS with 16-inch highdensity polyethylene (HDPE) pipe by pipe bursting between the regulators for outfalls BOS009
and BOSOlO provided sufficient hydraulic relief. Between outfall BOS010 and Central Square,
the existing 15-inch EBBS would have to be replaced by a 30-inch pipe installed by either open
cut excavation or microtunneling. Because pipe bursting was determined to be sufficient along
the Border/Maverick/New Street route, the Liverpool Street route was not evaluated further.

The subsurface investigation program for Section B included five new borings and review of
eight existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area generally consists of a layer of fill ranging
from 1.5 to 10 feet thick, underlain by interbedded units of silt and sand, clay and peat. Neither
glacial till nor bedrock was encountered in any of the borings. One boring, on London Street,
yielded Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP) reportable levels of petroleum-related
contamination, while the other borings in Section A did not yield reportable levels of
contamination. Excavate in the northern end of Section B is, therefore, assumed to require
( )

management in accordance with the MCP. Groundwater samples suggest that dewatering
operations along all of Section B would require MCP management.

Costs associated with the route options within Section B are presented in Table 19 .4.1, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4.2. In these tables, the complete alternative
for Section B would include pipe bursting between outfalls BOS009 and BOS 010, and either
open cut excavation or microtunneling on Border Street between outfall BOSOlO and Central
Square. For these and subsequent tables, where a choice exists among components of a route
option, such as microtunneling versus open cut excavation on Border Street between outfall
BOS010 and Central Square, the column labeled "Choice" will indicate "Choose One". Where
no choice is presented for a component, such as pipe bursting between outfalls BOS009 and
BOS 010, the Choice column will indicate "Required". Thus, in Table 19.4-1, the component
featuring pipe bursting from outfall BOS009 to BOS010 is indicated by "Required", and the
choice between microtunneling and open cut excavation between outfall BOSOlO and Central
Square is indicated by "Choose One".
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TABLE 19.4-1. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITIDN
SECTION B FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT
Choice

Route Option

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Border St. between BOSO 10
and Central Square - Open Cut

$1,009,000

$845,000

Choose
One

Border St. between BOSOlO
and Central Square Microtunnel

$705,000

$590,000

Required

Border St. between BOS009
and BOS010- Pipe Bursting

$1,134,000

$949,000

(~)

Section D. Two routes were identified within Section Din the IAFS: Marginal Street
from Lamson Street to Orleans Street and the Waterfront Route from Lamson Street to the
Railroad Corridor (Figure 19.4-3). Since replacement of the existing 12-inch EBBS with 16inch HDPE pipe by pipe bursting was sufficient to meet the CSO control goal for outfall
BOS006, the waterfront route option was not required and was eliminated from further

()

consideration. From approximately Cottage Street to Orleans Street, the existing EBBS is
encased in concrete, making pipe bursting infeasible. For this stretch, installation of new pipe
by open cut is proposed.

The subsurface investigation program for Section D included one new boring and review of
seven existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area generally consists of an approximately
5-foot layer of fill, underlain by silty clay to approximately 30 feet. One boring at the eastern
end of Marginal Street encountered glacial till at 25 feet. Based on available information, it
appears that the soil and groundwater in Section D will likely require management in accordance
with the MCP due to levels of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and total petroleum
hydrocarbons.

Costs associated with the route options within Section Dare presented in Table 19.4.3, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4.4.
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TABLE 19.4-2.· CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION B FOR THE
EBBS RELIEF PROJECT
Density of
Contaminatio
Geotechnical
Former
Route Option
Land Use
Traffic
Utilities
n
Concerns
Choice
Choose
One

Required

Border St.
between BOSOlO
and Central
Square - Open Cut

1837 map
shows
seawall along
west edge of
Border
Street.

Road is 36 feet
wide. Construction
duratiop : 43 days.
Heavy rush hour
traffic.,

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

2,015 cu. yds.
of excavate.
MCP
contaminated
soils detected.

Glacial outwash just
below organic silts and
peats. Groundwater is
about 10 feet above
crown of both existing
and proposed pipe.

Border St.
between BOS010
and Central
SquareMicrotunneling

1837 map
shows
seawall along
west edge of
Border
Street.

Road is 36 feet
'
wide. Construction
duration : 22 days.
Heavy rush hour
traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

354 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contaminated
soils detected.

Glacial outwash just
below organic silts and
peats. Groundwater is
about 10 feet above
crown of both existing
and proposed pipe.

Border St.
between BOS009
and BOSOlOPipe Bursting

1837 map
shows
seawall along
west edge of
Border
Street.

Road is 36 feet
wide. Construction
duration : 24 days.
Heavy rush hour
traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

600 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential
for hazardous
waste.

Glacial outwash just
below organic silts
and peats.
Groundwater is about
10 feet above crown of
both existing and
proposed pipe.
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TABLE 19.4.3. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITIDN
SECTION D FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT

Choice

Route Option

Capital Cost

Net Present
Value

Choose One

Marginal St. between Cottage
and Orleans Streets - Open
Cut

$1,741,000

$1,456,000

Marginal St. between Lamson
and Cottage Streets - Pipe
Bursting

$455,000

$381,000

Section E. Two potential routes were identified within Section E in the IAFS: Everett
Street and Maverick Street from Jeffries Street to Orleans Street (Figure 19.4-4). During the
initial alternatives development process, a new route was identified to convey flows from this

()

area to the main trunk via Porter Street and Massport property. However, since replacement of
the existing 12- and 15-inch EBBS in this section with 20-inch HDPE pipe by pipe bursting was
sufficient to meet the CSO control goal for outfalls BOS004 and BOS005, the Everett Street and
Porter Street/Massport routes were eliminated from further consideration.

The subsurface investigation program for Section E included four new borings. The stratigraphy
in this area generally consists of a layer of fill ranging in depth from approximately 5 to 18 feet,
underlain by either clay or organic sand. One boring at the eastern end of Section E encountered
glacial till at 5 feet. Significant contamination was not encountered in the borings on Maverick
and Jefferies Streets. However, historical data suggest that some portion of excavated soils in
this section will likely require management in accordance with the MCP due to levels of total
petroleum hydrocarbons.
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TABLE 19.4.4. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION D FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT

Choice

Choose
One

Route
Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Density of Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Marginal
St.
between
Cottage
and
Orleans
StreetsOpen Cut

Possible presence
of any or all of the
following, below
pavement:
foundations,
seawalls, railroad
tracks and/or piers.

Road is 33 feet
wide. Low
traffic.
Construction
duration : 102
days.

No major utilities.
Low utility
density. Moderate
impact.

4,785 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contamination
likely.

Glacial outwash
overlying marine
clays.

Marginal
St.
between
Lamson
and
Cottage
StreetsPipe
Bursting

Possible presence
of any or all of the
following, below
pavement:
foundations,
seawalls, railroad
tracks, piers.

Road is 33 feet
wide. Low
traffic.
Construction
duration : 18 days.

No major utilities.
Low utility
density. Moderate
impact at access
shafts. No impact
elsewhere.

470 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contamination
likely.

Glacial outwash
overlying marine
clays.
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The capital and net-present-value costs of replacing the EBBS in Jeffries and Maverick Streets
by pipe bursting are $2,274,000 and $1,902,000, respectively. Construction risk factors
associated with this route option are presented in Table 19.4.5.

Section F. Two short-listed routes were identified in the IAFS for Section F: Orleans
Street and the Railroad Corridor running north between Marginal Street and Porter Street
(Figure 19.4-5). Subsequent to the IAFS, a route option was identified to follow the existing
EBBS across the railroad corridor at Gove Street, and run north on Bremen Street to Porter
Street. Hydraulic analyses indicated that replacement of the existing 15-inch EBBS on Orleans
Street between Marginal and Maverick Streets by 20-inch HDPE pipe by pipe bursting was
sufficient to meet CSO control goals for outfalls BOS006 and BOS007. North of Maverick
Street, however, the EBBS is proposed to be replaced by a 36-inch pipe using either open cut
excavation or microtunneling. Enlarging the dry-weather flow connections to the EBBS from
regulators RE003-2 and RE003-12 to 24 and 36 inches, respectively, would also be required to
( )

reduce the activation frequency of outfall BOS003.

The existing EBBS passes under the MBTA Blue Line via an inverted siphon in Section F. This
siphon has been reported to cause maintenance problems and would be replaced by a new siphon
under the relief alternative described below.

The route options for this section include the following:

•

Replace existing EBBS by pipe bursting on Orleans Street between Marginal and
Maverick Streets

AND
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TABLE 19.4-5. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN
SECTION E FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT

Route Option
Jeffries and Maverick
Streets- Pipe
Bursting

Former
Land Use
Filled land.

Density of
Utilities

Traffic
Jeffries St. is 40 feet
wide, Maverick is 36 feet
wide. Construction
duration : 90 days.
Moderate traffic.

No major utilities.
Low utility
density.
Moderate impact
at access shafts.
No impact
elsewhere.
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Contamination
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•

Replace existing EBBS between Maverick and Porter by open-cut excavation or
microtunneling along EITHER
Orleans Street north of Maverick Street to Porter Street
OR

Orleans Street north of Maverick Street, across the Railroad Corridor at
Gove Street, and north on Bremen Street to Porter Street
OR

The Railroad Corridor north of Maverick Street to Porter Street

The subsurface investigation program for Section F included four new borings. The stratigraphy
in this area generally consists of a layer of fill ranging in thickness from 3.5 to 24 feet, underlain
by sand, silt, and interbedded silt and clay. One boring in the railroad corridor at Gove Street
encountered a 4-foot thick layer of peat at a depth of approximately 6 feet. Based on available
( )

information, it appears that at least some of the soil and groundwater in Section F will likely
require management in accordance with the MCP due to levels of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons.

Costs associated with the route options within Section Fare presented in Table 19.4-6, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-7.

Sections G and H. The work in Sections G and H common to Alternatives 1 and 2
includes rehabilitation of the main trunk from Porter and Bremen Streets to the Caruso pumping
station_(Figure 19.4-6). The rehabilitation work would both increase the hydraulic capacity of
the main trunk, and assure that the approximately 100-year old brick sewer would remain in
service throughout the project design life. The hydraulic capacity and structural integrity of the
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TABLE 19.4-6. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION F
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT
Choice

Route Option

Capital Cost

Choose
One

Orleans Street between Marginal and
Maverick Streets - Pipe Bursting

$814,000

Orleans Street north of Maverick
Street to Porter Street- Open Cut

$3,259,000

$2,726,000

Orleans Street north of Maverick
Street to Porter Street - Microtunnel

$2,595,000

$2,171,000

Orleans Street north of Maverick
Street, to Gove, to Bremen, to Porter
Street - Open Cut

$3,429,000

$2,868,000

Orleans Street north of Maverick
Street, to Gove, to Bremen, to Porter
Street - Microtunnel

$2,633,000

$2,202,000

Railroad Corridor north of Maverick
to Porter Street - Open Cut

$2,488,000

$2,082,000

Railroad Corridor north of Maverick
to Porter Street - Microtunnel

$2,384,000

$1,995,000

Net Present Value
$681,000

main trunk are lay features of both Route Alternatives 1 and 2 described below. Rehabilitation
is proposed to be by cured-in-place lining, which could be installed without excavation. The
work would be conducted from existing manholes on the main trunk on Bremen and Chelsea
Streets. The capital and net-present-value costs of rehabilitating the main trunk are $3,897,000
and $3,256,000, respectively.
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TABLE 19.4.7. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION F FOR THE EBBS RELIEF

PROJECT
Former
Land Use

Traffic

Density of
Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Choice

Route Option

Required

Orleans Street
between Marginal
and Maverick Streets
-Pipe Bursting

Filled land

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 32 days.
Low traffic

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

1,138 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential for
contamination

Mostly fill,
sand and silt

Choose
One

Orleans Street north
of Maverick to
Porter Street - Open
Cut

Filled land

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 162 days.
Low traffic

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

7,756 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contamination
encountered in
northern end of
route option

Mostly fill,
sand and silt

Orleans Street north
of Maverick to
Porter Street Microtunnel

Filled land

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 83 days.
Low traffic

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

1,673 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contamination
encountered in
northern end of
route option

Mostly fill,
sand and silt

Orleans Street north
of MaveriCk to Gove
to Bremen to Porter Open Cut

Route
crosses
abandoned
railroad
corridor

Roads range from 28
to 33 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 162 days.
Low traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

7,556 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contamination
encountered in
northern end of
route option

Mostly fill,
sand, silt and
clay
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TABLE 19.4.7. (Continued) CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION F FOR THE EBBS
RELIEF PROJECT

Choice
Choose
One
(Cont.)

c

Route Option

Former
Land Use

Traffic

Density of
Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Orleans Street north
of Maverick to Gove
to Bremen to Porter Microtunnel

Route
crosses
abandoned
railroad
corridor

Roads range from 28
to 33 feet wide.
Construction
duratiQn: 83 days.
Low tr~ffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

1,673 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP
contamination
encountered in
northern end of
route option

Mostly fill,
sand, silt and
clay

Railroad Corridor
north of Maverick Open Cut

Abandoned
railroad
corridor

No direct impact of
traffic bn work

No utilities
except at Gove
St.

7,304 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP levels of
PAH and lead
encountered in
northern end of
route option

Mostly fill,
sand, and silt

Railroad Corridor
north of Maverick Microtunnel

Abandoned
railroad
corridor

No direct impact of
traffic on work

No utilities
except at Gove
St.

1,617 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP levels of
PAH and lead
encountered in
northern end of
route option

Mostly fill,
sand, and silt
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Route Alternative 1. Route Alternative 1 involves providing a new relief pipe from the

regulator for outfall BOSO 13 towards Central Square, then east to the main trunk; and a new
relief pipe parallel to the existing main trunk. This alternative involves route options within
Sections A, C, G, and H.

Section A. Section A is a south-north section, extending from Chelsea Creek southward

to Central Square (Figure 19.4-7). Three potential route options were evaluated within
Section A:

•

Border Street running south from Condor Street to Central Square, installed by
open- cut excavation

•

Border Street running south from Condor Street to Central Square, installed by
microtunneling

()
•

Meridian Street running south from Condor Street to Central Square, installed by
microtunneling

The portion of Condor Street between Border and Meridian Streets is considered part of the
Border Street route options. Open-cut excavation was not considered to be practical along
Meridian Street due to the depth of excavation required. In all cases, the existing 12- to 15-inch
EBBS would be replaced by new 36-inch pipe.

The subsurface investigation program for Section A included four new borings and review of
four existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area consists of a layer of fill ranging from 1.5 to
9 feet thick, underlain by clay, till, or sands. and gravels. The borings conducted to date were to
a depth of 25 feet, and none of the borings encountered bedrock. One boring, along Meridian
Street north of Condor Street, yielded MCP reportable levels of lead, while the other borings in
Section A did not yield reportable levels of contamination. Excavate in the northern end of
Section A is therefore assumed to require management in accordance with the MCP.
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Groundwater samples suggest that dewatering operations along all of Section A would require
MCP management.

Costs associated with the route options within Section A are presented in Table 19.4-8, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-9.

Section C. Two short-listed routes were identified within Section C in the IAFS:
Visconti Road and Porter Street between Central Square and Bremen Street (Figure 19.4-8).
During the development of alternatives, a third route was identified, which ran from Central
Square up Saratoga Street to Marion Street, then down Marion Street to Bremen Street. The
Porter Street and Saratoga/Marion routes could be constructed by either open-cut excavation or
microtunneling. Due to the expected presence of abandoned house foundations along Visconti
Road, pipe installation along this route would be by open-cut excavation, only. For each route
option, the existing 18-inch EBBS would be replaced by a new 36-inch pipe.

The subsurface investigation program for Section C included six new borings and review of two
existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area consists of a layer of fill ranging from 1.5 to 24
feet thick, underlain by interbedded layers of sand, silt, clay, and silty sands and clays. None of
the borings encountered bedrock. Soils throughout this section were found to contain polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons in excess of MCP levels, with local pockets of diesel-related organics and
lead above MCP reportable levels. Excavate and groundwater within Section C is therefore
assumed to require management in accordance with the MCP.

Costs associated with the route options within Section Care presented in Table 19.4-10, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-11.
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TABLE 19.4-8. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITIDN SECTION A
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Choice

Route Option

Choose One

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Border Street
towards Central
Square - Open
Cut

$5,901,000

$4,936,000

Border Street
towards Central
SquareMicrotunnel

$5,253,000

$4,394,000

Meridian Street
towards Central
SquareMicrotunnel

$4,882,000

$4,083,000

Section G. Three short-listed routes were identified in the IAFS within Section G: the
Railroad Corridor, Bremen Street, and Chelsea Street, all running north from Porter Street to

()

approximately just north of Day Square (Figure 19.4-9). Because the main trunk crosses from
Bremen to Chelsea Street at Prescott Street, Prescott Street was included as part of a potential
route. Theoretically, a new pipe running parallel to the main trunk could take five routes
through Section G:

•

Chelsea Street

•

Bremen Street

•

Chelsea-Prescott-Bremen Streets

•

Bremen-Prescott-Chelsea Streets

•

Railroad Corridor

rJ
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TABLE 19.4-9. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION A FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Density of
Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Choice

Route Option

Former Land Use

Choose
One

Border St. towards
Central Square Open Cut

1837 map shows
seawalls along
west edge of
Border Street.

Road is 36 feet
wide.
Construction
duration: 344
days. Moderate
traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

16,120 cu. yds.
Glacial outwash
of excavate.
just below
Medium potential organic silts and
for contaminated peats.
material.
Groundwater is
about 10 feet
above crown of
both existing and
proposed pipe.

Border St. towards
Central Square Microtunnel

1837 map shows
seawalls along
west edge of
Border Street.

Road is 36 feet
wide.
Construction
duration: 176
days. Moderate
traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

3,568 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Medium potential
for contaminated
material

Same as above.

Meridian St.
towards Central
SquareMicrotunnel

Trolley tracks
may exist under
pavement.

Road is 39 feet
wide.
Construction
duration: 162
days. Heavy
traffic.

No major
underground
utilities and
moderate utility
density.

4,174 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Medium potential
for contaminated
material.

Glacial till.

Traffic
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TABLE 19.4-10. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITIDN SECTION C
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Choice

Route Option

Choose

Visconti Road - Open Cut

$2,550,000

$2,113,000

One

Porter Street - Open Cut

$3,518,000

$2,943,000

Porter Street - Microtunnel

$2,466,000

$2,063,000

Marion/Saratoga Streets - Open Cut

$4,099,000

$3,429,000

Marion/Saratoga Streets - Microtunnel

$3,718,000

$3,110,000

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

For each of these routes, the new pipe could be installed by either microtunneling or open-cut
excavation, or a combination ofthe two technologies (e.g., open-cut excavation on the southern
half of Chelsea Street, microtunnel on the northern half of Chelsea Street). To simplify the
analysis of route options, the following route options are presented:

~)

(

\

•

Chelsea Street - Open-cut excavation

•

Chelsea Street- Microtunnel

•
•

Bremen Street - Open-cut excavation

•

Railroad Corridor - Open-cut excavation

•

Railroad Corridor - Microtunnel

Bremen Street - Microtunnel

These route options generally cover the range of potential costs and engineering risks associated
with the full range of potential route options. Each route option would involve installation of
new 48-inch pipe.

The subsurface investigation program for Section G included five new borings, and review of 15
existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area consists of a layer of fill ranging from 2 to 14 feet
thick, underlain by interbedded layers of sand, silt, and clay. Pockets of peat were encountered
(
\"

)

in some borings, and none of the borings encountered bedrock. Only one boring, in the southern
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TABLE 19.4-11. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION C FOR THE

EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1

Choice
Choose
One

Density of
Utilities

Geotechnical
Considerations

Route Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Visconti Road- Open Cut

Former residential
foundations are
likely.

Road is 30 feet wide.
Construction duration: 151 days.
High traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

7,052 cu. yds. of excavate.
Some soil may contain
MCP contamination

Fill over sand,
silt, and clay.

Porter Street - Open Cut

Street since at least
1837

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction duration: 151 days.
Very high traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

7,052 cu. yds. of excavate.
Higher likelihood of
encountering MCP
contamination than on
Visconti Rd.

Fill over sand,
silt, and clay.

Porter Street - Microtunnel

Street since at least
1837

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction duration: 77 days.
Very high traffic.

No major
utilities.
Moderate utility
density.

1,239 cu. yds. of excavate.
Higher likelihood of
encountering MCP
contamination than on
Visconti Rd.

Fill over sand,
silt, and clay.

Saratoga/Marion Streets Open Cut

Street since at least
1837

Roads are 33 feet wide.
Construction duration: 242 days.
Low traffic.

Saratoga St. has
low utility
density. Marion
has low to
moderate utility
density. No
major utilities on
either street.

11,333 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential for
encountering MCP
contamination.

Marine clays
under lens of
glacial outwash
covered by
organic silts
and peats.

Saratoga/Marion Streets Microtunnel

Street since at least
1837

Roads are 33 feet wide.
Construction duration:
124 days.
Low traffic.

Saratoga St. has
low utility
density. Marion
has low to
moderate utility
density. No
major utilities on
either street.

2,419 cu. yds. of excavate.
Low potential for
encountering MCP
contamination.

Marine clays
under lens of
glacial outwash
covered by
organic silts
and peats.
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border of Section G, yielded reportable levels of contamination (PARs), while other borings
yielded levels below the MCP criteria. Widespread contamination in excess of reportable
concentrations is not expected within Section G, although localized areas of contamination are
likely to be encountered.

Costs associated with the route options within Section G are presented in Table 19.4-12, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-13.

TABLE 19.4-12. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION G
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Choice
Choose One

()

Route Option

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Chelsea Street - Open Cut

$9,645,000

$8,065,000

Chelsea Street - Microtunnel

$8,741,000

$7,308,000

Bremen Street - Open Cut

$7,809,000

$6,529,000

Bremen Street - Microtunnel

$6,528,000

$5,458,000

Railroad Corridor - Open Cut

$9,272,000

$7,752,000

Railroad Corridor - Microtunnel

$8,803,000

$7,360,000

Section H. Three short-listed routes were identified in the IAFS within Section H: the
Railroad Corridor, Bremen Street, and Chelsea Street, all running north from Day Square to
Caruso Pumping Station (Figure 19.4-10). For the Railroad Corridor and Chelsea Street, the
new pipe could be installed by either microtunneling or open cut excavation. The stretch of
Bremen Street within Section H is closed to traffic but is located on a ridge between the
depressed Railroad Corridor and a tank farm. Installation of new pipe by open cut excavation
along this route would be difficult due to the narrow width between the Railroad Corridor and
the tank farm and thus was not evaluated in detail. The following route options are presented:

)
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TABLE 19.4-13. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION G FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Former
Land Use

Traffic

Density of
Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Choice

Route Option

Choose
One

Chelsea Street Open Cut

Street since
at least 1837

Road is 41 feet wide.
Construction duration:
473 days.
High traffic.

Moderate utility
density for most
of route; Day
Square has high
utility density.

22,160 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Moderate potential
of encountering
MCP contamination.

Organic silts and sands
over glacial outwash.

Chelsea Street Micro tunnel

Street since
at least 1837

Road is 41 feet wide.
Construction duration:
242 days.
High traffic.

Moderate utility
density for most
of route; Day
Square has high
utility density.

6,060 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Moderate potential
of encountering
MCP contamination.

Organic silts and sands
over glacial outwash.

Bremen Street Open Cut

Street since
at least 1851

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction duration:
473 days.
High traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

22,163 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Moderate potential
of encountering
MCP contamination.

Glacial outwash just
below organic silts
and peats.
Groundwater is about
10 feet above crown of
both existing and
proposed pipe.
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TABLE 19.4-13 (Continued). CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION G FOR
THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Former
Land Use

Density of
Utilities

Route Option

Choose
One
(Cont'd)

Bremen Street Microtunnel

Street since
at least 1851

Road is 33 feet wide.
Construction duration:
242 days.
High traffic

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

6,060 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Moderate potential
of encountering
MCP contamination.

Glacial outwash just
below organic silts
and peats.
Groundwater is about
10 feet above crown of
both existing and
proposed pipe.

Railroad Corridor
-Open Cut

Former
location of
railroad
maintenance
facilities;
foundations
may still
exist.

Traffic not expected to
affect construction
activities.

Very limited
utility crossings.

22,160 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Potential for
encountering MCP
soil at southern end
of route option.

Intermix of marine
clays. organic silts,
peats, and glacial
outwash.

Railroad Corridor
- Microtunnel

Former
location of
railroad
maintenance
facilities;
foundations
may still
exist.

Traffic not expected to
affect construction
activities.

Very limited
utility crossings.

4,740 cu. yds. of
excavate. Potential
for encountering
MCP soil at southern
end of route option.

Intermix of marine
clays. organic silts,
peats, and glacial
outwash.

Traffic
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•

Chelsea Street - Open-cut excavation

•

Chelsea Street- Microtunnel

•

Bremen Street - Microtunnel

•

Railroad Corridor - Open-cut excavation

•

Railroad Corridor - Microtunnel

Each route option would involve installation of new 48-inch pipe.

The subsurface investigation program for Section H included two new borings and review of
four existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area consists of a layer of fill ranging from 2 to
6 feet thick, underlain by till, sand, silt, clay, peat, depending on the boring. None of the borings
encountered bedrock. One boring, in the Railroad Corridor, yielded reportable levels of
contamination (P AHs ), while other borings yielded levels below the MCP criteria. Widespread
contamination in excess of reportable concentrations is not expected within Section H, although
( )

localized areas of contamination are likely to be encountered.

Costs associated with the route options Witliin Section Hare presented in Table 19.4-14, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-15.

TABLE 19.4-14. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION H
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1
Capital Cost

Net Present
Value

Chelsea Street - Open Cut

$4 603 000

$3,849,000

Chelsea Street - Microtunnel

$4,172 000

$3,488,000

Bremen Street - Microtunnel

$4,172,000

$3,488,000

Railroad Corridor - Open Cut

$5,996,000

$5 014,000

Railroad Corridor - Microtunnel

$4 711 000

$3.939.000

Choice

Route Option

Choose One
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TABLE 19.4-15. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION H FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 1

Choice
Choose
One

Route Option

Former Land Use

Density of
Utilities

Traffic

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Chelsea Street Open Cut

Street since at
least 1837

Road is 41 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 226 days.
High traffic.

Low to moderate
utility density.

10,580 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential of
encountering MCP
contamination.

Organic silts and
sands over glacial
outwash.

Chelsea Street Microtunnel

Street since at
least 1837

Road is 41 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 116 days.
High traffic.

Low to moderate
utility density.

3,102 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential of
encountering MCP
contamination.

Organic silts and
sands over glacial
outwash.

Bremen Street Microtunnel

Street since at
least 1851

Road is closed to
traffic. Traffic not
expected to affect
construction
activities.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

3,333 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential of
encountering MCP
contamination.

Glacial outwash just
below organic silts
and peats.

Railroad
CorridorOpen Cut

Filled land;
railroad tracks.

Traffic not expected
to affect construction
activities.

No known
utilities.

11,080 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP contamination
encountered in boring
along route.

Intermix of marine
clays organic silts,
peats, and glacial
outwash.

Railroad
CorridorMicrotunnel

Filled land;
railroad tracks.

Traffic not expected
to affect construction
activities.

No known
utilities.

2,370 cu. yds. of
excavate. MCP
contamination
encountered in boring
alon~ route.

Intermix of marine
clays organic silts,
peats, and glacial
outwash.
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Route Alternative 2. Route Alternative 2 involves providing a new 36-inch relief pipe running
north through Section A, then east on Condor Street and East Eagle Street, then north on Chelsea
Street. The new 36-inch pipe would tie into the EBBS main trunk at a new junction structure
approximately opposite existing Junction Structure No.3 at the Caruso pumping station. This
new junction structure would be connected directly to Junction Structure No.3 by a new 60-inch
pipe. This route alternative includes route options within Sections A, H, and I.

Section A. Section A is a south-north section, extending from Central Square north
towards Chelsea Creek (refer to Figure 19.4-7). Two potential route options were evaluated
within Section A:

()

•

Border Street running north from Central Square to Condor Street, installed by
microtunneling

•

Meridian Street running north from Central Square to Condor Street, installed by
micro tunneling

The portion of Condor Street between Border and Meridian Streets is considered part of the
Border Street route options. Open-cut excavation was not considered to be practical along
Meridian and Border Streets due to the depth of excavation required. All route options involve
installation of a new 36-inch pipe.

The subsurface investigation program for Section A included four new borings and review of
four existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area consists of a layer of fill ranging from 1.5 to
9 feet thick, underlain by clay, till, or sands and gravels. One boring on Border Street, and a
nearby boring on Meridian Street, encountered glacial till at depths of 5 to 7 feet. The borings
conducted to date were to a depth of 25 feet, and none of the borings encountered bedrock. One
boring, along Meridian Street north of Condor Street, yielded MCP reportable levels of lead,
while the other borings in Section A did not yield reportable levels of contamination. Excavate
in the northern end of Section A is therefore assumed to require management in accordance with
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the MCP. Groundwater samples suggest that dewatering operations along all of Section A
would require MCP management.

Costs associated with the route options within Section A are presented in Table 19.4-16, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-17.

TABLE 19.4-16. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITIDN SECTION A
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 2
Choice

Route Option

Capital Cost

Net Present
Value

Choose One

Border Street towards Condor Street
- Microtunnel

$5,776,000

$4,832,000

Meridian Street towards Condor
Street - Microtunnel

$5,961,000

$4,987,000

Section I. Section I was not included in the IAFS because the alternative to route a new
pipe along Condor and East-Eagle Streets- was identified after completion of the IAFS. Section I
runs eastward from Meridian Street to Chelsea Street and includes Condor Street and East Eagle
Street (Figure 19.4-11). Because the new 36-inch pipe through this section would be between 30
and 45 feet deep, open-cut excavation was not considered to be practical, and the single route
option involves microtunneling along Condor Street to East Eagle Street, then east on East Eagle
Street to Chelsea Street. The dry-weather flow connection from regulator RE014-2 (outfall
BOSO 14) would be tied into the new pipe. Three soil borings were drilled in Section I during
the subsurface exploration program. Fill thicknesses in Section I ranged from 5 to 9 feet and
consist of sand, gravel and cinders with lesser amounts of silt. The fill is underlain by an
organic silt layer in the eastern portion of Condor Street. The organic silt layer is underlain by
glaciofluvial sands and gravels, and interbedded silt and clay. Glacial till was encountered in all
three borings at depths ranging from 9 feet near Border Street to 43 feet near Glendon Street.
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TABLE 19.4-17. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION A FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 2
Choice

Route Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Density of
Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Choose
One

Border St. towards
Condor Street Micro tunnel

1837 map shows
seawall along
west edge of
Border Street.

Road is 36 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 176 days.
Moderate traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

3,570 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Potential for
encountering MCP
contamination near
Condor Street.

Glacial outwash
just below
organic silts and
peats.

Meridian St. towards
Condor Street Microtunnel

Trolley tracks
may exist under
pavement.

Road is 39 feet wide.
Construction
duration: 162 days.
Heavy traffic.

No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

4,170 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Potential for
encountering MCP
contamination near
Condor Street.

Glacial till.

TABLE 19.4-18. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION I FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 2

Route Option
Condor St./East Eagle
St. - Microtunneling

Former Land Use
1851 map shows
seawall around
west and north
edges of Border/
Condor Streets.

Density of
Utilities

Traffic
Condor Street is 32
feet wide.
Construction duration:
226 days.
Moderate traffic.
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No major
utilities. Low
utility density.

Contamination
5,500 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP contamination
encountered at west
end of Section I.

Geotechnical
Considerations
Glacial till under
fill layer
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Soil contamination exceeding MCP reportable concentrations of PAHs and TPHs was reported
in samples from two or the three boring locations along Condor Street. The section was
historically used for coal and lumber yards. A listed MCP site is located at the west end of the
section and gasoline-related compounds have been reported in soil and groundwater at this site.
Several spills and leaking underground storage tanks have been reported at east and west ends of
this section.

The capital cost and net present value of the Condor Street/East Eagle Street Microtunneling
route option are $7,578,000 and $6,339,000, respectively. Construction risk factors are
presented in Table 19.4-18.

Section H. Within Section H, the new 36-inch pipe from Condor and East Eagle Streets
would run north on Chelsea Street to a new junction structure on the EBBS main trunk, opposite
existing Junction Structure No.3 at Caruso pumping station (Figure 19.4-12). Due to an
elevation conflict with the EBBS main trunk, the new 36-inch pipe could not cross Chelsea
Street to the Bremen Street and Railroad Corridor route options identified within Section H
under Route Alternative 1. Along Chelsea Street, the new pipe could be installed by either
open-cut excavation or microtunneling.

The subsurface investigation program for Section H included two new borings and review of
four existing borings. The stratigraphy in this area consists of a layer of fill ranging from 2 to 6
feet thick, underlain by till, sand, silt, clay, or peat, depending on the boring. None of the
borings encountered bedrock. One boring, in the Railroad Corridor, yielded reportable levels of
contamination (PAHs), while other borings yielded levels below the MCP criteria. Widespread
contamination in excess of reportable concentrations is not expected within Section H, although
localized areas of contamination are likely to be encountered.
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Costs associated with the route options within Section Hare presented in Table 19.4-19, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 19.4-20.

TABLE 19.4-19. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION H
FOR THE EBBS RELIEF PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 2
Choice
Choose One

Route Option

Capital Cost

Net Present
Value

Chelsea Street - Open Cut

$3,352,000

$2,804,000

Chelsea Street - Microtunnel

$3,024,000

$2,529,000

19.4.3 Outfall Closing and Floatables Control

Once the route options for the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project were developed,
opportunities to close one or more of the outfalls associated with the EBBS were evaluated. For
outfalls that would remain open, alternatives for providing floatables control were developed and
evaluated.

Outfall Closing. Since groups of outfalls in East Boston are hydraulically connected through
the upstream branches of the EBBS, consideration was given to whether one or more of the
outfalls could be permanently closed. For outfalls BOS003 through BOS012 and BOS014,
closing the outfall would have an unacceptable impact on the peak hydraulic gradient during
storms larger than the 2-year storm, with the preferred interceptor relief alternative implemented.
For outfall BOS013, the peak hydraulic gradient at the regulator is predicted to increase by 1.3
feet during the 25-year storm with the outfall closed, to within 4.5 feet of grade. The outfall is
not predicted to be active in the 2-year storm. If post-construction monitoring indicates that
actual performance matches the predicted performance, then it appears that upon completion of
the preferred alternative for EBBS relief, the overflow from regulator RE013-1 could be
bulkheaded, eliminating outfall BOS013 as a CSO outfall.
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TABLE 19.4-20. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS IN SECTION H FOR THE EBBS RELIEF
PROJECT, ALTERNATIVE 2

Choice
Choose
One

Route
Option

Former Land
Use

Density of
Utilities

Traffic

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Chelsea
StreetOpen Cut

Street since at
least 1837

Road is 41 feet
wide. Construction
duration: 194 days.
High traffic.

Moderate
utility density.

9,070 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential of
encountering
MCP
contamination.

Organic silts and
sands over glacial
outwash.

Chelsea
StreetMicrotunnel

Street since at
least 1837

Road is 41 feet
wide. Construction
duration: 99 days.
High traffic.

Moderate
utility density.

2,820 cu. yds. of
excavate.
Low potential of
encountering
MCP
contamination.

Organic silts and
sands over glacial
outwash.
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Floatables Control at Regulators. Floatables control alternatives were developed for the
regulators associated with outfalls BOS003 to BOS009, BOS012, and BOS014. As described in
Chapter 8 of the DEIR, an initial technology screening process resulted in a short list of seven
technologies to be evaluated for application at or upstream of outfalls to remain open following
implementation of the CSO conceptual plan. These technologies included:

•

Containment booms

•

Skimmer vessels

•

End-of-pipe netting

•

In-line netting

•

Underflow baffles

•

Manually cleaned bar screens

•

Horizontal discharge screens

In the MWRA's Draft Technical Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for Floatables Control
at Outfalls Not Associated with Other CSO Controls (MWRA, 1996b), detailed evaluations of
floatables control alternatives were conducted for a total of 38 regulators and/or outfalls in the
communities of Boston, Cambridge, Somerville, and Chelsea. At each location, underflow
baffles were the least expensive structural alternative, by at least an order of magnitude, and had
the least environmental impacts during construction. At locations where the initially preferred
alternative was a structural technology other than underflow baffles, the recommendation was
contingent on the outcome of a pending performance study on underflow baffles. The
performance study was to include both laboratory evaluations on a one-half-scale model system
and full-scale field evaluations. If the performance study showed underflow baffles to be
effective at controlling floatables, underflow baffles would be the recommended alternative at
each of the locations evaluated.
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To date, the laboratory evaluations have been completed, and the results indicate that underflow
baffles can be effective at controlling floatable material, including grease and oil. In the
modeled system, the baffles prevented over 70 percent of influent floatable material from being
discharged to the outfall under a range of flow conditions (White and Larsen, 1997). Since costs
and impacts of other structural floatables control technologies are expected to be greater than
underflow baffles, by a magnitude similar to that for the locations evaluated in the December
1996 draft technical memorandum referenced above, underflow baffles were identified as the
preferred alternative for providing floatables control for the outfalls associated with the EBBS to
remain open following completion of the interceptor relief project. If the pending field
evaluations indicate that underflow baffles are problematic, alternatives involving other
floatables control technologies should be developed.

The underflow baffles are proposed to be located within the existing regulators associated with
outfalls BOS003, BOS004, BOS007, BOS009, BOS012, and BOS014. Materials retained
behind the baffles during wet weather would be conveyed to the interceptor system through the
existing dry- weather flow connections at the end of the storm, when surcharging conditions
subside. Three regulators are associated with outfall BOS003, and one with each of the
remaining seven outfalls. Peak flows and hydraulic gradients for these regulators for the 1-year
and 2-year storms are presented in Table 19.4-21. Since outfalls BOS005 and BOS013 are not
predicted to be active in the 2-year storm following implementation of the recommended plan,
implementation of non-structural best management practices would be considered sufficient for
floatables control at these two outfalls.

The locations of the nine regulators associated with the EBBS in East Boston that will require
underflow baffles are as follows (refer to Figure 19.4-1):

•
•

RE003-2

Intersection of Cottage and Maverick Streets

RE003-7

Orleans Street

•

RE003-12

Intersection of Porter and Bremen Streets
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TABLE 19.4-21. PEAK FLOWS AND HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS FOR REGULATORS ASSOCIATED
WITH OUTFALLS BOS003 to BOS009, BOS012 and BOS014
1-Year Storm Peak Flow (mgd) 0 l

2-Year Storm Peak Flow (mgd) 0 l

Regulator

Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor< 2l

To Outfall

Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor< 2l

To Outfall

1- Year Storm Peak
Hydraulic Gradient Ol

2-Year Storm Peak
Hydraulic Gradient <Il

RE 003-2

4.9

4.79/-4.22

9.12

12.88

5.4317.16

13.8

111.91

111.28

RE003-7

13.15

11.85/-0.54

17.28

24.55

10.05/-0.54

36.73

111.95

115.68

RE 003-12

66.73

58.4/-0.34

34.17

132.98

52/-0.34

104.48

111.48

112.44

RE 004-6

7.19

7.96/-2.4

8.68

16.33

6.03/-10.22

26.56

111.95

111.28

RE 006-2

0.07

1.56

3.35

1.64

7.63

15.36

111.95

111.3

RE007-2

7.26

7.02/-0.11

2.54

12.24

4.64/-0.11

10.42

111.9

111.33

RE009-2

4.78

4.68/-0.29

5.84

9.67

4.41/-4.51

24.01

111.95

111.37

RE 012-2

12.03

12.011-0.11

0

25.46

17.73/-011

14.64

110.5

114.78

RE 014-2

14.59

11.111-0.11

10.65

53.78

10.66/-0.11

67.71

111.96

111.64

Notes: (1)
(2)

The peak flows correspond to the design storms occurring at low tide, and the peak hydraulic gradients correspond to the design storms occurring at high tide.
Negative flow to interceptor surcharging of interceptor back into regulator. For example, 4.79/-4.22 indicates that the peak flow to the interceptor is 4.79 cfs,
and the peak flow from the interceptor back through the regulator is 4.22 cfs.
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•
•

RE004-6

Intersection of Maverick and Jefferies Streets

RE006-2

Marginal Street

•

RE007-2

Marginal Street

•
•
•

RE009-2

Intersection of Sumner and New Streets

RE012-2

Intersection of Border and Eutaw Streets

RE014-2

East Eagle Street, near Eagle Square

Site plans and plans and sections of the baffle installations for these nine regulators are presented
in Figures 19.4-13 to 19.4-21. The total capital cost, annual O&M costs, and net present value
for providing underflow baffles at these regulators are $131,000, $11,250, and $278,000,
respectively. The work would involve installing stainless steel plates within the existing
regulators. Surface impacts of the work would be limited to providing access to the regulator
manholes during installation of the baffles, and for routine inspections once the baffles are
installed.

19.4.4 Summary

Th~

preceding sections proyigedbackgroun9 on the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project,

presented alternatives for conduit routes, assessed the feasibility of outfall closing, and presented
alternatives for providing floatables control at outfalls to remain open. Section 19.5 presents the
comparison of alternatives, incorporating cost, construction risk, and environmental impacts, and
documents the selection of a preferred alternative.

19.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

As described in Section 19.4, the alternatives for the EBBS Relief project are organized into
three parts:

•

Providing relief of the upstream branches on the southern part of Border Street and
on Maverick, Marginal, and Orleans Streets and rehabilitating the main trunk, all of
which would be common to both Alternatives 1 and 2 described below
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East Boston Branch Sewer Relief

•

Alternative 1, which involves providing a new relief pipe from the regulator for
outfall BOS013 towards Central Square, then east to the main trunk, and a new relief
pipe parallel to the existing main trunk

•

Alternative 2, which involves providing a new relief pipe running north through
Section A, then east on Condor Street and East Eagle Street, then north on Chelsea
Street

The comparison of alternatives is organized in accordance with the above parts, as follows:

()

•

Comparison of route options associated with the elements common to both
Alternatives 1 and 2. These common elements involve route options within Sections
B, D, E, and F and rehabilitation of the main trunk within Sections G and H.
Preferred options are identified for each section, and a total cost for this part is
developed.

•

Comparison of route options associated with Alternative 1 within Sections A, C, G,
and H. Preferred options are identified for each section, and a total cost for
Alternative 1 is developed.

•

Comparison of route options associated with Alternative 2 within Sections A, I, and
H. Preferred options are identified for each section, and a total cost for Alternative 2
is developed.

•

Comparison of the preferred option for Alternative 1 to the preferred option for
Alternative 2 and identification of an overall preferred alternative, which includes
the preferred options for the common elements.

For each case, the route options and route alternatives are compared based on costs,
differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental impacts with
mitigation. The overall preferred alternative is summarized at the end of this section.

19.5.1 Common Elements

The common elements include route options within Sections B, D, E, and F and rehabilitation of
the main trunk within Sections G and H. Where more than one route option exists for a section,

)
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the cost, construction risk, and environmental impacts with mitigation are presented and
compared, and a preferred option selected. Where only one route option exists for a section, that
route option is indicated and the reader is referred back to Section 19.4 for the associated costs
and construction risks. Environmental impacts with mitigation for sections with only one route
option are addressed in the DEIR.

Section B. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section Bare presented in Table 19.5-1.
For Section B, the route options to select include:

•

Pipe bursting on Border, Maverick, and New Streets, between outfalls BOS009 and
BOSOlO,

AND EITHER

( _)
•

Installation of new pipe on Border Street between outfall BOSOlO and Central
Square by open-cut excavation

OR

•

Installation of new pipe on Border Street between outfall BOSOlO and Central
Square by microtunneling

The table therefore presents the comparison of installation of new pipe on Border Street between
outfall BOSOlO and Central Square by open-cut excavation versus by riricrotunneling. The cost
of pipe bursting, common to both route options for installation of new pipe on Border Street, is
included in Table 19.5-1.
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TABLE 19.5-1. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR THE EAST BOSTON
BRANCH SEWER RELIEF, COMMON ELEMENTS, SECTION B
ROUTE OPTION
Border Street I New Street

I

I

COST (OOO's)
MICROTUNNEL AND PIPE
BURSTING

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION AND
PIPE BURSTING

1,839
1,538

2,143
1,794

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

CONSTRUCTION RISK

()

Former Land Use

(N)1837 map shows seawall along west
edge of Border Street

(N)1837 map shows seawall along west
edge of Border Street

Traffic

(A)Construction duration: 46 days

(D)Construction duration: 67 days

Contamination

(A)954 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contaminated soils detected.

(D)2,615 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contaminated soils detected.

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Border Street I New Street

PARAMETER
Community
Land Use I Aesthetics

•

Historic I Archaeological

• Construction adjacent to historic structure; moderate sensitivity for
archaeological resources

Noise I Vibration

•

Construction impacts on area residents & sensitive receptors

•

New Street reduced to one lane, loss of parking on Maverick & Border Streets

Traffic & Transportation

Construction impacts on area residences, businesses, and sensitive receptors

INSTITUTIONAL
NAT. RES.

Key:

0

= Minor or no impact

•

=Moderate impact
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• = Major impact
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Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe by microtunnelling has the lower of the two costs.

Construction Risk. The construction risk factors include former land use, traffic, density
of utilities, contamination, and geotechnical concerns. In each case the "risk" relates to the
impact these factors may have on implementation of the work. These factors facilitate the
comparison of certain aspects of project construction that cannot be fully quantified in terms of
cost. As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, each factor is designated as an advantage (A),
disadvantage (D), or neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage) when compared among the
alternatives under consideration (N).

The information from the historical maps indicating seawalls along the western edge of Border
Street was not considered to be a major disadvantage for either open cut excavation or
microtunneling. The proposed route of the new pipe does not appear to pass through a seawall,
based on the 1837 map. Since the construction duration would be shorter for microtunneling
and the quantity of excavate less, the potential impact of heavy traffic and contaminated
materials would also be lower.

Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Only one route, Border Street/New Street, was
proposed for this section. The relief pipeline in this section would be installed by pipe bursting,
except for the portion between the BOSOlO outfall connection and Central Square, which would
be open cut. Impacts in this section are largely community issues associated with traffic, access
to businesses and residences, and noise (Table 19.5-1).

Preferred Option. The microtunneling option has the lowest cost, construction risk, and
environmental impact with mitigation and is therefore selected as the preferred option for
Section B.
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Section D. One route option was identified for Section D: replacement of the existing EBBS on
Marginal Street between Lamson and Cottage Streets by pipe bursting and between Cottage and
Orleans Streets by open-cut excavation. The costs and construction risks for this route option
were presented in Section 19.4.

Section E. One route option was identified for Section E: replacement of the existing EBBS on
Maverick and Jefferies Streets by pipe bursting. The costs and construction risks for this route
option were presented in Section 19.4.

Section F. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section Fare presented in Table 19.5-2.
For Section F, the route options to select include:

•

Replace existing EBBS by pipe bursting on Orleans Street between Marginal and
Maverick Streets

AND
•

Replace existing EBBS between Maverick and Porter by open-cut excavation or
microtunneling along EITHER
- Orleans Street north of Maverick Street to Porter Street

OR
- Orleans Street north of Maverick Street, across the Railroad Corridor at Gove
Street, and north on Bremen Street to Porter Street

OR
- The Railroad Corridor north of Maverick Street to Porter Street
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TABLE 19.5-2. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS WITH MITIGATION FOR THE EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF, COMMON ELEMENTS, SECTION F
ROUTE OPTION
R.R. Corridor

Gove Street I Bremen Street

Orleans Street (north of Maverick Street)
COST (OOO's)

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION AND
PIPEBURSTING

MICROTUNNEL AND
PIPEBURSTING

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION AND
PIPEBURSTING

MICROTUNNEL AND
PIPEBURSTING

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION AND

MICROTUNNEL AND
PIPEBURSTING

3,302
2,763

3,198
2,676

4.073
3,407

3,409
2,852

4,243
3,549

3,447
2,883

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Traffic

(A)No direct impact of traffic on work
in RR Corridor; Construction duration
32 days for pipe bursting on Orleans St.

(A)No direct impact of traffic on work
in RR Corridor; Construction duration
32 days for pipe bursting on
Orleans St.

(D)Construction duration: 194 days.
(N)Low traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 115 days.
(N)Low traffic.

(D)Construction duration: 194 days.
(N)Low traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 115 days.
(N)Low traffic.

Contamination

(D)8,442 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
levels of PAH and lead encountered in
northern end of route option.

(A)2,755 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
levels of PAH and lead encountered in
northern end of route option.

(D)8,894 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contamination encountered in northern
end of route option.

(A)2,811 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contamination encountered in
northern end of route option.

(D)8,694 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contamination encountered in
northern end of route option.

(A)2,811 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contamination encountered in
northern end of route option.

I

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
R.R. Corridor

Gove Street I Bremen Street

Orleans Street (north of Maverick Street)

PARAMETER
COMMUNITY

()

I

Land Use/Aesthetics

.Disruption of newly-completed Greenway Park. (Impacts moderate if
micro tunneled)

--

Historic/Archaeological
NoiseNibration

•

--

Construction noise impacts on area residents and sensitive receptors

--

Traffic & Transportation
INSTITUTIONAL

•

0

= Minor or no impact

Possible disturbance of proposed Green Way Park

-

=Moderate impact

(A) = Advantage
(D) = Disadvantage
(N) =Neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage)

•

•
•

NAT. RES.

Key:

• Construction impacts on adjacent residents, businesses, and sensitive
receptors

=

Major impact

Construction noise impacts on area residents and sensitive receptors
Orleans Street reduced to one lane

- Construction impacts on adjacent residents, businesses, and sensitive
receptors; disruption of pedestrian walkway
-

Moderate to high sensitivity for archaeological resources

-

Construction noise impacts on area residents and sensitive receptors

•

Bremen Street reduced to one lane

East Boston Branch Sewer Relief

The table, therefore, presents the comparison of route options for installing new pipe north of
Maverick Street by either open-cut excavation or microtunneling. The cost of pipe bursting,
common to each route option for pipe installation north of Maverick Street, is included in
Table 19.5-2.

Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe by microtunnelling along the Railroad Corridor north of
Maverick Street to Porter Street has the lowest costs.

Construction Risk. The primary differentiators among the route options are the impact of
traffic and the quantity of excavate. For the Railroad Corridor, traffic is not expected to affect
the work. Microtunneling in the Railroad Corridor would have the lowest quantity of excavate.

Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Construction of the relief pipeline in either the
(.)

Orleans Street or Gove Street/Bremen Street routes would result in substantial community
impacts (Table 19.5-2). However, construction of the pipeline in the Railroad Corridor would
result in impacts associated only with construction noise to adjacent residences and potential
disruption of the proposed Greenway park. Because the route is depressed below street level and
passes under roadways, impacts on traffic and access to businesses and residences would be
largely alleviated, and noise impacts would also be reduced.

Preferred Option. Microtunneling within the Railroad Corridor has the lowest cost,
construction risk, and environmental impact with mitigation. Factors generally favoring the
Railroad Corridor over constructing the new pipe in either Orleans or Gove and Bremen Streets
include cost, and impacts on traffic and local residents. Within the Railroad Corridor, the lower
excavate quantity associated with microtunneling drove the cost to favor microtunneling over
open cut excavation. an additional benefit of microtunneling in the Railroad Corridor would be
that the Greenway project in that area is expected to be completed before construction of the
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East Boston Branch Sewer relief project begins. Microtunneling would localize the impacts of

()

construction to the areas around the shafts. In design, the intent would be to locate the shafts in
such a manner as to minimize the impacts on the Greenway project. Thus, microtunneling
within Railroad Corridor is therefore selected as the preferred option for Section F.

Sections G and H. Under the heading of Common Elements, the work in Sections G and H
involves rehabilitation of the existing EBBS main trunk between Porter Street and the Caruso
pumping station using a cured-in-place liner. The costs and construction risks for this route
option were presented in Section 19.4.

Summary of Preferred Options for Common Elements. The preferred options for the
elements common to Alternatives 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 19.5-3.

19.5.2 Route Alternative 1

C)
In addition to the common elements discussed in Section 19.5.1, Route Alternative 1 involves
providing a new relief pipe from ·the regulator for outfall BOSO 13 towards Central Square, then
east to the main trunk, and a new relief pipe parallel to the existing main trunk. This alternative
involves route options within Sections A, C, G, and H.

Section A. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section A are presented in Table 19.5-4.

.Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe on Meridian Street by microtunneling has the lowest costs,
followed by installation of the new pipe on Border Street by microtunneling. The reason for the
difference in cost between Meridian Street and Border Street is primarily that the Meridian
Street route option is approximately 250 feet shorter.
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TABLE 19.5-3. SUMMARY OF PREFERRED OPTIONS FOR ELEMENTS
COMMON TO ALTERNATIVES 1 AND 2
Section
B

D

()

Preferred Option

Capital Cost

• Replace existing EBBS by pipe
bursting between outfall BOS009
andBOSOlO
• Replace existing EBBS by
microtunneling between outfall
BOSOl 0 and Central Square
• Replace existing EBBS on Marginal
Street between Lamson and Cottage
Streets by pipe bursting
• Replace existing EBBS on Marginal
Street between Cottage and Orleans
Streets by open-cut excavation

E

• Replace existing EBBS on Maverick
and Jefferies Streets by pipe bursting

F

• Replace existing EBBS on Orleans
Street between Marginal and
Maverick Streets by pipe bursting
• Replace existing EBBS between
Maverick and Porter Streets with a
new pipe in the Railroad Corridor
installed by microtunneling

G,H

• Rehabilitate existing EBBS main
trunk by cured-in-place liner

Total

Net Present Value

1,134,000

949,000

705,000

590,000

455,000

381,000

1,741,000

1,456,000

2,274,000

1,902,000

814,000

681,000

2,384,000

1,995,000

3,897,000

3,256,000

13,404,000

11,210,000

Construction Risk. While the Meridian Street route option would have the shortest
construction duration, the heavier traffic on Meridian Street is expected to have more of an
impact on the contractor's operations than the more moderate traffic· on Border Street. Based on
the 1E37 map that shows seawalls along the western edge of Border Street, it does not appear
that the proposed pipe route would pass through the seawalls indicated on the map. For the

l)
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Meriden Street route option, the intent would be to locate the shafts away from the trolley tracks
that may exist under Meridian Street.

Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Significant community impacts would be realized
in the construction of the relief pipeline in either the Border or Meridian Street route (Table
19.5-4). Most of the impacts (land use, historic/archaeological and noise) would be similar for
both potential routes. One difference would be that the greater width of Meridian Street allows
for two lanes of traffic to pass the construction site and traffic impacts were considered
moderate, while Border Street traffic would be reduced to a single bi-directional lane (major
impact based on the criteria defined in the DEIR). However, the traffic volume on Meridian
Street is greater than that on Border Street. In addition, Meridian Street is one of the major
thoroughfares from Chelsea and the Eagle Hill residential area to the commercial districts in
Central Square and Day Square and to the Sumner/Callahan Tunnels. Consequently, it is likely
that actual traffic impacts on Meridian Street would be greater than on Border Street despite the
difference on street widths. Impacts on businesses and sensitive receptors on Border Street
would increase substantially if the relief pipeline were to be installed by open-cut excavation.

Preferred Option. Microtunneling along Meridian Street would have the lowest cost,
followed by microtunneling along Border Street. The construction risk factors do not indicate a
significant difference between microtunneling on Meridian and Border Streets. In terms of
environmental impacts, construction on Meridian Street would have a greater overall impact on
traffic than construction on Border Street because Meridian Street is a major thoroughfare
through East Boston. Given that the difference in capital cost between microtunneling on
Meridian and Border Streets is approximately 8 percent, the additional cost of micro tunneling on
Border Street appears to be justified by the reduction in potential impacts on traffic on Meridian
Street. Microtunneling along Border Street is therefore selected as the preferred route option for
Section A.
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TABLE 19.5-4. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISKS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
AFTER MITIGATION FOR EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF, ALTERNATIVE 1, SECTION A

(}

ROUTE OPTION
Meridian Street

Border Street

I
MICROTUNNEL

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

5,253
4,394

5,901
4,936

4,882
4,083

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

C~)

I

COST (OOO's)

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Fom1er Land Use

(N)1837 map shows
seawalls along west edge of
Border Street.

(N) 1837 map shows seawalls
along west edge of Border
Street.

(N)Trolley tracks may exist under pavement.

Traffic

(A)Construction duration:
176 days. Moderate traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 344
days. Moderate traffic.

(D)Construction duration: 162 days. Heavy
traffic.

Contamination

(A)3,568 cu. yds. of
excavate. Moderate
potential for contaminated
material.

(D) 16, 120 cu. yds. of
excavate. Moderate potential
for contaminated material.

(N)4,174 cu. yds. of excavate. Moderate
potential for contaminated material.

I

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Meridian Street

Border Street

PARAMETER
Community

Land Use/Aesthetics

~ Construction impacts on adjacent residences, businesses,
and sensitive receptors

- Construction impacts on adjacent
residences, businesses, and sensitive receptors

Historic/Archaeological

- Construction near historic district; high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

- Construction in historic district; moderate
sensitivity for archaeological resources

NoiseNibration

~ Construction impacts on adjacent residents and sensitive

Traffic & Transportation

receptors

- Construction impacts on adjacent residents
and sensitive receptors

•

- Meridian Street width reduced; loss of
parking

Border Street reduced to one lane

INSTITUTIONAL
NAT. RES.

0

Key:
= Minor or no impact
(A) = Advantage

)

(
\___ __ _

!""\

•

= Moderate impact

(D) =Disadvantage
(N) =Neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage)

•

Major impact

(}
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Section C. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section Care presented in Table 19.5-5.

Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe on Visconti Road by open-cut excavation has the lowest cost,
followed by the Porter Street and Marion/Saratoga route options. The difference in cost between
Visconti Road and Porter Street is due to the higher likelihood of encountering contamination
requiring MCP management along Porter Street. The difference between Visconti Road and the
Marion/Saratoga route options is the greater length of the Marion/Saratoga route option.

Construction Risk. Along Visconti Road, the proposed route would likely pass through a
series of abandoned house foundations, which are currently under Visconti Road. No major
obstructions are anticipated for the Porter Street or Marion/Saratoga route options, although the
Porter Street route option would pass over the Callahan and Sumner Tunnels. The
( )

Marion/Saratoga route option has the lowest potential for encountering contaminated soil.

Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Significant community and institutional impacts
would result from construction of the relief pipeline in each of the three short-listed routes
(Table 19 .5-5). Of the proposed routes, the magnitude of the impacts for the Saratoga
Street/Marion Street route would be substantially less, provided the pipeline was microtunneled,
because this route would not directly affect access to or egress from the Sumner and Callahan
Tunnels. While community and traffic impacts would be substantial for the Saratoga
Street/Marion Street route, they would be largely localized because neither street is a major
access.road in East Boston. Visconti Road and Porter Street, on the other hand, are major
.

.

throughways in the community, providing access to the commercial sections of East Boston near
Central Square and Maverick Square and from Route 1A and the Sumner and Callahan Tunnels.
Construction in these roadways would have severe impacts on traffic in the local neighborhood
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TABLE 19.5-5. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
AFTER MITIGATION FOR EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF, ALTERNATIVE 1, SECTION C

/)

ROUTE OPTION
George R. Visconti Road

Porter Street I Overland

I

Saratoga Street I Marion Street

I

COST (OOO's)
OPEN CUT EXCAVATION

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION

2,550
2,133

3,518
2,943

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

MICROTUNNEL

OPEN CUT
EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

2,466
2,063

4,099
3,429

3,718
3,110

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

(D)Fom1er residential
foundations are likely.

(A)Street since at least 1837.

(A)Street since at least 1837.

(A)Street since at least
1837.

(A)Street since at least 1837.

Traffic

(N)Construction duration: 152
days.
(D) High traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 151
days.
(D) Very high traffic.

(A)Construction duration: 77
days.
(D) Very high traffic.

(D)Construction duration:
242 days.
(A)Low traffic.

(N)Construction duration:
124 days.
(A)Low traffic.

Contamination

(N)7,052 cu. yds. of excavate.
(N)Some soil may contain MCP
contamination.

(N)7,052 cu. yds. of excavate.
(D)Higher likelihood of
encountering MCP
contamination than Visconti
Road.

(A) 1,239 cu. yds. of excavate.
(D) Higher likelihood of
encountering MCP
contamination than Visconti
Road.

(D) 11,333 cu. yds. of
excavate.
(A)Low potential for
encountering M CP
contamination.

(A)2,419 cu. yds. of excavate.
(A)Low potential for
encountering M CP
contamination.

I

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Porter Street I Overland

George R. Visconti Road

Saratoga Street I Marion Street

PARAMETER
COMMUNITY
Land Use/Aesthetics

Historic/Archaeological

NoiseNibration

Traffic & Transportation

~ Construction impacts on adjacent residences,

• Major construction related
traffic impacts at entrance to
Sumner Tunnel

• Major construction related traffic impacts at exit from
Callahan Tunnel

~ Construction in historic

~ Construction in historic district; moderate sensitivity for

~ Construction in historic district; moderate to high

district; moderate sensitivity for
archaeological resources

archaeological resources

sensitivity for archaeological resources

~ Construction noise impacts

~ Construction noise impacts on adjacent residents & sensitive

~ Construction noise impacts on adjacent residents

on adjacent residents &
sensitive receptors

receptors

sensitive receptors

• Major traffic impacts due to
closing of Visconti Road

• Major traffic impacts at Callahan Tunnel exit; loss of lane
on Porter Street

• Major traffic impacts due to loss of lane on Saratoga
and Marion Streets; loss of parking.

./'\

(\

~ Construction impacts on school

businesses, and sensitive receptors

INSTITUTIONAL
Inst. Considerations &
Develpt. Plan

W Impeded access to MT A
Callahan tunnel

W Impeded access to MT A Sumner tunnel

NAT. RES.

(j

Key:
= Minor or no impact
~
(A)= Advantage
(D) =Disadvantage

0

= Moderate impact

• = Major impact
(N) =Neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage)

&
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as well as on traffic entering and exiting the tunnels. While mitigation, such as limiting
construction to off-peak hours, would help to reduce these impacts, construction in this
extremely congested area should be avoided if possible.

Preferred Option. Although the Marion/Saratoga route option has the highest cost, it has the
lowest level of construction risk and environmental impact. The traffic impacts, in particular, of
construction along either Visconti Road or Porter Streets justify the additional cost of the
Marion/Saratoga route option. For this reason, the Marion/Saratoga route option is preferred.

Section G. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section G are presented in Table 19.5-6.

Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe along the Railroad Corridor by microtunneling has the lowest
( )

cost, followed by microtunneling on Chelsea Street. The difference in cost between
microtunneling and open-cut excavation along the Railroad Corridor is due to the difference in
excavate volume, a portion of which wo-uld -likely require MCP management. The
microtunneling option would result in approximately 18,600 cubic feet less excavate for disposal
than the open-cut excavation option.

Construction Risk. The Railroad Corridor route options would not be affected by traffic and
would likely have less potential interferences from existing utilities than the other route options.
Microtunneling along the Railroad Corridor would require avoiding existing foundations from
former. railroad maintenance facilities, although it is expected that the locations of these
foundations would be identified before the work began.

(J
~-
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TABLE 19.5-6. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
AFTER MITIGATION FOR EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF, ALTERNATIVE 1, SECTION G.

(-)

ROUTE OPTION
R.R. Corridor

Bremen Street

Chelsea Street

I

COST (OOO's)
OPEN CUT EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

OPEN CUT EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

9,272
7,752

8,803
7,360

7,809
6,529

6,528
5,458

9,645
8,065

8,741
7,308

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

(N)Fom1er location of railroad
maintenance facilities; foundations
may still exist.

(D)Fom1er location of railroad
maintenance facilities; foundations may
still exist.

(A) Street since at least 1851.

(A) Street since at least 1851.

(A)Street since at least 1837.

(A)Street since at least 1837.

Traffic

(A) Traffic not expected to impact
construction activities.

(A)Traffic not expected to impact
construction activities.

(D)Construction duration: 473 days.
(D)High Traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 242 days.
(D)High traffic.

(D)Construction duration: 473 days.
(D)High traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 242 days.
(D)High traffic.

Density of Utilities

(A) Very limited utility crossings.

(A) Very limited utility crossings.

(N)No major utilities. Low utility
density.

(N)No major utilities. Low utility
density.

(D) Moderate utility density for most
of route; Day Square has high utility
density.

(D) Moderate utility density for most of
route; Day Square has high utility
density.

Contamination

(D)22,160 cu. yds. of excavate.
(N)Potential for encountering MCP
soil at southern end of route option.

(A)4,740 cu. yds. of excavate.
(N)Potential for encountering MCP soil
at southern end of route option.

(D)22,163 cu. yds. of excavate.
(N)Moderate potential of encountering
MCP contamination.

(D)6,060 cu. yds. of excavate.
(N)Moderate potential of encountering
MCP contamination.

(A)22,160 cu. yds. of excavate.
(D)Moderate potential of
encountering MCP contamination.

(A)6,060 cu. yds. of excavate.
(D) Moderate potential of encountering
MCP contamination.

() I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
R.R. Corridor

Bremen Street (south of Prescott Street)

Chelsea Street (south of Prescott Street)

PARAMETER
COMMUNITY
Land Use/Aesthetics

--

Historic/Archaeological

--

NoiseNibration

-

Construction noise impacts on area residents

--

Traffic & Transportation

INSTITUTIONAL

•

Possible disturbance of proposed Greenway Park

NAT. RES.

0

= Minor or no impact
Key:
(A)= Advantage
(D)= Disadvantage

= Moderate impact

•
= Major impact
(N) =Neutral (neither advantage or disadvantage

•

Construction impacts on area residents

-•
•

Construction noise impacts on area residents and sensitive receptors
Bremen Street reduced to one lane

•

Construction impacts on area residents

-Moderate to high sensitivity for archaeological resources
-

Construction impacts on area residents and sensitive receptors

•

Reduction of capacity at intersections (minor if microtunneled)

\
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Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Construction of the relief pipeline in either
Chelsea Street or Bremen Street would result in substantial community impacts (Table 19.5-6).
However, most impacts on the community could be avoided by constructing the pipeline in the
Railroad Corridor route. While portions of the route are used for airport parking, substantial
portions of the route are vacant, and, since it is depressed below street level, traffic and access
impacts are largely avoided and construction noise impacts would be decreased.

Preferred Option. Microtunneling within the Railroad Corridor has the lowest cost,
construction risk, and environmental impact with mitigation and is therefore selected as the
preferred option for Section G.

Section H. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section Hare presented in Table 19.5-7.

(

)

Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe along Chelsea Street by microtunneling has the lowest cost,
followed by microtunneling along the Railroad Corridor. The difference in cost between
microtunneling in Chelsea Street and along the Railroad Corridor is due to a greater likelihood
of encountering soil that would require MCP management along the Railroad Corridor.

Construction Risk. The Railroad Corridor route options would not be affected by traffic and
would likely have less potential interferences from existing utilities than the other route options.

Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Substantial community impacts associated with
traffic, access, and noise would result from construction of the relief pipeline in Chelsea Street
(Table 19 .5-7). Construction of the pipeline in either Bremen Street or the Railroad Corridor
would significantly reduce the community impacts. Both Bremen Street and the Railroad
Corridor are currently vacant and impacts on access and traffic could be avoided. The Railroad
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TABLE 19.5-7. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
AFTER MITIGATION FOR EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF ALTERNATIVE 1, SECTION H
ROUTE OPTION

)

Chelsea Street

R.R. Corridor

Bremen Street

I

I

COST (OOO's)

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

OPEN-CUT
EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

MICROTUNNEL

OPEN-CUT
EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNEL

4,603
3,849

4,172
3,488

4,172
3,488

5,996
5,014

4,711
3,939

I

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Traffic

(D) Construction
duration: 226 days.
High traffic.

(D)Construction
duration: 116 days.
High traffic.

(A)Road is closed to traffic. Traffic not
expected to affect construction
activities.

(A)Tmffic not expected to
affect construction
activities.

(A)Traffic not expected to
affect construction
activities.

Density of Utilities

(D)Low to moderate
utility density.

(D)Low to moderate
utility density.

(N)No major utilities. Low utility
density.

(A)No known utilities.

(A)No known utilities.

Contamination

(D) 10,580 cu. yds. of
excavate.
(A) Low potential of
encountering MCP
contamination.

(A)3,102 cu. yds. of
excavate.
(A)Low potential of
encountering MCP
contamination.

(A)3,333 cu. yds. of excavate.
(A) Low potential of encountering MCP
contamination.

(D) 11,080 cu. yds. of
excavate.
(D)MCP contamination
encountered in boring along
route.

(A)2,370 cu. yds. of
excavate.
(D)MCP contamination
encountered in boring
along route.

I

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Chelsea Street (from Condor Street)

Bremen Street

R.R. Corridor

PARAMETER
COMMUNITY

Land Use/Aesthetics

~ Construction impacts on adjacent businesses

Historic/Archaeological

~ Construction near historic building; moderate to
high sensitivity for archaeological resources

NoiseNibration

Traffic & Transportation

-

Construction noise impacts on area residents

• Construction noise impacts on area
residents

• Reduction of capacity at intersections (minor if
microtunneled)

INSTITUTIONAL
NAT. RES.
Key:
= Minor or no impact
~
(A)= Advantage
(D)= Disadvantage

0

(

~-

)

= Moderate impact

• = Major impact
(N) =Neutral (neither advantage or disadvantage)

~ Construction noise impacts on area residents
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Corridor is depressed below street level for much of this section, which would further reduce
potential noise impacts in comparison to Bremen Street.

Preferred Option. Although microtunneling on Chelsea Street has the lowest cost, it would
have a greater impact on traffic than the Railroad Corridor route option. Since the preferred
option for Section G was to install new pipe in the Railroad Corridor by microtunneling, there
would be more efficiency in continuing the route along the Railroad Corridor. Otherwise,
additional piping would be required to cross from the Railroad Corridor across Bremen Street to
Chelsea Street. For these reasons, microtunneling in the Railroad Corridor is the preferred
option for Section H.

Summary of Preferred Options for Route Alternative 1. The preferred options for
Alternative 1 are summarized by Section in Table 19.5-8 and presented in Figure 19.5-1.

()

TABLE 19.5-8. SUMMARY OF PREFERRED OPTIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE 1
Section

Preferred Option

Capital Cost

A

• Replace existing EBBS by
microtunneling on Border Street

5,253,000

4,394,000

c

• Replace existing EBBS with a new
pipe along Marion and Saratoga
Streets by microtunneling

3,718,000

3,110,000

G

• Install new pipe in Railroad Corridor
by microtunneling

11,985,000

10,025,000

H

• Install new pipe in Railroad Corridor
by microtunneling

6,355,000

5,317,000

27,311,000

22,846,000

Total

~.J

Net Present Value
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19.5.3 Route Alternative 2

In addition to the common elements discussed in Section 19.5.1, route Alternative 2 involves
providing a new relief pipe running north through Section A, then east on Condor Street and
East Eagle Street, and north on Chelsea Street. This alternative involves route options within
Sections A, I, and H.

Section A. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section A are presented in Table 19.5-9.

Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the
table, installation of the new pipe on Border Street by microtunneling has the lower cost,
followed by installation of the new pipe on Meridian Street by microtunneling. While for Route
Alternative 1, the Meridian Street route option was approximately 250 feet shorter, for flow
( )

going north towards Condor Street, the two route options are approximately the same length.
The difference in cost between Meridian Street and Border Street for Route Alternative 2 is due
to the additional depth of the micro tunneling shafts on Meridian Street.

Construction Risk. While the Meridian Street route option would have the shorter
construction duration, it is expected that the heavier traffic on Meridian Street could have more
of an impact on the contractor's operations than the more moderate traffic on Border Street.
Based on the 1E37 map that shows seawalls along the western edge of Border Street, it does not
appear that the proposed pipe route would pass through the seawalls indicated on the map. For
the Meriden Street route option, the intent would be to locate the shafts away from the trolley
tracks that may exist under Meridian Street.

!)
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TABLE 19.5-9. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISKS,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR
EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF, ALTERNATIVE 2, SECTION A

()

ROUTE OPTION
Meridian Street

Border Street

I

I

COST (OOO's)

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

MICROTUNNEL

MICROTUNNEL

5,776
4,832

5,961
4,987

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

(N)1837 map shows seawalls along
west edge of Border Street.

(N)Trolley tracks may exist under pavement.

Traffic

(N)Construction duration: 176 days.
(A)Moderate traffic.

(N)Construction duration: 162 days.
(D)Heavy traffic.

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION

PARAMETER

Meridian Street

Border Street

Community
Land Use/Aesthetics

• Construction impacts on adjacent
residences, businesses, and sensitive
receptors

• Construction impacts on adjacent
residences, businesses, and sensitive
receptors

Historic/Archaeological

• Construction near historic district;
high sensitivity for archaeological
resources

• Construction in historic district;
moderate sensitivity for archaeological
resources

NoiseNibration

• Construction impacts on adjacent
residents and sensitive receptors

• Construction impacts on adjacent
residents and sensitive receptors

•

• Meridian Street width reduced; loss of
parking

Traffic & Transportation

Border Street reduced to one lane

INSTITUTIQNAL

'

NAT. RES.

0

Key:
= Minor or no impact
• = Moderate impact
• = Major impact
(A)= Advantage
(D)= Disadvantage
(N) =Neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage)
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Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. Significant community impacts would be

realized in the construction of the relief pipeline in either the Border or Meridian Street route
(Table 19.5-9). Most of the impacts (land use, historic/archaeological and noise) would be
similar for both potential routes. One difference would be that the greater width of Meridian
Street allows for two lanes of traffic to pass the construction site and traffic impacts were
considered moderate, while Border Street traffic would be reduced to a single bi-directional lane
(major impact based on the criteria defined in the DEIR). The traffic volume on Meridian
Street, however, is greater than that on Border Street. In addition, Meridian Street is one of the
major thoroughfares from Chelsea and the Eagle Hill residential area to the commercial districts
in Central Square and Day Square and to the Sumner/Callahan Tunnels. Consequently, it is
likely that traffic impacts on Meridian Street would be greater than on Border Street despite the
difference in street widths.

Preferred Option. Micro tunneling on Border Street has the lower cost of the route

(/)

options evaluated. Construction risks do not clearly favor one route option, while the
environmental impacts after mitigation would favor microtunneling on Border Street. For these
reasons, microtunneling on :Borcier Street is -the preferred option.

Section I. One route option was identified for Section I: installation of new pipe on Condor and

East Eagle Streets by microtunneling. The costs and construction risks for this route option were
presented in Section 19.4.

Section H. The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental

impacts with mitigation for the route options within Section Hare presented in Table 19.5-10.

Cost. The costs presented include capital cost and net present value. As indicated in the

table, installation of the new pipe along Chelsea Street by microtunneling has a lower cost than
installation by open-cut excavation. The difference in cost is due to the difference in quantity of

(~)
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TABLE 19.5-10. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR
EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF ALTERNATIVE 2, SECTION H
ROUTE OPTION

I
I

Chelsea Street

I

I
I

COST (OOO's)

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

OPEN CUT
EXCAVATION

MICROTUNNELING

3,352
2,584

3,024
2,529

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Traffic

(D)Construction duration: 194
days.
(D)High traffic.

(A)Construction duration: 99
days.
(D)High traffic.

Contamination

(D)9,070 cu. yds. of excavate.
Low potential of encountering
MCP contamination.

(A}2,820 cu. yds. of excavate.
Low potential of encountering
MCP contamination.

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Chelsea Street (from Condor Street)

PARAMETER
COMMUNITY
Land Use/Aesthetics

•

Historic/Archaeological

• Construction near historic building; moderate to high sensitivity
for archaeological resources

N oiseNibration

•

Construction noise impacts on area residents

•

Reduction of capacity at intersections (minor if microtunneled)

Traffic & Transportation

Construction impacts on adjacent businesses

INSTITUTIQNAL
NAT. RES.
Key:

0 = Minor or no impact

(A)= Advantage

•

(D)= Disadvantage

=Moderate impact

•

= Major impact

(N) =Neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage)
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excavate, which is approximately three times higher for open-cut excavation than for
microtunneling.

Construction Risk. This work would be in a high-traffic area. Since the duration of
construction for microtunneling would be almost 100 days less than the duration for open-cut
excavation, the duration of traffic impacts on the construction operations would be less for
microtunneling.

Environmental Impacts with Mitigation. The differences in environmental impacts
between open-cut excavation and microtunneling within this section would not likely be
significant. Both construction technologies would be expected to affect traffic on Chelsea
Street, although mitigation of microtunneling would reduce traffic impacts.

Preferred Option. Microtunneling on Chelsea Street has the lowest cost and
(-)

construction risk, while environmental impacts with mitigation do not differentiate between the
two route options. Microtunneling on Chelsea Street is therefore the preferred option.

Summary of Preferred Options for Route Alternative 2. The preferred options for
Alternative 2 are summarized by Section in Table 19.5-11 and presented in Figure 19.5-2.

19.5.4 Comparison of Route Alternatives 1 and 2

The costs, differentiating construction risk factors, and differentiating environmental impacts
with mitigation for Route Alternatives 1 and 2 are presented by section in Tables 19.5-12 and
19.5-13. These tables do not include the costs, construction risk factors, and environmental
impacts associated with the Common Elements which would be part of both Route
Alternatives 1 and 2. Refer to Section 19.5.1 for information regarding the common elements.
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TABLE 19.5-11. SUMMARY OF PREFERRED OPTIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE 2
Section

Preferred Option

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

A

• Replace existing EBBS by
microtunneling on Border Street

5,776,000

4,832,000

I

• Install new pipe along Condor Street
and East Eagle Street by
microtunneling

7,578,000

6,339,000

H

• Install new pipe in Chelsea Street by
microtunneling

3,024,000

2,529,000

16,378,000

13,700,000

Total

As indicated in the tables, the capital cost for Route Alternative 1 is approximately $10.9 million
greater than Route Alternative 2, a difference of approximately 67 percent. This cost differential
could potentially be reduced by increasing the size of the new relief pipe running parallel to the
EBBS main trunk in the Railroad Corridor and abandoning the existing main trunk. This would
eliminate the approximately $3.9 million cost of rehabilitation of the EBBS main trunk,
currently included under the Common Elements, but would increase the cost of the new pipe in
the Railroad Corridor. The net reduction in project cost for Alternative 1 would only be on the
order of $2 to 3 million.
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TABLE 19.5-13. SUMMARY OF COSTS, CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR ROUTE ALTERNATIVE 2 EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF

.

Total Capital Cost
Total NPV

$16,378,000
$13,700,000

Section A - Border Street

I

Section H - Chelsea Street

Section I - Condor Street

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

1837 map shows seawalls
along the west edge of
Border Street.

Street at least since 1837.

1837 map shows seawall along
west and north edges of
Border/Condor Streets

Traffic

Construction duration:
176 days. Moderate
traffic.

Construction duration:
99 days. High traffic.

Construction duration: 226
days. Moderate traffic.

Contamination

3,570 cu.yds. of excavate.
Potential for encountering
MCP contamination near
Condor Street

2,820 cu. yds. of excavate.
Low potential of
encountering MCP
contamination.

5,500 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contamination encountered at
west end of Section I.

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Section A - Border Street

Section H - Chelsea Street

Section I - Condor Street

(\c
..
W onstructwn Impacts on

(\c
..
W onstructwn m1pacts on area

adjacent businesses

traffic, businesses, and parking

- Construction near historic
building; moderate to high
sensitivity for archaeological
resources

- Construction adjacent to historic
district; moderate to hlgh sensitivity
for archaeological resources

- Construction noise impacts
on area residents

- Construction noise impacts on
area residents and sensitive receptors

.Reduction of capacity at
intersections (minor if
microtunnelled)

• Condor Street reduced to one
lane; loss of parking on Chelsea
Street

Parameter
COMMUNITY
Land Use/ Aesthetics

Historic/
Archaeological

NoiseNibration

- Construction impacts on
adjacent residences,
businesses, and sensitive
receptors
-Construction near historic
district; hlgh sensitivity for
archaeological resources

(\c
. .
W onstructwn nmse
impacts on adjacent residents
and sensitive receptors

Traffic &
Transportation

• Border Street reduced to
one lane

INSTITUTIONAL
NAT. RES.·

Key:

0

= Minor or no impact

~ =Moderate impact

•

= Major impact

I
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Key areas of construction risk for Route Alternative 1 would include:
•

The potential to encounter old seawalls along Border Street and building
foundations along the railroad corridor

•

The potential to encounter soil requiring MCP management in the Railroad
Corridor and along northern Border Street

Key areas of construction risk for Route Alternative 2 would include:
•

The potential to encounter old seawalls along Border and Condor Streets

•

The potential to encounter soil requiring MCP management along northern
Border Street and western Condor Street

While Route Alternative 2 has the greater length along the historic shoreline, it does not appear
that the risk of encountering old seawalls would be a differentiator between the two risk
alternatives. Historical maps dating to 1837 indicate that the seawalls ran parallel to Border and
Condor Streets, and the proposed routes would not cross the seawalls indicated on the historical
map. the relative risk of encountering contaminated soils is difficult to assess given the limited
information available. Portions of both route alternatives would pass through areas with a
relatively high likelihood of the presence of contamination in excess of MCP criteria. The total
quantity of excavate for Route Alternative 1 would be 13,100 cy (not including the Common
Elements), and 11,890 cy for Route Alternative 2. Based on total quantity of excavate to be
handled, Route Alternative would have a slight advantage over Route Alternative 1.

Environmental impacts along Border Street would be similar for the two alternatives. The
primary difference in environmental impacts between the two alternatives is in the location of
the impacts: Route Alternative 1 affects Saratoga and Marion Streets, and the Railroad Corridor,
.

.

while Route Alternative 2 affects Condor, East Eagle, and Chelsea Streets. The major impacts
remaining after mitigation involve impacts on traffic in the sections other than the Railroad
Corridor.
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TABLE 19.5-12. SUMMARY OF COSTS, CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR
ROUTE ALTERNATIVE 1, EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF

)

Total Capital Cost
Total Net Present Value

$27,311,000
$22,846,000

/

Section A - Border Street

Section C - Saratoga/Marion

I

Section G - Railroad Corridor

Section H - Railroad Corridor

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

1837 map shows seawalls along west edge of
Border Street.

Street since at least 1837.

Former location of railroad maintenance
facilities; foundations may still exist.

Former location of railroad maintenance
facilities; foundations may still exist.

Traffic

Construction duration: 176 days. Moderate
traffic.

Construction duration: 124 days. Low traffic.

Traffic not expected to impact construction
activities.

Traffic not expected to impact construction
activities.·

Very limited utility crossings.

No known utilities.

4,740 cu. yds. of excavate. Potential for
encountering MCP soil at southern end of route
option.

2,370 cu. yds. of excavate. MCP
contamination encountered in boring along
route.

Density of Utilities
Contamination

3,568 cu. yds. of excavate. Medium potential for
contaminated material.

2,419 cu. yds. of excavate. Low potential for
encountering MCP contamination.

I

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
Section A - Border Street

Section C - Saratoga/Marion

Land Use/Aesthetics

• Construction impacts on adjacent residences,
businesses, and sensitive receptors

Historic/ Archaeological
NoiseNibration

Section G - Railroad Corridor

Section H - Railroad Corridor

• Construction impacts on adjacent residences,
businesses and sensitive receptors

--

--

• Construction near historic district; high sensitivity
for archaeological resources

• Construction in historic district; moderate to high
sensitivity for archaeological resources

--

--

• Construction noise impacts on adjacent residents
and sensitive receptors

• Construction noise impacts on adjacent residents
and sensitive receptors

•

• Major traffic impacts due to loss of lane on
Saratoga and Marion Streets and loss of parking

COMMUNITY

Traffic & Transportation

Border Street reduced to one lane

•

Construction noise impacts on area residents

--

•

Construction noise impacts on area residents

--

Institutional

--

Inst. Considerations &
Develpt. Plan
Key:
<t>
<Z>

0

= Minor or no impact

•

= Moderate impact

Major on Bremen, minor on Chelsea, moderate on Prescott
Minor if microtunnelled

•

•

Construction impacts on school

= Major impact

• Possible disturbance to proposed Greenway
Park

--
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(

)

The differences in construction risk and environmental impacts between Route Alternatives 1
and 2 do not appear to be sufficient to override the $10.9 million cost difference between the two
alternatives; therefore, Route Alternative 2 is selected as the preferred alternative.

19.5.5 Summary of Preferred Alternative

The elements of the preferred alternative, including the Common Elements, Route Alternative 2,
and floatables control at the 10 CSO regulators to remain open following completion of the
interceptor relief project, are presented with costs in Table 19.5-14. The layout of the preferred
alternative is presented in Figure 19.5-3.

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, all capital costs presented in the Draft and the Final
CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Reports were based on construction costs that had
been adjusted to an estimated December 1997 Boston-area Engineering News Record
()

Construction Cost Index (ENR CCI of 6754.6). Just prior to completion of the FEIR, the
MWRA developed a revised estimate of the December 1997 ENR CCI of 6970.0. Using the
revised ENR CCI, the total capital cost of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project would be
$30,752,000.
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TABLE 19.5-14. SUMMARY OF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE FOR
EAST BOSTON BRANCH SEWER RELIEF
Section
B

D

Preferred Option

Capital Cost

• Replace existing EBBS by pipe
bursting between outfall BOS009
andBOS010
• Replace existing EBBS by
microtunneling between outfall
BOSOlO and Central Square
• Replace existing EBBS on Marginal
Street between Lamson and Cottage
Streets by pipe bursting
• Replace existing EBBS on Marginal
Street between Cottage and Orleans ·
Streets by open-cut excavation

E

• Replace existing EBBS on Maverick
and Jefferies Streets by pipe bursting

F

• Replace existing EBBS on Orleans
Street between Marginal and
Maverick Streets by pipe bursting
• Replace existing EBBS between
Maverick and Porter Streets with a
new pipe in the Railroad Corridor
installed by microtunneling

Net Present Value

1,134,000

949,000

705,000

590,000

455,000

381,000

1,741,000

1,456,000

2,274,000

1,902,000

814,000

681,000

2,384,000

1,995,000

G,H

• Rehabilitate existing EBBS main
trunk by cured-in-place liner

3,897,000

3,256,000

A

• Replace existing EBBS by
microtunneling on Border Street

5,776,000

4,832,000

I

• Install new pipe along Condor Street
and East Eagle Street by
microtunneling

7,578,000

6,339,000

H.

• Install new pipe in Chelsea Street by
microtunneling

3,024,000

2,529,000

131,000

278,000

29,913,000

25,188,000

• Floatables control at 10 regulators
Total
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19.7 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

A discussion of those environmental issues that have been affected as a result of any changes in
the recommended alternative, or as a result of new or updated information obtained since the
issuance of the DEIR, are described in this section. If the effects on particular environmental
parameters are not affected by any changes in the recommended alternative or by any new
information, the description of effects as presented in the DEIR is not repeated here. The reader
is referred to Chapter 22, Sections 22.4 and 22.5, of the DEIR.

19.7.1 Baseline Environmental Conditions

There have been no substantial changes in baseline environmental conditions in the vicinity of
the proposed East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project since publication of the DEIR.

( )

19.7.2 Environmental Impacts

Since the DEIR, changes to the East Boston Branch Sewer project have been proposed that
would increase the area affected by construction. In Section F, it was recommended in the DEIR
that microtunneling be used to install the relief sewer in the Railroad Corridor to minimize
impacts on the proposed East Boston Greenway Park. However, both microtunneling and open
cut excavation have subsequently been recommended for this portion of the alignment.

Land Use. Impacts associated with construction of the relief sewer in the Railroad Corridor are
anticipated to be greater than those presented in the DEIR. Recent coordination with Boston
Parks and Recreation Department indicated that the park will be completed prior to initiation of
design of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief, and consequently, coordination of construction
of the two projects would not be possible. In addition, open cut excavation has been included
with microtunneling as the preferred alternative for this section of the relief sewer. Impacts on

/j
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land use would be major if open cut construction would be used to construct the relief sewer
after completion of the Greenway Park. Impacts could be mitigated to moderate by using
microtunneling to install the relief sewer. Compensatory park facilities could be provided to
mitigate for the loss of the park during construction.

It should be noted that the proposed construction date of early 1997 for reconstruction of the
Chelsea Street bridge has been delayed by several years, and the project is estimated to take two
years rather than the originally estimated three months. In addition, the MBTA will be
reconstructing Maverick and Orient Heights stations to lengthen the station platforms in 2001
and 2002. However, unless there are further delays of these projects, they should not coincide
with construction of the East Boston Branch Sewer Relief project.

()
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CHAPTER20
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF

The Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project will reduce the activation frequency and overflow
volume from the CSO regulators associated with outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004 in
Chelsea to a level that, in conjunction with other projects, is consistent with attainment of water
quality standards in the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. The project will also mitigate
flooding problems in areas tributary to those outfalls. The relief pipeline will carry dry- and
wet-weather flows from the regulators tributary to outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004
downstream to the North Metropolitan Trunk Sewer. The increase in pipe capacity will reduce
CSO activations by lowering hydraulic gradients at the CSO regulators during wet weather. The
project involves replacement of approximately 2,300 feet of the existing Chelsea Trunk Sewer
(CTS) with new pipe, through a combination of open-cut excavation and rnicrotunneling, along
with the installation of underflow baffles at the regulators associated with outfalls CHE002 to
CHE004. The information presented in this chapter is arranged as follows:

•

20.1 Introduction and Project Background. Describes the location and
general features of the project

•

20.2 Conceptual Planning Evaluations. Presents review of alternatives
evaluated for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 and the selection of a preferred
alternative in the conceptual planning phase

•

20.3 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals, and summarizes key criteria

•

20.4 Engineering Alternatives and Evaluations. Presents alternatives,
including layouts, costs, and construction risk factors

•

20.5 Comparison of Alternatives. Compares alternatives based on cost,
construction risk, and environmental impacts, and documents the selection of a
preferred alternative

•

20.6 Environmental Evaluation. Presents an update on environmental
information or analyses on the preferred alternative since the Draft CSO Facilities
Plan/Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
20-1
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20.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

The existing Chelsea Trunk Sewer (CTS) is owned and maintained by the city of Chelsea. The
CTS project area is located in the south-central portion of the city, as shown in Figure 20.1-1.
The area is mainly residential, along with sections of vacant land, parking, and commercial/retail
land use.

The CTS conveys dry-weather flow to the MWRA's North Metropolitan Trunk Sewer (NMTS)
from the regulators associated with outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004. Regulator
RE-002, near the intersection of Broadway and Front Streets, is a restricted outlet regulator, with
an 8-inch dry-weather outlet to RE-031 and a 15-inch overflow pipe set 0.2 feet above the invert
of the dry-weather outlet. The invert of the overflow pipe is above the mean high tide elevation.
The overflow pipe directs overflows to a 24-inch by 36-inch conduit to outfall CHE002. Outfall
CHE002 is located at the end of Broadway and discharges to the Mystic River near the
confluence with the Chelsea River. This outfall had at one time been reported to be blocked, but
now appears to be open, based on the latest information from the city of Chelsea.

Regulator RE-031, at the intersection of Ferry and Winnisimmet Streets, is a high
outleUrestricted outlet regulator, with a 10-inch dry-weather outlet to RE-041 and a 15-inch
overflow pipe to outfall CHE003. The invert of the overflow pipe is approximately 1 foot below
the mean high-tide elevation, suggesting that the tide has a limited impact on the overflow.
Outfall CHE003 is located at the end of Winnisimmet Street. The outfall had been reported to
be partially blocked, and now appears to be totally blocked, based on the latest information from
the city of Chelsea.
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Regulator RE-041, at the intersection of Pearl and Williams Streets, is a restricted outlet
regulator. Dry weather flow is conveyed to the NMTS by a 12-inch connection, while overflows
are directed to the CHE004 outfall through a 48-inch pipe. Outfall CHE004 is located at the end
of Pearl Street and discharges to the Chelsea River. The report on System Optimization Plans
for CSO Control (MWRA, 1993) recommended raising the existing weir in the overflow by

2.13 feet in addition to increasing the size of the connection to the NMTS to 30 inches.

The NMTS is a 100-inch by 110-inch conduit between the connection from RE-041 and the
Chelsea Creek Headworks.

The CTS was constructed mostly of clay pipe and has a history of maintenance problems. The
age of the system is unknown, and portions of the CTS are believed to be at least partially
collapsed and partially full of sediments. No video tape inspections of the trunk sewer have
been conducted.

Activations of outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 are due to surcharging in the CTS. Under present
conditions, the surcharging is due to a combination of insufficient conveyance capacity in the
CTS and surcharging in the NMTS caused by choking of wet-weather flows at Chelsea Creek
Headworks. Under future planned conditions, the reduced level of surcharging in the NMTS
will not affect the hydraulic gradient in the CTS except under extreme conditions. The
conveyance capacity in the CTS, however, would still not be sufficient to reduce the CSO
activations to a level consistent with attainment of water quality standards in the Mystic River/
Chelsea Creek confluence. Local flooding that currently occurs in the project area is likely due
in part to the partial or complete blockage of outfalls CHE002 and/or CHE003. As noted above,
the most recent information from the city of Chelsea indicates that outfall CHE003 may be
blocked, and outfall CHE002 may be at least partially open. Local flooding may also be due, in
part, to the sediment build-up and suspected partial collapse of sections of the CTS.
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Proposed routes for new pipe are generally within existing roadways or along existing overland
easements (with one exception noted below). Rehabilitation or replacement of existing pipes
would occur within existing roadways or easements. Table 20.1-1 presents a summary of the
proposed routes for the relief project, including existing land use, ownership, and acquisition
issues. The route sections listed in Table 20.1-1 are defined in more detail in Section 20.4,
below.

TABLE 20.1-1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ROUTES FOR THE
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF PROJECT

Site Designation

Site Description
(Land Use/Location)

Size
(Approx.)

Ownership

Acquisition
Comments/Issues

Section A:
Front St./Shipyard
Medford St.
Ferry St.
Beacon St.
Tremont St.
Site C
Broadway/Williams

Active shipyard and City
of Chelsea streets

0.75 acre

Charles Hill, trustee
for Meridien Wharf
(private), and city of
Chelsea

City of Chelsea to
obtain easements
from private owner.
No acquisition
needed within
existing right-ofway.

Section B:
Site A
Winnisimmet St.

Vacant grass lot and
parking area behind
37-39 Winnisimmet St.
(Site A) and city of
Chelsea streets

0.25 acre

Charles Hill, trustee
for Meridien Wharf,
and city of Chelsea

Parking lot behind 31
Winnisimmet St. (Site B)
and city of Chelsea
streets

0.5 acre

City of Chelsea to
obtain easements
from private owner.
No acquisition
needed within
existing right-ofway.

City of Chelsea

No acquisition
needed since
conduit is within
existing right-ofway.

Site B
Williams St.

Section C:
Pearl St.
Marginal St.

City of Chelsea streets

I
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The concept of providing hydraulic relief of the CTS as a means of reducing CSO activations at
outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 was originally identified in the report on System Optimization
Plans for CSO Control (MWRA, 1993). Relief of the CTS was not specifically recommended in

that report because the cost and impacts of the project would have been beyond the scope of the
projects it was intended to address (typically installing or raising weirs). An alternative for relief
of the CTS was developed in more detail in the Technical Memorandum on Intermediate
Projects (MWRA, 1994i). Because this approach appeared to be the most cost-effective and

appropriate means to control CSOs from outfalls CHE002 to CHE004, relief of the CTS was
adopted as part of the recommended plan in the MWRA's CSO Conceptual Plan and System
Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994).

20.2 CONCEPTUAL PLANNING EVALUATIONS

The conceptual planning process encompassed both water quality-based and technology-based
evaluations of CSO control alternatives. While a review of the overall process is presented in
Chapter 4, the intent of this section if to review the technology-based evaluations conducted in
conceptual planning demonstrating that the preferred alternatives presented in the Conceptual
Plan represented the best available technology (BAT) economically achievable for each outfall.

As described in Chapter 4, conceptual planning evaluations of CSO control alternatives involved
a series of screening steps. Alternatives or technologies that passed a given screening step were
developed and evaluated in greater detail for the next screening step. For the initial screening
step, outfalls were grouped by hydraulically related systems, and the applicability of each of the
basic CSO control technologies presented in Chapter 4 to each outfall or group of outfalls was
assessed. Using preliminary SWMM simulations and system knowledge, certain technologies
and outfall consolidation options could be eliminated from further consideration without
developing cost and performance data. For outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004, the
following technologies were not considered feasible based on the initial screening process:
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•

CSO relocation. A less-sensitive receiving water segment is not located in the
vicinity of outfalls CHE002, CHE003 and CHE004.

•

Individual treatment or storage facilities at each of the outfalls. Because the
restricted capacity of the Chelsea Trunk Sewer was identified as the principle
cause of overflows at outfalls CHE002, CHE003 and CHE004, interceptor relief
alone would reduce CSOs at these outfalls to a level that would be consistent with
attainment of water quality standards. Interceptor relief was considered a more
desirable alternative than siting and constructing three new facilities in the
vicinity of the three outfalls. The advantage of interceptor relief was that it
would achieve water quality goals without the long term disruption to the
community associated with a CSO facility.

•

Consolidation to storage or treatment. Both consolidation of outfalls and
interceptor relief would involve the construction of a new pipe in the vicinity of
the Chelsea Trunk Sewer. This alternative was not evaluated in detail for the
same reasons as the individual storage or treatment facilities.

For the CSO control technologies that passed the initial screening process, information on cost,
performance, construction risk, public acceptance, water quality, construction-related impacts,
and long-term environmental impacts was developed in a matrix format for presentation in the
spring 1994 workshop series. Since the interceptor relief project was predicted to minimize
CSO discharges to a level consistent with water quality standards, alternatives for outfalls
CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004 were not specifically presented in the spring 1994 workshops.
For the subsequent evaluations of performance on a receiving water basis, however, the
following alternatives were evaluated:

•

CSO elimination by system-wide sewer separation. This alternative involved the
complete sewer separation of all combined sewer areas in the city of Chelsea.

•

Interceptor relief. This alternative involved either replacing the existing Chelsea
Trunk Sewer or constructing a new relief sewer from regulators RE-002 (outfall
CHE002) to RE-041 (outfall CHE004) and to the North Metropolitan Sewer.
This alternative would reduce CSO activations and volumes at outfalls CHE002,
CHE003, and CHE004.
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•

Floatables control. This alternative involved providing floatables control at
outfalls CHE002 and CHE004.

For the more detailed evaluations that followed the spring 1994 workshops, outfalls were
grouped by receiving water segment to facilitate assessment of impacts on a receiving water
basis. Alternatives for outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004 were therefore combined with
alternatives for the following other CSO outfalls to develop overall receiving water alternatives
for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek Confluence:

•

MWR205, the Somerville Marginal CSO facility discharge

•

BOS013 and BOS014, in East Boston

•

BOS017, in Charlestown

•

CHE008, in Chelsea

From the spring 1994 workshops, a total of three alternatives were carried forward for outfalls
CHE002 to CHE004, five for outfall CHE008, six for outfall MWR205, four for BOS014, and
si~

for outfall BOS017. Since it was nqt fe_asible to evaluate every possible combination of

outfall-specific alternatives, similar outfall-specific alternatives were combined to create a range
of receiving water alternatives. The range of controls evaluated for the receiving water generally
reflected the range of controls evaluated for each outfall.

For each of the receiving water alternatives, planning-level costs, performance, water quality
impacts, and siting issues were developed. Selection of a preferred alternative was based on a
combination of cost/performance evaluations, a rating and ranking methodology, and a
determination to allow attainment of critical uses in designated receiving waters.

For the Conceptual Plan, cost/performance curves were developed for the 3-month and 1-year
storms. Subsequent to the Conceptual Plan, improved modeling capabilities allowed
development of cost/performance curves on an annual basis. Curves were developed on an
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individual project basis for cost versus CSO load removed as a percent of baseline CSO load,
and on a receiving water basis for cost versus total load removed as a percent of baseline total
load. Total loads included pollutant loads from CSO, stormwater, and upstream or boundary
sources. For each case, curves were developed for fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD loads.
The project-specific cost/performance curves for outfalls CHE002, CHE003 and CHE004 are
presented in Figures 20.2-1 to 20.2-3, and the total load curves for the Mystic River/Chelsea
Creek Confluence are presented in Figures 20.2-4 to 20.2-6.

The point representing complete sewer separation in the following figures reflects the portion of
the cost of a complete, system-wide sewer separation program associated with separating
upstream of the outfalls addressed in each figure. The performance, however, is based on
complete, system-wide sewer separation, including all areas tributary to Chelsea Creek
Head works.

Figures 20.2-1 to 20.2-3 indicate that the most cost-effective alternative for controlling fecal
coliform bacteria loads in CSO from outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004 was interceptor
relief.

Figures 20.2-4 to 20.2-6 present cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD load
removal from all sources to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. For the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek confluence, "all sources" included CSO, stormwater, and upstream
boundary sources (Upper Mystic River). In Figure 20.2-4, the points for the complete sewer
separation alternative, and the alternative that included 3-month storage for the Somerville
Marginal facility (MWR205) do not appear. Both alternatives would result in a net increase in
the total fecal coliform bacteria load to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. In the case
of complete sewer separation, the increase in lead would be due to an increase in stormwater
discharge, and in the case of outfall MWR205, the increase would be due to storms larger than
the 3-month storm resulting in discharges from the storage facility without disinfection. The
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FIGURE 20.2-1. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION AS
A PERCENT OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR CHE002 TO CHE004 PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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substantial impact of stormwater and upstream flow was evident in that the highest level of CSO
control resulted in less than 20 percent removal of the total fecal coliform bacteria load, and less
than 10 percent removal of total TSS and BOD loads. A most cost-effective alternative was not
readily apparent from these figures. While the alternative that included upgrading the
Somerville Marginal CSO Facility (MWR205), screening and disinfection at outfall BOSO 17,
outfall repair at CHE008, and interceptor relief for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 was the lowest
cost alternative, it was apparent that alternatives costing as much as six times more would have
provided very little additional benefit to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence in terms of
reduction of total fecal coliform, BOD and TSS loads. It should be noted that all of the
receiving water alternatives in Figures 20.2-4 to 20.2-6 included relief of the CTS, with the
exception of complete sewer separation. It was apparent from Figures 20.2-4 to 20.2-6,
however, that a higher level of control for the relatively small annual discharge from outfalls
CHE002 to CHE004 would not result in a significant improvement in water quality in the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek confluence. In this sense, these curves support interceptor relief for outfalls
CHE002 to CHE004 as an appropriate level of control for fecal coliform bacteria, BOD and
TSS.

A rating and ranking methodology was also used as a means to identify a potentially preferred
receiving water wide alternative. Each alternative was assigned ratings for specific criteria
under the categories of water quality impacts, cost, and site impacts. The ratings for the
alternatives under each category were summed, and a rank order was established for each
category. The rank orders from the three categories were summed to obtain an overall rank
order for the alternatives.

The cost, water quality impact and siting rank orders for the receiving water based alternatives
for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek Confluence, including outfalls CHE002, CHE003 and
CHE004, are presented in Table 20.2-1. For each category, "1" was the highest rank, and "3"
is the lowest rank. Detailed backup for the rankings is included in the appendices to the
Conceptual Plan.
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As indicated in Table 20.2-1, two alternatives for the receiving water had the highest rank based
on the three evaluation categories "less than primary treatment of the 1-year storm" and "mixed
control of the 3-month storm". The CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004 component of these
alternatives was interceptor relief. This analysis was of limited use in terms of selecting an
alternative for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004, because with the exception of complete sewer
separation, each receiving water alternative included interceptor relief for outfalls CHE002 to
CHE004.

TABLE 20.2-1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE MYSTIC RIVER/CHELSEA CREEK CONFLUENCE

Cost
Rank

Performance/
Water
Quality
Impact Rank

Siting
Rank

Sum of
Ran kings

Complete Sewer Separation

3

3

2

8

Storage of 1-Year Storm
Individual Storage Tanks, MWR205, BOS014,
BOS017, and CHE008
Interceptor relief CHE002 through CHE004

2

2

2

6

Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Individual Treatment Facilities, MWR205, BOS017,
and CHE008
Individual Storage Tanks at BOS014
Interceptor relief CHE002 through CHE004

2

2

2

6

Less Than Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Dechlorination at MWR205
Screening and Disinfection at BOS014, BOS017 and
CHE008
Interceptor relief CHE002 through CHE004

2

1

2

5

Storage of 3-Month Storm
Individual Storage Tanks, MWR205, BOS017 and
CHE008
Floatables Control, BOS014
Interceptor relief CHE002 through CHE004

2

2

3

7

Mixed Control of 3-Month Storm
Primary Treatment at MWR205 and BOS017
Individual Storage Tank, CHE008
Floatables Control, BOS014
Interceptor relief CHE002 through CHE004

1

2

2

5

CSO Control Alternative

---
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20.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

The following sections present objectives and design criteria for the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief
project. These objectives and design criteria focus development of this project in a consistent
manner with other projects comprised in the overall MWRA CSO Control Program.

20.3.1 Project Objectives

The objectives of the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project are defined as follows:

•

Reduce the activation frequency of overflows from outfalls CHE002, CHE003,
and CHE004 to a level that, in conjunction with other CSO projects along
Chelsea Creek and the Mystic River, would allow attainment of water quality
standards in the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence.

•

Mitigate flooding in areas tributary to outfalls CHE002, CHE003, and CHE004.

20.3.2 Design Criteria

The design of the interceptor relief project is based on applicable flow and load information,
hydraulic criteria, geotechnical considerations, excavate handling, and floatables control. A
discussion of general sizing criteria for CSO pipeline projects is presented in Chapter 8 of the
DEIR. The following sections identify project-specific aspects of the design criteria applicable
to the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project.

Flows and Loads. Flow criteria pertain to both the interceptor relief and CSO control aspects of
this project, while load criteria pertain only to CSO control. A summary of peak flows in the
CTS for the 3-month storm under future planned conditions and the preferred alternative is
presented in Table 20.3-1.
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TABLE 20.3-1. FLOWS IN THE CTS FOR THE 3-MONTH, LOW TIDE STORM

Future Planned Conditions

Preferred Alternative

Reach ofCTS
RE-002 to RE-031

Peak Flow (cfs)

Peak Flow (cfs)

1.3

7.1

RE-031 to RE-041

1.4

9.5

RE-041 to NMTS

6.4

37.5

Tables 20.3-2 through 20.3-4 present the overflow volumes and pollutant loads predicted for
outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 for the 3-month storm, the 1-year storm, and the typical year under
future planned conditions and the preferred alternative.

Hydraulic Criteria. Hydraulic criteria for this project relate primarily to minimizing the CSO

activation frequency and volume to a level consistent with attainment of water quality standards.
The specific performance criterion for this project is to allow attainment of the SBcso water
quality standard for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. The CTS Relief project is
predicted to minimize activations of the hydraulically related outfalls to a level that is predicted
to allow attainment of the SB standard greater than 95 percent of the time, which would
therefore be in compliance with the SBcso standard. The predicted annual activation frequencies
and volumes for the CTS outfalls under future planned conditions and the recommended
alternative are presented in Table 20.3-5.

Subsurface Conditions. Subsurface conditions such as soil types, depth and type of rock,

groundwater, and underground manmade structures impose criteria on the design of the
interceptor relief project. A planning-level geotechnical exploration program was conducted
along the general route of the CTS Relief project to provide preliminary information on the
subsurface geology. Additional information related to subsurface conditions was obtained from
borings conducted in the past as part of other projects, as well as from studies and maps
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TABLE 20.3-2. PREDICTED EFFLUENT POLLUTANTS LOADS FOR
3-MONTH STORM
Loads Discharged to Chelsea Creek
Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts Xl0 9 )

Volume (mg)

Total Suspended
Solids, TSS (lbs)

Biological Oxygen
Demand, BOD (lbs)

Outfall

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

CHE002

0.22

0.00

4,540

0

260

0

145

0

CHE003

0.12

0.00

2,420

0

139

0

77

0

CHE004

0.11

0.00

2 200

0

126

0

70

0

TABLE 20.3-3.PREDICTED EFFLUENT POLLUTANTS LOADS FOR 1-YEAR STORM
Loads Discharged to Chelsea Creek

Volume (mg)
Outfall

FPC

PA

Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts X109)

Total Suspended
Solids, TSS (lbs)

Biological
Oxygen Demand,
BOD (lbs)

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

CHE002

0.60

0.05

12,160

960

697

55

388

31

CHE003

0.25

0.00

5,130

0

294

0

164

0

CHE004

1.21

0.00

24 500

0

1407

0

784

0

TABLE 20.3-4.PREDICTED EFFLUENT POLLUTANTS LOADS FOR TYPICAL YEAR
Loads Discharged to Chelsea Creek

Volume (mg)
Outfall

FPC0 )

PA< 2)

Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts Xl0 9 )
FPC

Total Suspended
Solids, TSS (lbs)

Biological
Oxygen Demand,
BOD (lbs)

PA

FPC

PA

FPC

PA

CHE002

5.78

0.22

117,700

4,480

6,749

257

3,760

143

CHE003

1.78

0.04

36,250

810

2,078

47

1,158

26

CHE004

6.43

0.32

130 940

6 520

7 508

374

4 183

208

(1) FPC= future planned conditions

(2) PA =preferred alternative
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)
TABLE 20.3-5 PREDICTED CSO FREQUENCY AND VOLUME FOR TYPICAL YEAR

OUTFALL

ACTIVATION FREQUENCY

CSOVOLUME

(#/year)

(mg/year)

FPc< I)

PA(2)

FPC

PA

CHE002

39

4

5.78

0.22

CHE003

28

3

1.78

0.04

CHE004

20

3

6.43

0.32

7.23

0.57

TOTAL
(1) Future planned conditions, activation frequency and CSO volume estimated
(2) Preferred alternative

available in the literature. The scope of the subsurface exploration program and a summary of
the results are presented by route section under Section 20.4. Additional details on the results of
the subsurface exploration program and related geotechnical issues are included in the
Geotechnical Feasibility Report (MWRA, 1996d). Criteria related to subsurface conditions

)

involve minimizing the risk of encountering an obstruction or other unfavorable excavation
conditions along the route of the relief pipe. General criteria include:

•

Avoiding bedrock

•

Avoiding, to the extent possible, areas where underground obstructions such as
old seawalls are suspected to exist

•

Avoiding unsuitable material along proposed pipe routes

Specific criteria related to minimum cover and minimum clearance from existing utilities are
included in Appendix D of the DEIR. The remaining criteria are discussed in more detail in the
context of the specific route alternatives under Section 20.4.

)
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Contamination. Variations in spoils quality, specifically with regard to the degree of
contamination with either hazardous or nonhazardous material, would have a direct impact on
cost and material handling methods. Unit costs and special handling requirements for a range of
levels of contamination are presented in Chapter 11 of the DEIR. The potential for encountering
contaminated soil or groundwater along the proposed routes of the consolidation conduit is
discussed in Section 20.4 of this report.

Floatables Control. Sizing and performance criteria for floatables control are presented in
Chapter 8 of the DEIR.

20.4 ENGINEERING ALTERNATIVES AND EVALUATIONS

This section presents the development and evaluation of route alternatives for the CTS Relief
project, along with evaluations of the potential to close one or more of the remaining outfalls
associated with the CTS on completion of the relief work, and alternatives for providing
floatables control for the outfalls that will remain open. Technologies for installing new pipe
and rehabilitating existing pipe, as well as for floatables control, are reviewed in Chapter 8 of the
DEIR.

20.4.1 Hydraulic Evaluations

The CTS was evaluated hydraulically under various conditions to assess the hydraulic capacity
necessary to achieve the project objectives outlined above and to determine which construction
technologies would provide the required capacity. The evaluations conducted for this project
can be categorized as rehabilitation, relief, and a combination of rehabilitation and relief. The
following sections present these evaluations.

Rehabilitation. The first evaluation considered the hydraulic performance of the CTS,
assuming that the existing sewers were rehabilitated. Rehabilitation was modeled either as a
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liner technology, such as cured-in-place liners or fold-and-form liners, which would essentially
keep the same pipe diameter and reduce the roughness coefficient, or pipe bursting, which would
increase the pipe diameter by approximately 33 percent and reduce the roughness coefficient.
Using rehabilitation alone, the outfalls were predicted to remain active during the 3-month
storm, indicating that the annual activation frequencies would likely be greater than four per
year. Based on these results, rehabilitation of the CTS alone was determined not to be sufficient
to meet the CSO control objective.

Relief. The original concept for relief of the CTS developed in conceptual planning involved
direct replacement of the existing CTS between regulator RE-002, on Broadway, and the
connection to the NMTS on Marginal Street. The route of the relief pipe would follow the route
of the existing CTS, which would be abandoned on completion of the work. This alternative
would involve no rehabilitation work along the existing CTS.

Combination of Rehabilitation and Relief. These alternatives involved providing relief pipes
either partly or completely along routes other than the route of the existing CTS. Where the new
pipe did not follow the route of the existing CTS, and active connections to the existing pipe
were to remain in service, rehabilitation of the existing pipe was assumed to be necessary based
on existing information on the relatively poor condition of the CTS. Based on the location of
the alternative routes relative to the route of the existing CTS, it would not have been feasible to
redirect all of the existing connections from the existing CTS to a new pipe located on one of the
alternative routes.

20.4.2 Route Sections and Route Alternatives

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, pipe route alternatives were identified and evaluated by
dividing the overall project route into a number of route sections and evaluating route options
within those sections. In this manner, preferred alternatives for each section could be combined
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to form an overall route alternative. The CTS relief project was divided into three route sections
(A, B, and C), as indicated on Figure 20.1-1. Following completion of the Interim Assessment of
Facility Siting (IAFS) report (MWRA, 1995), four route options were identified for Section A,

three for Section B, and two for Section C. Subsequent to the IAFS, certain route options were
added and others were deleted as the route evaluation process moved forward. Changes to the
routes presented in the IAFS are discussed by route section. Following are descriptions of the
route sections and route options evaluated for this project, starting at the downstream end and
moving upstream.

Section C. This section is in the eastern part of the project area and covers the downstream end

of the project, from the intersection of Williams and Division Streets to the NMTS. Four
potential route options were identified in the IAFS report for this section (Figure 20.4-1):

•

Williams Street to Marginal Street to the NMTS, installed by open cut excavation

•

Williams Street to Marginal Street to the NMTS, installed by rnicrotunneling

•

Williams Street to Pearl Street to the NMTS, installed by open cut excavation

•

Williams Street to Pearl Street to the NMTS, installed by rnicrotunneling

Each route option would involve replacement of the existing 12-inch CTS with a new 24-inch
pipe, and making a connection between the new pipe and existing regulator RE-041.

For the route options involving rnicrotunneling in Section C, as well as in Sections A and B, the
costs were based on installing a 36-inch conduit. Although a 24-inch conduit would be
sufficient in terms of hydraulic performance, a 36-inch rnicrotunneling boring machine would be
substantially more powerful than a 24-inch boring machine, and would therefore be less likely to
have progress halted by a relatively minor obstruction.
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The subsurface investigation program for Section C included one boring on Marginal Street east
of Pearl Street. The boring encountered 7 feet of fill, underlain by a 7-foot layer of sand and
silt, then clay. Based on historical uses, the potential for encountering contamination in
Section C was judged to be low along Pearl Street and low-to-moderate along Marginal Street.

The costs associated with the route options within Section Care presented in Table 20.4-1, and
construction risk factors are presented in Table 20.4-2.

TABLE 20.4-1. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION C
Route Option< 1>

()

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Williams St. and Marginal St. - open cut

$662,000

$648,000

Williams St. and Marginal St. - microtunneling

$656,000

$642,000

Williams St. and Pearl St. - open cut

$662,000

$648,000

$659 000

$645 000

Williams St. and Pearl St. - microtunneling
Note: O> Select one of the four choices.

Section B. Section B is bounded by Winnisimmet Street to the west, the Chelsea River to the
south and east, and Williams Street to the north. Each route option in Section B connects a route
alternative from Section A, discussed below, on Winnisimmet with the upstream end of
Section C near the comer of Williams and Division Streets. Because the route options in
Section A enter Section B at different locations, the beginning of each route option in Section B
depends on the selected route option in Section A.

In the lAPS, three potential routes were presented (Figure 20.4-2):

!)
\__

•

Winnisimmet Street to Williams Street, and Williams Street to Division Street

•

Winnisimmet Street to Wharf Street, overland to the intersection of Williams and
Division Streets (route of existing CTS)

•

Overland from Winnisimmet Street along the shoreline to the intersection of
Williams and Division Streets
20-26
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TABLE 20.4.-2. CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION C
Route Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Density of Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical Considerations

Williams St/
Marginal St

Largely commercial
and industrial

Heavy volume of
traffic

Low to medium
potential for
contamination

Fill material overlying layers of sand and
silt, and possibly glacial till.

No impacts expected

Street widths:
Williams St.: 39ft.
Marginal St.: 36ft.

Based on existing
information, no
major utilities
assumed to be in
this area

Open Cut
Williams St/
Marginal St

Heavy volume of
traffic

No impacts expected

Street widths:
Williams St.: 39ft.
Marginal St.: 36ft.

Microtunneling
Williams St/
Pearl St

I!
665 cubic yards of
excavate

Construction duration:
40 days
Largely commercial
and industrial

Based on existing
information, no
major utilities
assumed to be in
this area

No impacts expected

Pearl St. has lower
traffic volume
compared to Marginal
St.

Low to medium
potential for
contamination

Excavation depth between 13 and 16ft.

Based on existing
information, no
major utilities
assumed to be in
this area

Low potential for
hazardous materials

665 cubic yards of
excavate

Construction duration:
40 days
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Fill material overlying layers of sand and
silt, and possibly glacial till.
Excavation depth up to 33 ft. on Pearl St.

Street widths:
Williams St.: 39ft.
Pearl St.: 36ft.
Open Cut

Fill material overlying layers of sand and
silt, and possibly glacial till.

342 cubic yards of
excavate

Construction
duration: 22 days
Largely commercial
and industrial

Excavation depth between 13 and 16 ft.
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TABLE 20.4-2 (Continued). CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION C
Route Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Density of Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical Considerations

Williams St/
Pearl St

Largely commercial
and industrial

Pearl St. has lower
traffic volume
compared to marginal
St.

Based on existing
information, no
major utilities
assumed to be in
this area

Low potential for
hazardous materials

Fill material overlying layers of sand and
silt, and possibly glacial till.
Excavation depth up to 33 ft. on Pearl St.

Street widths:
Williams St.: 39 ft.
Pearl St.: 36ft.
Microtunneling

No impacts expected

Construction duration:
22 days

387 cubic yards of
excavate
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Further evaluation of the overland/shoreline route revealed that the seawall is in disrepair south
of Wharf Street. Because construction in this area would likely be excessively difficult and
costly due to the condition of the seawall, this route was not considered further. The route
options evaluated for Section B therefore included using either open-cut excavation or
microtunneling to install new 24-inch pipe along either Winnisimmet/Williams Street or
Winnisimmet/Wharf/Overland, replacing the existing CTS in this section.

The subsurface investigation program for Section B included two borings, one on either end of
Winnisimmet Street. Based on these borings, the stratigraphy in this section consists of a 6- to
10-foot layer of fill, underlain by layers of clay, silt, or sand. Glacial till was encountered at a
depth of approximately 19 feet. A sample from the boring at Winnisimmet and Ferry Streets
was found to exceed the reportable concentration for lead. Based on historical uses, the potential
for encountering contamination in Section B was judged to be low-to-moderate, with elevated
pockets of lead likely.

()
As noted above, the cost of the work in Section B depends on the route option selected for
Section A, because the route options in Section A connect to Section B at different locations
along Winnisimmet Street. Similarly, the cost of the route options in Section A cannot be fairly
compared if a less costly route option in Section A would require a more costly route option
within Section B. For these reasons, selection of a preferred route option within Section B is
necessary to allow a meaningful comparison of the route options within Section A.

Assuming that the route options in Section B begin at the intersection of Ferry and Winnisimmet
Streets, the costs associated with the route options within Section B are presented in
Table 20.4-3, and construction risk factors are presented in Table 20.4-4. As indicated in these
tables, the difference in cost among the route options is approximately 2 percent with open cut
along the Winnisimmet/Wharf/Overland route being the lowest cost. Neither the construction
risk factors nor the environmental impacts presented in Section 20.5 would clearly favor one
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TABLE 20.4-3. COST FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION B
Route Option< 1l

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Winnisimmet!Williams Street - open-cut excavation

1,133,000

1,110,000

Winnisimmet!Williams Street - microtunneling

1,128,000

1,106,000

Winnisimmet!Wharf Street/Overland - open-cut
excavation

1,109,000

1,087,000

1,118,000

1,096,000

Winnisimmet!Wharf Street/Overland - microtunneling
Note: (l) Select one of the four choices

()

()
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TABLE 20.4-4. CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE
OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION B
Route Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Density of Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Winnisimmet
St./Williams St.

Obstruction in
existing streets
unlikely

Low volume on
Winnisimmet, heavy
volume on Williams

Based on existing
information, no
major utilities
assumed to be in
this area

Low to
moderate
potential for
hazardous
materials along
route

Fill material
overlying layers
of silt, sand,
clay, and glacial
till.

Street widths:
Winnisimmet: 36 ft.
Williams St: 39 ft.
Open Cut

Winnisimmet
St!Williams St.

Construction duration:
50-90 days
Obstructions in
existing streets
unlikely

Low volume on
Winnisimmet, heavy
volume on Williams
Street widths:
Winnisimmet: 36 ft.
Williams St.: 39ft.

Microtunneling

Winnisimmet
St./Wharf
St./Overland

Microtunneling

Based on existing
information, no
major utilities
assumed to be in
this area

Construction duration
28-50 days
Low potential for
encountering
foundations from
former maritime
industries

Street widths:
Winnisimmet: 36ft.

Low potential for
encountering
foundations from
former maritime
industries

Street widths:
Winnisimmet: 36ft.

Construction duration:
28-50 days
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Low to
moderate
potential for
hazardous
materials along
route

Fill material
overlying layers
of silt, sand,
clay, and glacial
till.

485-873 cubic
yards of
excavate
Very low
likelihood of
encountering
utilities

Construction duration
54-97 days

Open Cut

Winnisimmet
St./Wharf
St/Overland

831-1,496
cubic yards of
excavate

MCP soil.
Assumed
contamination
present along
portion of this
route

Fill material
overlying layers
of silt, sand,
clay, and glacial
till.

831-1,496
cubic yards of
excavate
Very low
likelihood of
encountering
utilities

MCP soil.
Assumed
contamination
present along
portion of this
route
380-684 cubic
yards of
excavate

Fill material
overlying layers
of silt, sand,
clay, and glacial
till
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alternative over the others. Based on these considerations, it seemed reasonable to assert that the
preferred option for Section B would be open cut excavation of the Winnisimmet/Wharf/
Overland route. Where appropriate, the route options for Section A, described below, therefore
include open cut excavation along the Winnisimmet/Wharf/Overland route to the intersection of
Williams and Division Streets.

Section A. Section A is at the upstream end of the project. The section is bounded by Williams

Street to the northeast, Winnisimmet to the east, Broadway to the northwest, and the Chelsea
River to the south. In the IAFS, four potential routes were identified:

•

Medford/Tremont/Ferry Streets

•

Medford/Tremont/Beacon Streets

•

Medford/Tremont/south-of-Ferry Street

•

Front Street/Shipyard/Winnisimmet Street Extension

As the development of alternatives progressed, the Medford/Tremont/ south-of-Ferry-Street
route was determined not to be substantially different from the Medford/Tremont/Ferry Street
route and was no longer included as a separate route. In addition, two new potential routes were
identified, which started with a new regulator at the intersection of Beacon Street and Broadway
and ran east towards Winnisimmet Street. The total of five route alternatives through Section A
are summarized as follows:

•

Al: Medford/Tremont/Ferry Streets

•

A2: Medford/Tremont/Beacon Streets

•

A3: Front Street/Shipyard

•

A4: Broadway/Beacon Street

•

AS: Broadway/Williams Street
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These route alternatives involve varying degrees of rehabilitation of the existing CTS as well as
pipework within Section B. In the descriptions and evaluations of these route alternatives
presented below, the information includes the appropriate length of the preferred option for
Section B of Winnisimmet/Wharf Street/Overland.

The subsurface investigation program for Section A included three borings: one on Front Street,
one on Medford Street, and one at the intersection of Broadway and Williams Street. Based on
these borings, the stratigraphy in this section consists of a 6- to 8-foot layer of fill, underlain by
layers of clay, silt or sand. Glacial till was encountered at a depth of approximately 19 feet. A
sample from the boring at Winnisimmet and Ferry Streets was found to exceed the reportable
concentration for lead. Based on historical uses, the potential for encountering contamination in
Section A was judged to be moderate, with elevated pockets of lead likely.

Route Alternative Al. This route alternative involves replacing the existing CTS from
(_)

regulator RE-002 on Broadway to the intersection of Williams and Division Street. The route
follows Medford, Tremont and Ferry Streets in Section A, then Winnisimmet and Wharf Streets
and the Overland route between Wharf Street and the intersection of Williams and Division
Street in Section B (Figure 20.4-3). Route options include installing new 24-inch pipe by either
microtunneling or open-cut excavation. While it would be possible to install pipe along part of
the route by open-cut excavation and part by microtunneling, to simplify the analysis, costs and
construction risk factors are presented based on using one construction technology or the other
for the entire route. This route alternative would not involve rehabilitation of any part of the
existing CTS.

Costs and construction risks for both route option, including the corresponding cost information
for the portion of the route through Section B, are summarized below in Tables 20.4-5 and
20.4-6.
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TABLE 20 4-5 COST FOR ROUTE ALTERNATIVE Al ROUTE OPTIONS
Route Option<!)

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Ferry,
Winnisimmet - open cut

$2,986,000

$2,922,000

Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Ferry,
Winnisimmet - rnicrotunneling
Note: (ll Select one of the two choices

$3,131,000

$3,065,00

TABLE 20.4-6. CONSTRUCTION ISSUES AND RISKS FOR
ALTERNATIVE Al ROUTE OPTIONS

Route Option
Broadway,
Medford,
Tremont,
Ferry,

Winnisimmet

Former Land
Use
Waterfront
industries
High potential
for intact piers,

foundations,

)

and historical
artifacts

Open cut

Broadway,
Medford,
Tremont,
Ferry,

Winnisimmet

Microtunneling

)

Traffic

Density of
Utilities

Low traffic on end
of Broadway and

Medford St.,
building

on other streets

connections

Street widths:
Broadway.: 48ft.
Medford: 30ft.
Tremont: 30ft.
Ferry: 15 ft.

approximately
every 20ft.
No other major
utilities

High potential
for intact piers,
foundations,
and historical
artifacts

6-10 feet of fill
overlying silt,
sand, and clay
layers, as well
as glacial till.

of excavate

Low traffic on end
of Broadway and

Medford St.,
building

on other streets

connections

Street widths:
Broadway: 48 ft.
Medford: 30 ft.
Tremont: 30 ft.
Ferry: 15ft

MCP soil expected
on Tremont, Ferry,
and Winnisirnmet.
Low/moderate
potential for
hazardous
materials on
Broadway and
Medford

Geotechnical
Considerations

2,909 cubic yards

Construction
duration: 188 days
Waterfront
industries

Contamination

approximately
every 20ft.
No other major
utilities

MCP soil expected
on Tremont, Ferry,
and Winnisirnmet.
Low/moderate
potential for
hazardous
materials on
Broadway and
Medford.

Construction

1,571 cubic yards

duration: 115 days

of excavate
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Route Alternative A2. This route alternative is similar to the Alternative AI, starting at

RE-002 and running along Broadway and Medford Street to Tremont Street, where the route
runs farther north along Tremont Street to Beacon Street in Section A before running east to
Winnisimmet Street in Section B (Figure 20.4-4). Route options for this alternative included
installation of the new pipe by open-cut excavation or rnicrotunneling. The CTS on Ferry Street
and a portion ofWinnisimmet Street, where Route Alternative A2 deviates from the existing
CTS, would require rehabilitation so that service connection flow inputs along that stretch would
be conveyed downstream to the proposed relief sewer. Rehabilitation options include pipe
bursting, cured-in-place pipe, and fold-and-form plastic pipe.

Pipe bursting was eliminated from consideration because increasing the pipe size would not be
necessary along the reach to be rehabilitated and pipe bursting would have been the most costly
alternative. Because the condition of the pipe along the route to be rehabilitated is not known, a
determination of the preferred rehabilitation method between cured-in-place and fold-and-form
liners could not be made during this phase of the investigation. However, cured-in-place pipe

)

was chosen as the preferred rehabilitation method in order to carry forward a more conservative
estimate of the rehabilitation costs.

Costs and construction risks for route options and rehabilitation considered, including the
corresponding cost information for the portion of the route through Section B, are summarized
below in Tables 20.4-7 and 20.4-8. In these tables, the complete alternative for Route
Alternative A2 would include cured-in-place rehabilitation of the CTS on Ferry and
Winnisimmet Streets, AND EITHER open cut excavation OR microtunneling on Broadway,
Medford, Tremont, Beacon, and Winnisimmet Streets. For these and subsequent tables, where a
choice exists among components of a route option, such as microtunneiing versus open cut
excavation on Broadway to Winnisimmet Streets, the column labeled "Choice" will indicate
"Choose One." Where no choice is presented for a component, such as the cured-in-place

)
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TABLE 20.4-7. COST FOR ROUTE ALTERNATIVE A2 ROUTE OPTIONS
Choice

Route Option

Choose One

Required

Capital Cost

Net Present
Value

Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Beacon,
Winnisimmet - open cut

$3,086,020

$3,019,000

Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Beacon,
Winnisimmet - microtunneling

$3,416,000

$3,342,000

$302,000

$295,000

Cured-in-place rehabilitation

TABLE 20.4-8. CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ALTERNATIVE A2 ROUTE OPTIONS

()

Route Option

Former Land
Use

Traffic

Density of
Utilities

Hazardous
Materials 1

Geotechnical
Considerations

Broadway,
Medford,
Tremont,
Beacon,
Winnisimmet

Waterfront
industries

Low traffic on end of
Broadway and on
other streets

Medford St.,
building
connections
approximately
every 20ft.

MCP soil
expected on
Tremont and
Beacon Streets.
Low/ moderate
potential for
hazardous
materials on
Broadway and
Medford

6-10 feet of fill
overlying silt,
sand, and clay
layers, as well as
glacial till.

High potential
for intact piers,
foundations,
and historical
artifacts

Street widths:
Broadway: 48 ft.
Medford: 30 ft.
Tremont: 30 ft.
Beacon: 30 ft.
Ferry: 15 ft.

No other major
utilities

Some rehabilitation
required along CTS
Open Cut

Broadway,
Medford,
Tremont,
Beacon,
Winnisimmet

Construction
duration: 194 days
Waterfront
industries
High potential
for intact piers,
foundations,
and- historical
artifacts

2,992 cubic yards
of excavate

Low traffic on end of
Broadway and on
other streets
Street widths:
Broadway: 48 ft.
Medford: 30 ft.
Tremont: 30 ft.
Beacon: 30 ft.
Ferry: 15ft

Medford St.,
building
connections
approximately
every 20ft.
No other major
utilities

MCPsoil
expected on
Tremont, and
Beacon Streets.
Low/ moderate
potential for
hazardous
materials on
Broadway and
Medford

Some rehabilitation
required along CTS

{\-._

)

Microtunneling

Construction
duration: 128 days

2,377 cubic yards
of excavate
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rehabilitation on Ferry and Winnisimmet Streets, the Choice column will indicate "Required."
Construction risks associated with rehabilitation of the CTS are not specifically addressed in
Table 20.4-8. The most significant risks associated with cured-in-place rehabilitation would
include that the condition of the pipe was not suitable for rehabilitation, or that excessive
cleaning could be required. A sewer cleaning and video inspection program at the start of design
would resolve these issues.

Route Alternative A3. This route alternative also starts at RE-002, then runs southeast
from Broadway onto Front Street and along the southern border of the project area
(Figure 20.4-5). The route passes through a former shipyard before reaching the south end of
Winnisimmet Street. Numerous ship docks, buildings, and conveyor trestles were present in the
area when it was used to offload coal and wood from ships. Because remnants of foundations
would obstruct microtunneling operations, only open-cut excavation is proposed.

Like Route Alternative A2, rehabilitation of the CTS would be necessary where Route
Alternative A3 deviates from the route of the existing CTS, to allow service connection flows
along that stretch to be conveyed downstream to the point where the proposed relief sewer
rejoins the route of the existing CTS on Winnisimmet Street. Rehabilitation would take place on
Medford, Tremont, and Ferry Streets. Along Tremont and Ferry Streets, rehabilitation is
assumed to be by cured-in-place liner, based on considerations described for Route
Alternative A2.

Along Medford Street, however, portions of the CTS are believed to be collapsed and at least
partially filled with sediment, which would make the use of fold-and-form pipe or cured-in-place
pipe rehabilitation infeasible. Pipe bursting and microtunneling are both costly and would
require excavation nearly every 20 feet to reconnect service connections. It was therefore
decided, during the workshop phase of the evaluation, that pipe replacement by open-cut
excavation would be the most practical rehabilitation option for Medford Street. Costs and
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construction issues and risks for the route options and rehabilitation considered, including the
corresponding cost information for the portion of the route through Section B are summarized
below in Tables 20.4-9 and 20.4-10. Construction risks specifically related to cured-in-place
pipe rehabilitation were noted above under Route Alternative A2.

Route Alternative A4. Route Alternative A4 involves the construction of a new

regulator at the comer of Broadway and Beacon Streets, which would replace existing regulator
RE-002 . The new regulator would divert dry weather flow along a new route towards
Winnisimmet Street, while overflows would be conveyed to outfall CHE002 through the
existing combined sewer on Broadway. From the location of the new regulator, the route runs
east along Beacon Street to Winnisimmet Street. This route alternative would require the
rehabilitation of the existing CTS along Broadway, Medford, Tremont, Ferry, and Winnisirnmet
Street between Ferry and Beacon Streets (Figure 20.4-6). As discussed above, rehabilitation
along Tremont, Ferry, and Winnisimmet Streets is assumed to be by cured-in-place liner, and
( )

rehabilitation along Medford Street is assumed to involve replacement of the existing CTS by
open-cut excavation. Costs and construction issues and risks for route options and rehabilitation
considered, including the portion of the route through Section B are summarized below in
Tables 20.4-11 and 20.4-12. Construction risks associated with cured-in-place pipe
rehabilitation were noted above under Route Alternative A2.

Route Alternative AS. This route alternative also begins at a new regulator at

Beacon Street and Broadway, as described under Route Alternative A4. The route runs
northeast along Broadway to Williams Street then along Williams Street to regulator RE-041 in
Sectio~

C (Figure 20.4-7). This route does not involve a route option from Section B. Open-cut

excavation was not considered for this route alternative because of the heavy traffic volume on
both Broadway and Williams Street. This route alternative would require the same extent of
rehabilitation of the CTS as presented for Route Alternative A4. Costs and construction risks for
the route options and rehabilitation considered are summarized in Tables 20.4-13 and 20.4-14.
I

\.
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TABLE 20.4-9. COSTS FOR ROUTE ALTERNATIVE A3 ROUTE OPTIONS

Route Option

Choice

Total
Capital Cost

Net Present
Value

Required

Broadway, Front, Shipyard, Winnisimmet- open cut

$3,284,000

$3,215,000

Required

Rehabilitation, Tremont, Ferry - cured-in-place liner

$272,000

$266,000

Required

Rehabilitation, Medford St. - open cut

$611,000

$598,000

TABLE 20.4-10. CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE
ALTERNATIVE A3 ROUTE OPTIONS

Route Ootion
Broadway, Front,
Shipyard,
Winnisimmet- open
cut

Former Land
Use
Ship docks,
buildings,
conveyor
trestles
High
probability of
encountering
foundations

Traffic
Low traffic on
end of
Broadway
Street widths:
Broadway: 48 ft.
Front St.: 30ft.
Medford: 30 ft.
Rehabilitation
required along
CTS including
replacement of
CTS on
Broadway/
Medford St. by
open cut
excavation
Construction
duration: 205
d!!YS
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Density of
Utilities
Low potential
for
encountering
utilities

Contamination
3,159 cubic
yards of
excavate
Low/moderate
potential for
contamination
on western half
of route. MCP
contaminated
soil expected
on eastern half
of route.

Geotechnical
Considerations
Fill material
overlying silt,
sand and clay
layers

LEGEND
MWRA Interceptors
Community Sewers
-

Proposed Conduit
Rehabilitate Existing Pipe
•

Overflow

•

Regulator

PROJECT NO. 23

Proposed
Regulator
ewer (CTS)

)

2 00

I
SCALE IN FEET

Figure 20.4-6.
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TABLE 20.4-11. COSTS FOR ROUTE ALTERNATIVE A4 ROUTE OPTIONS
Total Capital
Cost

Net Present
Value

Beacon St. - open cut

$1,791,000

$1,753,000

Beacon St. - microtunneling

$1,787,000

$1,748,000

Required

Broadway, Medford- rehabilitation by open cut

$1,060,000

$1,037,000

Required

Tremont, Ferry, Winnisimmet- rehabilitation by
cured-in-]Jlace liner

$392,000

$383,000

Choice

Route Option

Choose One

TABLE 20.4-12. CONSTRUCTION ISSUES AND RISKS FOR ROUTE
ALTERNATIVE A4 ROUTE OPTIONS
Route
Ootion
Beacon St.

Former Land Use
Potential to
encounter
waterfront
features on
Broadway

Traffic

Density of Utilities

Contamination

Geotechnical
Considerations

Low volume of traffic

Based on existing
information, no major
utilities assumed to be
in this area.

Moderate potential
for contamination
due to proximity to
DEP site; assumed
MCP contamination
on Beacon St.

Fill material
overlying sand,
silt, and clay
layers.
Glacial till may be
present.

Street widths:
Beacon St.: 30ft.
Medford St: 30ft.
Rehabilitation
required along CTS,
including replacement
of CTS on Broadway/
Medford St. by open
cut excavation

Open Cut

Medford St. building
connections
approximately every
20ft.

Low/moderate
potential on
Medford St.
1,745 cubic yards of
excavate

Construction duration:
113 days
Beacon St.

Microtunneling

Potential to
encounter
waterfront
features on
Broadway

Low volume of traffic
Street widths:
Beacon St.: 30ft.
Medford St:30 ft.
Rehabilitation
required along CTS,
including replacement
of CTS on Broadway/
Medford St. by open
cut excavation

Based on existing
information, no major
utilities assumed to be
in this area.
Medford St. building
connections
approximately every
20ft.

Moderate potential
for contamination
due to proximity to
DEP site; assumed
MCP contamination
on Beacon St.
Low/moderate
potential on
Medford St.
913 cubic yards of
excavate

Construction duration:
58 davs
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TABLE 20.4-13. COSTS FOR ROUTE ALTERNATIVE AS ROUTE OPTIONS

Choice

Total Capital
Cost

Route Ootion

Required

Broadway, Williams- microtunneling

Required

Broadway, Medford- rehabilitation by open cut

Required

Tremont, Ferry, Winnisimmet- rehabilitation by
cured-in-olace liner

$1,487,000
$1,191,000
$392,000

Net Present
Value

$1,455,000
$1,165,000
$383,000

TABLE 20.4-14. CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE
ALTERNATIVE AS ROUTE OPTIONS
Route Ootion
Broadway,
Williams

C_)
Microtunneling

Former
Land Use
Potential to
encounter
waterfront
features on
Broadway

Density of
Utilities

Traffic
Heavy traffic on both
Broadway and
Williams St.
Street widths:
Broadway: 48 ft.
Williams St.: 36-39 ft.
Rehabilitation required
along CTS, including
replacement of CTS
on Broadway/Medford
St. by open cut
excavation

Limited
information on
existing utilities
on Williams
Street. Medford
St. building
connections
approximately
every 20ft.

Construction duration:
50 davs
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Geotechnical
Contamination
Low/moderate
potential for
contamination.

954 cubic yards
of excavate

Con~',~

Fill material
overlying
layers of sand,
silt and clay.
Glacial till also
present.
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Construction risks associated with cured-in-place pipe rehabilitation were noted above under

()

Route Alternative A2.

20.4.3 Outfall Closing and Floatables Control

Opportunities to close one or more of the outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 along the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek Confluence were evaluated for the range of route alternatives considered.
For outfalls that would remain open, alternatives for providing floatables control were developed
and evaluated.

Outfall Closing. Since outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 are hydraulically connected through the
CTS, consideration was given to whether one or more of the outfalls could be permanently
closed. For Route Alternatives Al, A2, and A3, closing of outfall CHE002 would result in
flooding in the vicinity of regulator RE-002 during the 2-year storm. For Route Alternatives A4
and A5, eliminating the new regulator (and thus closing outfall CHE002) would result in the

()

peak hydraulic gradient approaching to within 3 feet of grade during the 2-year storm. Given
the history of flooding in this study area, closing outfall CHE002 would not be recommended as
part of this project. Similarly, closing of outfalls CHE003 and CHE004 would result in
unacceptable increases in the peak hydraulic gradient. Closing of these outfalls is therefore also
not recommended.

Floatables Control. Based on the above discussion, floatables control alternatives were
developed for the regulators associated with outfalls CHE002 to CHE004. As described in
Chapte_r 8 of the DEIR, an initial technology screening process resulted in a short list of seven
technologies to be evaluated for application at or upstream of outfalls to remain open following
implementation of the CSO conceptual plan. These technologies included:
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•

Containment booms

•

Skimmer vessels

•
•
•
•
•

End-of-pipe netting
In-line netting
Underflow baffles
Manually cleaned bar screens
Horizontal discharge screens

In the MWRA's Draft Technical Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for Floatables Control
at Outfalls Not Associated with Other CSO Controls (MWRA, 1996b), detailed evaluations of

floatables control alternatives were conducted for a total of 38 regulators and/or outfalls in the
communities of Boston, Cambridge, Somerville, and Chelsea. At each location, underflow
baffles were the least expensive structural alternative, by at least an order of magnitude, and had
the least environmental impacts during construction. At locations where the initially preferred
alternative was a structural technology other than underflow baffles, the recommendation was
contingent on the outcome of a pending performance study on underflow baffles. The
performance study was to include both laboratory evaluations on a one-half-scale model system
and full-scale field evaluations. If the performance study showed underflow baffles to be
effective at controlling floatables, underflow baffles would be the recommended alternative at
each of the locations evaluated.

To date, the laboratory evaluations have been completed, and the results indicate that underflow
baffles can be effective at controlling floatable material, including grease and oil. In the
modeled system, the baffles prevented over 70 percent of influent floatable material from being
discharged to the outfall (White and Larsen, 1997). Since the costs and. impacts of other
structural floatables control technologies are expected to be greater than underflow baffles, by a
magnitude similar to that for the locations evaluated in the December 1996 draft technical
memorandum referenced above, underflow baffles were identified as the preferred alternative
for providing floatables control for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004. If the pending field

l_)
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evaluations indicate that underflow baffles are problematic, alternatives involving other

()

floatables control technologies should be developed.

The underflow baffles are proposed to be located either within the existing regulators associated
with outfalls CHE002 to CHE004, or within new regulator structures that may be constructed to
replace the existing regulators as part of the installation of the new relief conduit. Materials
retained behind the baffles during wet weather would be conveyed to the interceptor system
through the proposed CTS dry-weather flow connections at the end of the storm, when
surcharging conditions subside. Peak flows and hydraulic gradients for these regulators for the
1-year and 2-year storms are presented in Table 20.4-15.

The locations of the regulators associated with outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 in Chelsea are
shown in Figure 20.1-1.

TABLE 20-4-15. PEAK FLOWS AND HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS FOR REGULATORS
ASSOCIATED WITH OUTFALLS CHE002 TO CHE004
1-Year Storm Peak Flow (mgd)<n

2-Year Storm Peak Flow (mgd)< 1>

Peak Hydraulic Gradient

Regulator
Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor

To
Outfall

Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor

To
Outfall

1-Year
Storm

2-Year
Storm

002

5.7

4.6

1.1

11.7

7.4

4.3

116.6

119.6

031

>4.4(2)

5.9

0.0

>7.4

7.6

3.3

110.0

113.3

041

>23.3

23.1

0.0

>43.5

24.2

21.7

108.4

110.9

(1)
(2)

The peak flows correspond to the design storms occurring at low tide, and the peak hydraulic gradient
corresponds to the design storms occurring at high tide.
">" symbol indicates actual flow into regulator is greater than value indicated. In SWMM, certain separate
_drainage areas tributary to certain regulators are input directly to the model node corresponding to the
regulator. The peak influent flow reported reflects flow in the model conduit immediately upstream of the
· regulator, and does not include flow from the separate stormwater runoff area directly tributary to the
regulator node.
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Site plans and plans and sections of the baffle installations for these three regulators are
presented in Figures 20.4-8 to 20.4-10. If new regulators are constructed to replace the existing
regulators, it is assumed that the configuration of the new regulators would be similar to the
existing. The total capital cost, annual O&M costs, and net present value for providing
underflow baffles at these regulators are $39,300, $3,800, and $112,000, respectively. The work
would involve installing stainless steel plates within the existing regulators. Surface impacts of
the work would be limited to providing access to the regulator manholes during installation of
the baffles, and for routine inspections once the baffles are installed.

20.4.4 Summary

The preceding sections provided background on the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project,
discussed applicable technologies, and presented alternatives for conduit routes and for
providing floatables control at outfalls to remain open. Section 20.5 presents the comparison of
( )

alternatives, incorporating cost, construction risk, and environmental impacts, and documents the
selection of a preferred alternative. Section 20.6 presents an update of environmental
information related to the preferred alternative.

20.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

The costs, differentiating construction risks and differentiating environmental impacts after
mitigation for each route option within Sections C, B, and A of the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief
project are presented in Tables 20.5-1 to 20.5-3. If there was no difference among one or more
construction risks or environmental impacts after mitigation, then those factors were not
included in these tables because they would not differentiate among the-route options. Preferred
route options are summarized at the end of this section.
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TABLE 20.5-1. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION C, CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF
ROUTE OPTION

WILLIAMS/MARGINAL STREET

WILLIAMS/MARGINAL STREET

WILLIAMS/PEARL STREET

WILLIAMS/PEARL STREET

OPEN CUT

MICROTUNNELING

OPEN CUT

MICROTUNNELING

CONSTRUCTION METHOD

I

I

COST (OOO's)

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

$662
648

$656
642

I

$662
648

$659
645

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS

Traffic

Contamination

Geotechnical Considerations

(D) Heavy volume of traffic

(D) Heavy volume of traffic

(D) Construction duration: 40 days

(A) Construction duration: 22 days

(A) Pearl St. has lower traffic volume
compared to Marginal St.

(A) Pearl St. has lower traffic volume
compared to Marginal St.

(D) Construction duration: 40 days

(A) Construction duration: 22 days

(D) 665 cubic yards of excavate

(A) 342 cubic yards of excavate

(D) 665 cubic yards of excavate

(D) 387 cubic yards of excavate

(D) Low to medium potential for
hazardous materials

(D) Low to medium potential for
hazardous materials

(A) Low potential for hazardous
materials

(A) Low potential for hazardous
materials

(A) Excavation depth between 13 and

(A) Excavation depth between 13 and

16 ft.

16ft.

(D) Excavation depth up to 33 ft. on
Pearl Street

(D) Excavation depth up to 33 ft. on
Pearl Street

I

I

ENVIRONMENTAL IlVIPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
PARAMETER

WILLIAMS/MARGINAL STREET

WILLIAMS/PEARL STREET

COMMUNITY
Land Use/Aesthetics

-Local business access, traffic, and parking impacts

-

Historic/ Archaeological

-Construction in historic district; moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

-Construction in historic district; moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

--

Noise/Vibration
Traffic & Transportation

• Lane reduction on Marginal and Williams Streets; limit size of receiving
shaft to permit 2-way traffic

INSTITUTIONAL
NAT. RES.

Key:

0

= Minor or no impact
(A) = Advantage

- = Moderate impact
(D)= Disadvantage

• = Major impact
(N) =Neutral (neither advantage nor disadvantage)

-

Parking and traffic impacts

Noise impacts on residents

• Lane reduction on Pearl and Williams Streets; limit size of receiving shaft to
permit 2-way traffic
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TABLE 20.5-2. DIFFERENTIATING CONSTRUCTION RISKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER
MITIGATION WITHIN SECTION B CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF
ROUTE
\ALTERNATIVE

WINNISIMMET STREET/
WILLIAMS STREET

WINNISIMMET STREET/OVERLAND

J

CONSTRUCTION
METHOD

OPEN CUT

MICROTUNNELING

MICROTUNNELING

OPEN CUT

CONSTRUCTION RISK
Former Land Use

(N) Low potential
for encountering
foundations from
former maritime
industries

(N) Low potential
for encountering
foundations from
former maritime
industries

(A) Obstructions in
existing streets unlikely

(A) Obstructions in
existing streets
unlikely

Traffic

(A) Less likelihood

(A) Less likelihood

(D) Low volume of

(D) Low volume of

of impact

of impact

Winnisimmet, heavy
volume on Williams

Winnisimmet, heavy
volume on Williams

(D) Construction

(A) Construction
duration: 28-50
days

(D) Construction

duration: 54-97
days

(A) Construction
duration: 28-50 days

(D) 831-1,496 cubic

(A) 380-684 cubic

(D) 831-1,496 cubic

yards of excavate

yards of excavate

yards of excavate

(A) 485-873 cubic
yards of excavate

(D) Assumed MCP
soil present along
portion of this route

(D) Assumed MCP
soil present along
portion of this route

(A) Low to moderate
potential for hazardous
materials along route

(A) Low to moderate
potential for hazardous
materials along route

Contamination

duration: 50-90 days

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
PARAMETER
COMMUNITY
Noise and access impacts on residents

• Access and parking impacts; noise impacts on
residents

Land Use/Aesthetics

•

Historic/
Archaeological

• Construction in historic district;
moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

• Construction in historic district; moderate to
high sensitivity for archaeological resources

N oiseNibration

•

•

Traffic &
Transportation

.Lane reduction if open cut. Possible disruption
.Lane reduction on Winnisimmet;
possible disruption at Beacon/Winnisimmet at Winnisimmet/Williams (moderate if
rnicrotunneled)

Noise impact on residents

Noise impact on residents

INSTITUTIONAL
NAT. RES.

(,~_)ey: 0

= Minor or no impact
• = Moderate impact
• = Major impact
(A)= Advantage
(D)= Disadvantage
(N) =Neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage)
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TABLE 20.5-3. DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR ROUTE
ALTERNATIVES WITHIN SECTION A
ROUTE
ALTERNATIVE
CONSTRUCTION
METHOD

Al-MEDFORDffREMONTmERRY
STREET
OPEN CUT

MICROTUNNELING

A2- MEDFORD/TREMONT/BEACON
STREET
OPEN CUT

MICROTUNNELING

I

A3-FRONT
ST/SHIPYARD
OPEN CUT

A4- BEACON STREET

OPEN CUT

MICROTUNNELING

AS-BROADWAY/
WILLIAMSST
MICROTUNNELING

I

COST (OOO's)

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

$2,986
2,922

$3,131
3,065

$3,388
3,314

I

$4,167
4,079

$3,718
3,637

$3,243
3,173

$3,239
3,168

$3,070
3,003

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK FACTORS
(N) Waterfront
industries. Potential
for intact piers,
foundations.

(N) Waterfront
industries. Potential
for intact piers,
foundations, and
historical artifacts.

(D) Docks, buildings,
conveyor trestles. High
probability of encountering
foundations.

(N) Low potential for
former waterfront
features on Beacon,
but same impacts as
AI for Broadway/
Medford replacement

(N) Low potential for
former waterfront
features on Beacon,
but same impacts as
A1 for Broadway/
Medford replacement

(N) Low potential for
former waterfront
features on Williams,
but same impacts as A1
for Broadway/Medford
replacement

(A) Low traffic on
(A) Low traffic on
end of Broadway and
end of Broadway
and on other streets. on other streets.

(A) Low traffic on
end of Broadway and
on other streets.

(A) Low traffic on
end of Broadway;
low volume on other
streets.

(A) Low traffic on end of
Broadway.

(N) Heavy traffic on
Broadway; low
volume of traffic on
Beacon.

(N) Heavy traffic on
Broadway; low
volume of traffic on
Beacon.

(D) Heavy traffic on
both Broadway and
Williams St.

(A) Construction
(N) Construction
duration: 188 days duration: 115 days

(N) Construction
duration: 194 days
for sewer relief; 2
days for
rehabilitation

(A) Construction
duration: 128 days
for sewer relief; 2
days for
rehabilitation

(D) Construction duration:
205 days for sewer relief;
44 days for rehabilitation

(N) Construction
duration: 113 days
for sewer relief; 72
days for
rehabilitation

(A) Construction
duration: 58 days
for sewer relief; 72
days for
rehabilitation

(A) Construction
duration: 50 days for
sewer relief; 72 days
for rehabilitation

(N) Medford Street (N) Medford Street
building connections
building
connections approx. approx. every 20 ft.
every 20ft.
No other major
utilities
No other major
utilities

(N) Medford Street
building connections
approx. every 20ft.

(N) Medford Street
building connections
approx. every 20 ft.

(N) Low potential for
encountering utilities.
Same impact as A 1 on
Medford St.

No other major
utilities

No other major
utilities

(N) Based on existing
information, no major
utilities assumed to
be in this area. Same
impacts as A 1 on
Medford St.

(N) Based on existing
information, no major
utilities assumed to
be in this area. Same
impacts as A1 on
Medford St.

(N) Based on existing
information, no major
utilities assumed to be
in this area. Same
impacts as A 1 on
Medford St.

Former Land Use

(N) Waterfront
industries.
Potential for intact
piers, foundations.

Traffic

()

Density of Utilities

Contamination

Key: (A) = Advantage

(D) 2,909 cubic
yards of excavate

(N) Waterfront
industries. Potential
for intact piers,
foundations.

(N) 1,571 cubic yards (D) 2,992 cubic yards (N) 2,377 cubic yards (D) 3,159 cubic yards of
of excavate
of excavate
excavate
of excavate

(D)= Disadvantage

(N) =Neutral (neither advantage nor disadvantage)

(N) 1,7 45 cubic yards (A) 913 cubic yards
of excavate
of excavate

(A) 954 cubic yards of
excavate

\.

TABLE 20.5-3 (Continued). DIFFERENTIATING COST, CONSTRUCTION RISK, AND ENVIRONl\tlENTAL IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION FOR
ROUTE ALTERNATIVES WITHIN SECTION A

)

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFrER MITIGATION
PARAMETER

Al- MEDFORD/fREMONT/FERRY
STREET

A2- MEDFORD/fREMONT/BEACON
STREET

A3-FRONT
ST/SHIPYARD

A4- BEACON STREET

AS- BROADWAY/
WILLIAMSST

COMMUNITY
Land Use/ Aesthetics

-

Historic/ Archaeological

- Construction within historic district;
moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

Noise/Vibration

Traffic & Transportation

C)

-Disruption to shipyard
operations, parking and
residents

-Disruption to residents

• Disruption of
parking and access to
business and residences

-Construction within historic district;
moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

- Construction within
historic district; moderate
to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

-Construction within historic district;
moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

- Construction within
historic district;
moderate to high
sensitivity for
archaeological
resources

- Noise impacts on residents and users of
park and church

- Noise impacts on residents and users of
park and church

- Noise impacts on
residents

-Noise impacts on residents and users of
church

- Noise impacts on
residents and some
sensitive receptors

• Closure of Ferry Street and major
disruption at Medford/Tremont and
Winnisimmet/Ferry

• Reductions in lanes on Medford and
Beacon Sts; possible major disruption of
Medford/Tremont and Tremont/Beacon

- Truck detours and lane
reduction on Front Street

--

- Disruption of shipyard
activities; restriction on
future development over
easement; interference with
proposed park

--

--

-Located in DPA;
construction would
interfere with port activity

--

--

Impacts on residents and park users

•

Impacts on residents and park users

• Disruption of
traffic at Broadway/
Williams; limitation to
one lane affects truck
traffic

INSTITUTIONAL
Inst. Considerations &
Devel. Plan

--

--

CZ: DPAs

--

--

NAT. RES.

CJ
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Almost all of the environmental impacts after mitigation fall in the area of community concerns.
The project area is a fairly small and primarily residential neighborhood, and construction on
any of the routes would result in disturbance to residents in terms of increased noise, interference
with parking, and limitations on access.

Because the entire project area is part of at least one historic district, impacts among the routes
are similar with regard to potential effects on historic and archaeologic resources.

One of the main differentiators among the routes is the potential disruption in traffic flow,
regardless of whether construction is open cut or microtunneled. Because the streets are narrow
and require tight turns, placement of the access and receiving shafts for tunneling operations
results in severe reductions in roadway capacities. This is particularly true of narrow
Winnisimmet, Medford, Tremont, and Ferry Streets and the heavily truck-traveled routes of
Williams, Marginal, and Pearl Streets. The only street on which traffic may be able to flow
( .)

during construction, with some limited restrictions, is Beacon Street, which does not carry heavy
truck traffic and is fairly straight, allowing placement of an open-cut trench or tunnel shaft while
still permitting through-traffic.

The only differentiation among institutional issues relates to possible disruption of the existing
shipyard activity if the Front Street/Shipyard route were selected in Section A. Construction
along this route would result in interference with designated port areas and placement of the
easement would result in possible long-term restrictions on future development.

20.5.1 Section C

The costs, differentiating construction risks and environmental impacts after mitigation for the
route options within Section C are presented in Table 20.5-1.

(_)
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Cost. The costs presented include base capital cost and net present value. There are no site

()

acquisition or annual O&M costs associated with this project. As indicated in the table, open cut
excavation along either Marginal or Pearl Streets would have the lowest cost.

Construction Risks. The differentiating construction risks, including former land use, traffic,
utilities, contamination, and geotechnical conditions, are identified Table 20.5-1. These factors
facilitate the comparison of certain aspects of project construction that cannot be fully quantified
in terms of cost. As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, each factor is designated as an
advantage (A), disadvantage (D), or neutral (neither an advantage or disadvantage) (N) when
compared among the alternatives under consideration.

Of the differentiating construction risk factors identified, the greater depth of excavation on
Pearl Street would be considered the most significant. Microtunneling would have a shorter
duration and would involve a lower quantity of excavate than open-cut excavation.
Microtunneling along Williams and Pearl Streets would require a jacking pit located at least
partially in the intersection of Williams and Pearl Streets, while microtunneling along Marginal
Street could be conducted with a jacking shaft located farther away from the intersection with
Pearl Street. It is expected that operations at a jacking shaft located at the intersection of Pearl
and Marginal Streets would be affected by the heavy traffic through the intersection. Both
routes would require work in the intersection to connect to the existing regulator RE-041;
however, microtunneling along Williams and Marginal Streets is considered to have the lower
construction risks.

Preferred Route Option. Based on the information currently available, the preferred route
option within Section C is either open cut excavation or microtunneling- along Williams and
Marginal Streets. Although the cost of microtunneling would be higher than for open cut
excavation, the difference is less than 10 percent. Microtunneling would have a shorter duration
and would allow for the possibility of siting shafts off the roadway, minimizing traffic impacts,
and would also minimize the quantity of excavate. Environmental impacts would not clearly

rJ
'~
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favor one construction technique over the others although microtunneling along Williams and
Marginal Streets would specifically minimize the impacts of the project on the intersection of
Marginal and Pearl Streets. Construction on Marginal Street would involve less risk than
construction on Pearl Street, due to the difference in depth of the pipes. For the purposes of the
Final CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Report (FEIR), microtunneling along Williams
and Marginal Streets is carried forward as the preferred route option within Section C. During
design, as more detailed geotechnical information is developed, a more detailed cost and risk
comparison of open cut excavation versus microtunneling along the Williams/Marginal Street
could be conducted.

20.5.2 Section B

The differentiating construction risks and environmental impacts after mitigation for the route
options in Section B are presented in Table 20.5-2. As discussed in Section 20.4, open cut
( )

excavation along the Winnisimmet/Overland route was identified as preferred and is
incorporatedinto the route options presented for Section A. During design, additional
investigations should be conducted to further define the potential for encountering contaminated
material or obstructions along this route. If substantial contamination or obstructions are
revealed, then the Winnisimmet/Williams route should be reconsidered.

20.5.3 Section A

The costs, differentiating construction risks and differentiating environmental impacts after
mitigation for the route options within Section A are presented in Table 20.5-3.

Cost. As discussed in Section 20.4, in order to provide a fair comparison of costs for route
alternatives in Section A, the costs include the preferred route alternative in Section B. Sewer
relief along Alternative Al by open-cut excavation is the low cost route option, followed by
!\___

.J

Route Alternative A5, as shown in the table. Alternative A2 is similar to Al but includes
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required rehabilitation, which causes its cost to be higher than for Al. Alternative A3 is the
highest cost alternative. For route alternatives with the option of open cut or microtunneling,
microtunneling is more costly than open-cut excavation, with the exception of Route
Alternative A4.

Construction Issues and Risks. In terms of former land use, subsurface obstructions are most
likely to be encountered along Route Alternative A3, followed by Route Alternatives Aland
A2. These route alternatives have a moderate potential for obstructions. Obstructions are less
likely to be encountered along Route Alternatives A4 and AS. However, these routes require
installing new pipe on Broadway and Medford Streets, similar to Route Alternative Al. Traffic
and narrow street widths would have the least impact on construction operations along Route
Alternative A4. Route Alternative AS would be the most affected by traffic because the route is
along two busy streets with heavy truck traffic. In terms of contamination, all route alternatives
are considered to have low to moderate potential for encountering contaminated material.
Route Alternative AS would be considered to have the least risk in terms of contamination
because it would have the lowest volume of excavate.

Preferred Route Alternative. Installing new pipe along Route Alternative Al by open-cut
excavation is the preferred Route Alternative in Section A. Route Alternative Al has a
somewhat higher risk of encountering an underground obstruction than Route Alternative AS,
but the potential impacts of traffic on construction operations would be lower for Route
Alternative Al than for AS. Medford Street has a high density of building connections to the
existing CTS. However, for the route alternatives where the new relief pipe would not be
located_ in Medford Street, the existing CTS in Medford Street would still have to be replaced by
open-c1,.1t excavation. Environmental impacts after mitigation do not provide a significant
differentiation among the route alternatives. Although traffic impacts on Beacon Street would
be less extensive than along the other route alternatives, Route Alternative A4 would still require
extensive disruption to Medford Street as a result of the rehabilitation work. Since open-cut
excavation along Route Alternative Al is the lowest-cost route option, and construction risks
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and environmental impacts after mitigation do not clearly favor a different route option, opencut excavation along Route Alternative A1 is selected as the preferred alternative.

20.5.4 Summary of Preferred Alternative

The preferred route options within Sections A and C combine to create the overall preferred
alternative for the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project. The preferred route option within
Section B is included as part of Section A. The preferred alternative is shown on Figure 20.5-1
and costs for the preferred alternative are presented in Table 20.5-4.

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, all capital costs presented in both the DEIR and FEIR
were based on construction costs that had been adjusted to an estimated December 1997 Bostonarea Engineering New Record Construction Cost Index (ENR CCI) of 6754.6. Just prior to
completion of the FEIR, the MWRA developed a revised estimate of the December 1997 ENR
( )

CCI of 6970.0. In addition, the design contact for the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief Project was
recently led by the MWRA. The 20 percent allowance for engineering and construction
management used in the LCCA analysis could then be revised to reflect the actual contract price
for these services. Using the revised ENR CCI, and the actual contract price for engineering and
construction management, the total capital cost for the Chelsea Trunk Sewer Relief project
would be $3,614,000.

TABLE 20.5-4. SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE,
CHELSEA TRUNK SEWER RELIEF
Preferred Route Option
by Section
Cl-Williams/ Marginal- rnicrotunnel
Al -Medford/ Tremont/Ferry/ Winnisimmet/
Overland - open-cut excavation
Floatables Control
Total for Preferred Alternative
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Capital Cost

Net
Present Value

$656,000

$642,000

$2,986,000

$2,922,000

$39,000

$112,000

$3,681,000

$3,676,000
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20.6 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATIONS

No major project changes that would affect environmental impact analysis conducted for this
project have been proposed since publication of the DEIR. Consequently, no update on
environmental impacts is necessary. The baseline environmental conditions and environmental
impacts associated with construction and long-term operation and maintenance of the Chelsea
Trunk Sewer Relief project can be found in Chapter 23, Sections 4 and 5, in the DEIR.

As noted in Section 20.5 .1, for the purposes of the FEIR, microtunneling along Williams and
Marginal Streets is carried as the preferred alternative. However, construction method will be
revisited during design. It should be noted, however, that while traffic impacts for both
microtunneling and open-cut excavation in Section C (Williams/Marginal Street) are both major,
in general, open-cut construction would have a much more significant impact that
microtunneling, because the construction areas would be larger, as would the total surface area
( .)

disturbed. With microtunneling, shaft work areas may be as wide as open-cut areas, but impacts
would be more localized and intersections could generally be avoided. The impacts associated
with microtunneling described in the DEIR assume that microtunnel shafts would be located in
roadways, resulting in major impacts. It is possible that less disruptive locations for the shafts
could be developed during the design process, which could reduce microtunneling impacts.

It should also be noted that the proposed construction date of early 1997 for reconstruction of the
Chelsea Street bridge has been delayed by several years, and the project is estimated to take
2 years rather than the originally estimated three months. This delay would result in
simultaneous construction of the Chelsea Trunk CSO project and bridge construction. The
ramifications for impacts on traffic circulation should be addressed in the traffic management
plan that will be developed during design of the Chelsea Trunk Sewer project.
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CHAPTER21
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF

The Chelsea Branch Sewer and Revere Extension Sewer Relief project will reduce the activation
frequency and overflow volume from the CSO regulator associated with outfall CHE008 in
Chelsea to a level which, in conjunction with other projects, will be consistent with the
attainment of water quality standards in Chelsea Creek. The increase in pipe capacity will
reduce CSO activations at outfall CHE008 by lowering hydraulic gradients at the associated
CSO regulator. The project will also mitigate flooding and excessive surcharging in the areas
along the Chelsea Branch Sewer (CBS) and will mitigate excessive surcharging in the Revere
Extension Sewer (RES). The project involves:

8,250 feet of new pipe installed by microtunneling
•

Rehabilitation of 1,250 feet of the existing CBS by cured-in-place liner

•

Rehabilitation of 4,100 feet of the existing RES by sprayed-on liner

()
The new relief pipe will relieve the CBS upstream of Crescent Avenue, and both the CBS and
RES downstream of Crescent Avenue. The existing CBS will be abandoned downstream of
Crescent A venue.

The information presented in this chapter is arranged as follows:

•

21.1 Introduction and Project Background. Describes the general location
and features of the project

•

21.2 Conceptual Planning Evaluations. During conceptual planning, relief of
the Chelsea Branch Sewer was recommended on the basis of relieving flooding
and surcharging in the interceptor. Analyses conducted during conceptual
planning identified that the interceptor relief project would also provide a high
level of CSO Control at outfall CHE008. This section is not used. A review of
alternatives evaluated for outfall CHE008 and the selection of a preferred
alternative in the conceptual planning phase is presented in Chapter 23, Chelsea
CHE008 Outfall Improvements
21-1
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(

21.3 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals and summarizes key criteria
•

\

')

21.4 Engineering Alternatives and Evaluations. Presents alternatives,
including layouts, costs, and construction risk factors
21.5 Comparison of Alternatives. Compares alternatives based on cost,
construction risk, and environmental impacts, and documents the selection of a
prefeiTed alternative
21.6 Environmental Evaluations. Presents an update on environment
information or analyses on the preferred alternative since the Draft CSO Fac.
Plan/Environmental Impact Report

21.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

The CBS and the RES are MWRA interceptors that are located across the eastern and northern
perimeters of Chelsea (Figure 21.1-1). The CBS conveys flows from the northern portions of
Chelsea to the Chelsea Screenhouse, which is located at the southern end of Eastern Avenue,
adjacent to the Chelsea Creek Headworks. The RES conveys flows from the Revere city line to
the Chelsea Screenhouse via Crescent and Eastern Avenues.

The CBS, constructed in the 1890s ofbrick, and the RES, constructed of brick in the early
1900s, run parallel to each other in Eastern A venue from Crescent Avenue to the Chelsea
Screenhouse. At the screenhouse, the CBS, which is higher in elevation than the RES,
discharges flows into the RES. The combined flows then enter the screenhouse.

Flows -from the CBS and RES pass through the mechanically cleaned bar screens at the Chelsea
Screenhouse and are discharged through an approximately 30-foot section of 36-inch pipe to the
Chelsea Creek siphon headhouse. From the headhouse, a 60-inch siphon conveys flow under
Chelsea Creek to the "dry-side" wetwell at the Caruso Pumping Station. The pumping station
lifts the flow approximately 30 feet into the N011h Metropolitan Sewer for conveyance to Deer
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Island. If flows exceed the capacity of the screens or the siphon, a bypass can activate to shunt
flows to the Chelsea Creek Headworks via the downstream end of the North Metropolitan Trunk
Sewer (NMTS). Activation of this bypass, however, is dependent on the hydraulic gradient in
the NMTS. Under present conditions, choking of wet-weather flows at Chelsea Creek
Headworks contributes to surcharging in the NMTS. Under future planned conditions, the
extent of choking of flows at Chelsea Creek Head works will be greatly reduced, but choking
would still be expected during the 1-year storm.

The proposed routes for new pipe are either within existing roadways, offset from existing
roadways, or overland along an existing easement. Rehabilitation of existing pipes generally
occurs within existing roadways or along the existing overland easement. Table 21.1-1 presents
a summary of the proposed routes for the relief project, including existing land use, ownership,
and acquisition issues. The route sections listed in Table 21.1-1 are defined in more detail in
Section 21.4.

()
TABLE 21.1-1. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED ROUTES FOR THE
CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT

Site Designation

Site Description
(Land Use/Location)

Ownership

Acquisition
Conm1on!Issues

Section C:
Existing MWRA
easement

City of Chelsea &
MWRA Easement

Stockton St.

City of Chelsea

Eastern Ave.

Eastern Ave.

City of Chelsea

0-1 00' west of Eastern
Ave.

Eastern Ave. is a heavily
developed industrial and
commercial area.

Several private
owners

Cabot St./Overland
Stockton St.

No acquisition required, within
existing right-of-way. In some
locations existing MWRA easement
may need to be updated and/or
expanded.

Section D:

21-4

No acquisition required, within
existing right-of-way.
MWRA to obtain easements from
private owners.
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During the extensive conceptual planning phase of the MWRA's overall CSO control program,
which culminated in December 1994 with the submittal of the final CSO Conceptual Plan and

System Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994), relief of both the CBS and the RES
to eliminate surcharging was identified as an interceptor project. Relief of the CBS had the
added benefit of reducing the activation frequency of outfall CHE008 to less than four times a
year, thereby also eliminating the need for treatment of the CSO discharge. Under CSO
facilities planning, the initial scope of work was limited to relief of the CBS, since relief of the
RES was not directly related to CSO control. Early in the facilities planning process, however,
it was noted that since the CBS and RES run parallel to each other in Eastern Avenue and relief
had been recommended for both interceptors, it would be beneficial in terms of both economic
and environmental impacts to undertake relief of both interceptors within the reach along
Eastern A venue as one project. While this project addresses relief of the RES on Eastern
A venue, from Crescent A venue to the Chelsea screenhouse, hydraulic evaluations have been
conducted assuming that the level of relief recommended in the Conceptual Plan for the reach of
the RES on Crescent Avenue between Eastern A venue and the Revere city line would be
implemented.

21.2 CONCEPTUAL PLANNING EVALUATIONS

Conceptual planning evaluations related to CSO control alternatives for outfall CHE008 are
presented for the CHE008 Outfall Improvement project. Refer to Chapter 23, Section 23.2 for a
review of conceptual planning evaluations of CSO control alternatives for outfall CHE008.

21.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

This section presents the specific project objectives and key design criteria.
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21.3.1 Project Objectives

The objectives of the Chelsea Branch Sewer and Revere Extension Sewer Relief project are:

Mitigate flooding along the CBS and control surcharging of the CBS and RES
during the 1-year, 6-hour design storm
Reduce the activation frequency of overflows from outfall CHE008 to a level
that, in conjunction with other CSO projects along Chelsea Creek, would allow
the attainment of water quality standards in Chelsea Creek

21.3.2 Design Criteria

The basis of design for the interceptor relief projects includes flows and loads, hydraulic cr·
geotechnical considerations, and excavate handling. A discussion of general sizing criteria im

()

pipeline projects is presented in Chapter 8 ofthe DEIR. The following sections identify aspects
of the design criteria applicable to the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project.

Flows and Loads. Flow criteria pe1tain to both the interceptor relief and CSO control aspects of
this project, while the load criteria pertain only to CSO control. Table 21.3-1 presents the peak
flow under a range of hydraulic conditions for the CBS and the RES in the study area and at the
Chelsea Screenhouse under future planned conditions. The table also presents peak flow in the
CBS and the RES, as well as for the proposed relief conduits and Chelsea Screenhouse, under
the preferred alternative. The maximum height and duration of predicted surcharging for the
CBS and the RES in the study area under future planned conditions and for the preferred
alternative arepresented in Table 21.3-2. Table 21.3-3 presents the overflow volumes and
pollutant loads predicted for outfall CHE008 under a range of hydraulic conditions under future
planned conditions and the prefened alternative.
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TABLE 21.3-1. SUMMARY OF PEAK FLOWS

Peak Flow in
CBS (mgd)

Peak Flow in
RES (mgd)

Peak Flow in
proposed relief
conduit (mgd)

Peak Flow at
Chelsea Screen
House (mgd)

Design Storm

ppc<r>

PA<2>

ppc<r>

PA(2)

ppc<r>

PA<2>

ppc<r>

PA<2>

3-month, 24-hour

31.78

12.38

26.51

43.47

--

21.64

58.81

63.93

1-year, 24-hour

49.58

23.24

44.21

61.68

--

54.50

74.17

115.83

1-year. 6-hour

40.91

26.99

44.56

67.94

--

79.23

73.68

142.71

Note:

The sum of the peak flows in the RES, CBS, and relief conduit do not sum to the peak flow at Chelsea
Screen House due to differences in the timing of the peak flows.

TABLE 21.3-2. SUMMARY OF PEAK SURCHARGE HEIGHT AND DURATION
Design Storm

Peak Surcharge
Height in CBS
(ft.)

Maximum
Duration of
Surcharge in
CBS (min.)

Peak
Surcharge
Height in RES
(ft.)

Maximum
Duration of
Surcharge in
RES (min.)

FPC< 1>

PA<2>

FPC< 1>

PA<2>

ppc<r>

PA<2> ppc<r>

3-month, 24-hour

4.84

0

139

0

16.71

0

67

0

1-year, 24-hour

8.95

0

282

0

17.44

0.69

839

32

1-vear. 6-hour

20.91

0.46

208

25

17.03

1.12

226

46

(I)
(2)

FPC = Future planned conditions
PA = Preferred alternative
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TABLE 21.3-3. PREDICTED POLLUTANT LOADS DISCHARGED
AT OUTFALL CHE008
Loads Discharged to Chelsea Creek

Condition
Volume (mg)
FPC< 1>

PA<2>

Fecal Colifonn
Bacteria
(counts x 109)
FPC< 1>

PA<2>

Biological
Oxygen
Demand, BOD
(lbs)

Total
Suspended
Solids, TSS
(lbs)
FPC< 1>

PA<2> FPC< 1>

PA<2>

3-month storm

0.27

0

5,540

0

318

0

177

0

1-year storm

2.33

0

47,450

0

2,721

0

1,516

0

Annual

9.43

0

192,030

0

11010

0

6,134

0

Notes

(1)

(2)

FPC = Future Planned Conditions
PA = Preferred Alternative

()
Hydraulic Criteria. Hydraulic criteria for this project relate primarily to cost-effectively
minimizing the outfall CHE008 CSO activation frequency and volume to a level consistent with
the attainment of water quality standards, and reducing surcharging in the CBS and RES, while
not exceeding the capacity of the downstream facilities. The specific CSO performance criterion
for this project is to allow attainment of the SBcso water quality standard for Chelsea Creek.

The CBS Relief project is predicted to eliminate activations of outfall CHE008 in the typical
year. As described in Chapter 26, this level of performance would be consistent with attainment
of the SBcso standard.

Relief of the CBS and RES is based on an evaluation of the hydraulic perfonnance of the sewers
under specific design storm criteria. The MWRA criterion for sizing and evaluating the
hydraulic performance of new and rehabilitated interceptor sewers is that no surcharging is to

L)
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occur under peak sanitary and infiltration flow conditions, coincident with a 1-year, 6-hour
design storm event. The specific flow conditions used for interceptor hydraulic evaluations are
discussed in Chapter 8 of the DEIR. As indicated in Table 21.3-2, under future planned
conditions, the maximum surcharge heights in the CBS and RES for the 1-year, 6-hour storm are
predicted to be on the order of 17 to 21 feet, with durations of over 3 hours. For the preferred
alternative, the maximum surcharge in the rehabilitated CBS upstream of Crescent Avenue
during the 1-year, 6-hour design storm is 0.46 feet (downstream of Crescent A venue, the CBS is
proposed to be abandoned and replaced by the new relief pipe). While the specific surcharging
criterion is not met, the peak surcharge height is more than twenty feet lower than for future
planned conditions and the duration of surcharging is reduced from 208 to 25 minutes. Flooding
along the CBS is predicted to be eliminated for the 1-year, 6-hour storm.

From Table 21.3-1, the peak flow at the Chelsea Screenhouse under the preferred alternative is
predicted to be twice the peak under future planned conditions. These flows represent
instantaneous peaks as predicted in SWMM, and do not likely reflect sustained peaks. However,

(\

\
")

because the total capacity of the Caruso pumping station is approximately 125 mgd, it is
apparent that providing greater"relief under the 1-year, 6-hour storm would be limited by the
capacity of downstream facilities (Caruso pumping station, the North Metropolitan trunk sewer,
Winthrop Terminal facilities). Similar considerations would apply to the RES, where, under the
preferred alternative, surcharging is reduced by almost 17 feet and the duration of surcharge is
reduced from 226 to 46 minutes compared to future planned conditions.

Subsurface Conditions. Subsurface conditions such as soil types, depth and type of rock,
grounc]water, and underground manmade structures impose criteria on the design of the
interceptor relief project. A planning-level geotechnical exploration program was conducted
along the general route of the CBS Relief project to provide preliminary information on the
subsurface geology. Additional information related to subsurface conditions was obtained from
borings conducted in the past as part of other projects, as well as from studies and maps
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available in the literature. The scope of the subsurface exploration program and a summary of
the results are presented by route section under Section 2I .4.2. Additional details on the results
of the subsurface exploration program and related geotechnical issues are included in the
Geotechnical Feasibility Report (MWRA, I 996d). Criteria related to subsurface conditions
involve minimizing the risk of encountering an obstruction or other unfavorable excavation
conditions along the route of the consolidation conduit. General criteria include:

Avoiding bedrock
A voiding, to the extent possible, areas where underground obstructions such as
old seawalls are suspected to exist
A voiding unsuitable material along proposed pipe routes

Specific criteria related to minimum cover and minimum clearance from existing utilities are

()

included in Appendix D of the DEIR. The remaining criteria are discussed in more detail in the
context of the specific route alternatives under Section 21.4.

Excavate Handling. The primary issue related to excavate handling for this project involves the
special handling requirements that may be imposed, depending on the quality of the spoils.
Variations in spoils quality, specifically with regard to the degree of contamination with either
hazardous or nonhazardous material, have a direct impact on cost and material handling
methods. Unit costs and special handling requirements for a range of levels of contamination are
presented in Chapter I I of the DEIR, while the potential for encountering contaminated soil or
groundwater alongthe proposed routes of the consolidation conduit is discussed in Section 21.4.

( j'
"'-
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21.4 ENGINEERING ALTERNATIVES AND EVALUATIONS

This section presents the development and evaluation of route alternatives for the CBS Relief
project. Alternatives for providing floatables control at outfall CHE008 are presented in
Chapter 23, Chelsea CHE008 Outfall Improvement. Technologies for installing new pipe and
rehabilitating existing pipe are reviewed in Chapter 8 of the DEIR.

21.4.1 Hydraulic Evaluations

The CBS and RES were evaluated hydraulically under various conditions to assess what
technologies and improvements would be necessary for achieving the objectives outlined above.
The evaluations conducted for this study area can be categorized as rehabilitation, relief, and a
combination of rehabilitation and relief. The following discussion summarizes the evaluations
and the results of those evaluations.

/)

Rehabilitation Only. The first evaluations considered the hydraulic performance of the CBS
and RES interceptors, assuming the existing sewers were rehabilitated. The hydraulic
performance of rehabilitation was assessed using the SWMM EXTRAN model, with
rehabilitation modeled as either a cured-in-place or sprayed-on liner, which would essentially
maintain the same pipe diameter and reduce the roughness coefficient. Using rehabilitation
alone, outfall CHE008 was predicted to remain active during the 3-month storm, indicating that
the annual activation frequency would likely be greater than four per year. Based on these
results, it was concluded that rehabilitation of the CBS alone was not sufficient to meet the CSO
control objective.

Rehabilitation and Relief. The next evaluation involved assessing the hydraulic performance
of the CBS and RES, assuming that the CBS and RES were rehabilitated, and a common 36-inch
relief pipe was provided for relief of both the RES and the CBS along Eastern A venue between

_)
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Crescent Avenue and the Chelsea screenhouse. This alternative eliminated surcharging in the
RES during the 1-year, 6-hour storm, but surcharging remained in the CBS upstream of Crescent
Avenue. Outfall CHE008 was also predicted to activate during the 3-month storm.

The next alternative was similar to the preceding one, but with a 36-inch relief pipe added
parallel to the CBS, between Crescent Avenue and the upstream limit of the project area at
Revere Beach Parkway. This alternative controlled surcharging in the RES and CBS to
approximately the levels indicated for the preferred alternative in Table 21.3-2, but did not
eliminate the overflow from the 3-month storm at outfall CHE008. This alternative was run
again, with the dry-weather flow connection between regulator RE-081 and the CBS enlarged
from 18 to 24 inches. With a reduction in interceptor surcharging, there would be the potential
for increasing the flow from the regulator to the interceptor. This alternative eliminated the
overflow from the 3-month storm at outfall CHE008, but resulted in a substantial increase in
surcharging in the interceptor. It appeared that the increased flow from regulator RE-081 caused
(

)

the surcharging.

From this point, the common relief pipe on Eastern Avenue between Crescent Avenue and the
Chelsea Screen House was enlarged to 60-inch diameter. This full alternative included the
following features:

•

Rehabilitation of the CBS from Revere Beach Parkway to the Chelsea
Screenhouse

•

Rehabilitation of the RES from Crescent Avenue to the Chelsea Screenhouse
New 36-inch relief pipe parallel to the CBS between Revere Beach Parkway and
·
·Crescent Avenue

•

New 60-inch relief pipe serving both the CBS and RES between Crescent Avenue
and the Chelsea Screenhouse

21-12
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•

Dry-weather flow connection between regulator RE081 and the CBS enlarged to
24 inches

•

36-inch connection between the Chelsea Screenhouse and the siphon headhouse
enlarged to 60 inches.

This altemative eliminated the overflow at outfall CHE008 for the 3-month storm and returned
the surcharging to the levels indicated in Table 21.3-2.

As a final enhancement, tradeoffs between rehabilitating and replacing either the CBS or RES
between Crescent Avenue and the Chelsea screenhouse were evaluated. Replacing both the CBS
and RES would require an 84-inch conduit. Based on invert elevations and minimum cover
requirements for pipe installation by microtunneling, it did not appear to be feasible to install an
84-inch conduit along this part of Eastem Avenue. First, the existing Willoughby Street outfall
pipe to CSO outfall CHE008 would conflict with the top of an 84-inch pipe. Open-cut
construction would cause severe disruption along Eastern Avenue, and new pipe installed by
open-cut excavation would probably require a pile support system for a portion of its length.
Microtunneling could potentially avoid the need for pile support, but use of this technology
would be limited by other considerations. Given the soil and groundwater conditions along
Eastern A venue, it would be likely that either a slurry-based or an earth-pressure balance
microtunneling machine would be required. At some locations along Eastern A venue, the depth
of cover for the proposed pipe would be about 10 feet. A slurry-based microtunnel machine
would have the potential to overexcavate, which could cause excessive surface settlement, given
the limited cover. An earth-pressure-balance microtunneling machine could potentially cause
surface heave due to underexcavation. For these reasons, the alternative of replacing both the
CBS and RES was not considered further.

Abandoning the RES and rehabilitating the CBS would require the installation of a 72-inch
conduit. This alternative would be considered more feasible than the installation of an 84-inch
conduit, but would have a higher cost than the alternative involving rehabilitation of the CBS
21-13
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and RES and installation of a 60-inch relief pipe. If the CBS were abandoned and the RES
rehabilitated, however, the new relief pipe would only increase from 60 to 66 inches, and the
total cost would be less than the alternative involving rehabilitation of the CBS and RES and
installation of a 60-inch relief pipe. With the alternative of abandoning the CBS downstream of
Crescent Avenue, dry-weather flow from the CBS upstream of Crescent Avenue would be
directed into the RES downstream of Crescent Avenue. A diversion structure would keep dryweather flow out of the relief pipe to minimize the occun·ence of low flow velocities.

The alternative of abandoning the CBS downstream of Crescent A venue is the basis for the route
evaluations presented below. To summarize, the components of this alternative include the
following:

Rehabilitation of the CBS from Revere Beach Parkway to Crescent Avenue
Abandonment of the CBS between Crescent Avenue and the Chelsea Screenhouse

C)

•

Rehabilitation of the RES from Crescent Avenue to the Chelsea Screenhouse
New 36-inch relief pipe parallel to the CBS between Revere Beach Parkway and
Crescent Avenue

•

New 66-inch relief pipe serving both the CBS and RES between Crescent A venue
and the Chelsea Screenhouse

•

Dry-weather flow connection between regulator RE081 and the CBS rerouted to
the RES and enlarged to 24 inches
36-inch connection between the Chelsea Screenhouse and the siphon headhouse
enlarged to 60-inches.

During design, tradeoffs between rehabilitation and replacement of the CBS upstream of
Crescent Avenue could be evaluated. While hydraulic relief of the RES upstream of Crescent
Avenue is required, it is not addressed in this document because the work would be outside of
the Eastern Avenue corridor occupied by the CBS. Refer to Section 21.1 for a discussion of the
(

'

~-)
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inclusion of the CBS Relief project and a portion of the RES Relief project in the overall
MWRA CSO Control Program.

The sequence of construction for this project would generally be to keep the existing interceptors
in service while the new pipelines are installed, then to use the new pipelines as a bypass while
the existing pipes are rehabilitated.

21.4.2 Route Sections and Route Alternatives

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, pipe route alternatives were identified and evaluated by
dividing the overall project route into route sections. and evaluating route options within those
sections. Dming the engineering evaluations, different construction techniques were considered.
In this manner, preferred alternatives for each section could be combined to f01m an overall
route alternative. In the Interim Assessment ofFacility Siting (lAPS) report (MWRA, 1995), the
CBS and RES relief project was divided into four route sections. Two of the route sections,
which covered the reach of the CBS between the Everett line and Revere Beach Parkway, were
subsequently eliminated because hydraulic analyses indicated that relief work was not required
along that reach. The remaining two route sections are indicated on Figure 21.4-1. Following
are descriptions of the route sections, route options, and construction techniques evaluated for
this project.

Section C. This section extends from Revere Beach Parkway south to Eastern Avenue. Relief
of the CBS in Section C involves installation of a 36-inch-diameter pipe along one oftwo
potential routes shown in Figure 21.4-2, as well as rehabilitation of the existing CBS. The Cabot
Street/Overland route runs from northwest of U.S. Route 1 through the Parkway Plaza Shopping
Center, overland to Cabot Street, and finally to Eastern Avenue. This route parallels the route of
the existing CBS. The Stockton Street route runs from northwest of U.S. Route 1 through the
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Parkway Plaza Shopping Center to Stoc1..1:on Street, then down Stoc1..1:on Street to Eastern
Avenue.

Construction methods considered for both routes include open-cut excavation and
microtunneling. For rehabilitation of the existing CBS in Section C, costs were based on
installing a cured-in-place liner. Pipe-bursting and fold-and-form plastic pipe methods were not
feasible because the 30-inch diameter of the CBS is too large for those technologies, while the
sprayed-on liner method was not considered because the pipe is too small.

To summarize, the route options in Section C include:

Rehabilitation of the existing CBS by cured-in-place liner,

AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

()

Installation of new 36-inch pipe along the Cabot Street/Overland route by opencut excavation
Installation of new 36-inch pipe along the Cabot Street/Overland route by
microtunneling
Installation of new 36-inch pipe along the Stoch.'ion Street route by open-cut
excavation
•

Installation of new 36-inch pipe along the Stoc1..1:on Street route by
microtunneling

The subsurface investigation program for Section C included three new borings. The
stratigraphy in this area generally consists of a layer of fill ranging from 9 to 13 feet thick,
underlain by a layer of peat approximately 4 to 5 feet thick. The peat is generally underlain by
clays. Neither glacial till or bedrock was encountered in any of the borings. One boring in the
northern end of Section C indicated Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP) reportable levels of
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arsenic and lead, while the soils in the southern part of Section C are considered to have a low
potential for contamination.

A summary of the costs and construction risks for each route option considered in Section C is
presented below in Tables 21.4-1 and 21.4-2. In these tables, the complete alternative for
Section C would include cured-in-place rehabilitation of the CTS, AND EITHER open cut
excavation OR microtunneling on EITHER Cabot Street/Overland OR Stockton Street. For
these and subsequent tables, where a choice exists among components of a route option, such as
microtunneling versus open cut excavation on either Cabot Street/Overland or Stockton Street,
the column labeled "Choice" will indicate ··choose One." Where no choice is presented for a
component, such as the cured-in-place rehabilitation of the CTS, the Choice column will indicate
"Required." Construction risks associated with rehabilitation of the CBS are not specifically
addressed in Table 21.4-2. The most significant risks associated with rehabilitation would
include that the condition of the pipe was not suitable for rehabilitation, or that excessive
cleaning would be required. A sewer cleaning and video inspection program at the start of

C)

design would resolve these issues.

TABLE 21.4-1. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION C
FOR THE CBS RELIEF PROJECT
Choke
Choose one

Required

Route Option

Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Cabot St./Overland - Open cut

$5,166,000

$4,863,000

Cabot St./Overland Microtunnel

$4,979,000

$4,687,000

Stockton St. - Open cut

$5,789,000

$5,448,000

Stockton St. - Microtunnel

$5,415,000

$5,098,000

Cured-in-place rehabilitation

$1 715,000

$1.615 000
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TABLE 21.4-2. CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION C FOR THE CBS RELIEF PROJECT

Route Option

Former Land Use

Traffic

Density of Utilities

Cabot St./ Overland:
Open Cut

Former marshland,
Clay excavated for
brick manufacturer.

Cabot Street is 36 feet wide.
Light traffic.
Constmction duration: 3~6 days

No major utilities.
Low utility density.

Excavate Handling
4737 cu. yds. of
excavate.

Geotechnical Considerations
Fill material of sand, silt, clay,
and gravel underlain by peat.

MCP contaminated
soils expected.
Cabot St./Overland:
Microtunneling

Stockton St.: Open
Cut

Former marshland.
Clay excavated for
brick manufacturer.

Former brickyard
building foundation
below pavement.

Cabot Street is 36 feet wide.
Light traffic.
Construction duration: 1~7 days

Stockton Street is 33 feet wide.
Construction duration: 333 days

No major utilities.
Low utility density.

No major utilities.
Low utility density.

1169 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP contaminated
soils expected.

Fill material of sand, silt, clay,
and gravel underlain by peat.
Fill material from former clay
excavation may hinder microtunneling.

5153 cu. yds. of
excavate.

Fill material of sand, silt, clay,
and gravel underlain by peat.

MCP contaminated
soils expected.
Stockton St.:
Microtunneling

Former brickyard
building foundation
below pavement
may prohibit
microtunneling

Stockton Street is 33 feet wide
Construction duration: 171 days

No major utilities.
Low utility density.

1271 cu. yds. of
excavate.
MCP contaminated
soils expected.
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Section D. Section D follows Eastern Avenue from approximately Broadway to the Chelsea
Screenhouse. Between Broadway and Crescent Avenue, the only feasible route identified was
Eastern A venue. Within this route, the new 36-inch relief pipe and cured-in-place lining would
continue from Section C to Crescent Avenue. South of Crescent Avenue, two potential routes
were identified: Eastern Avenue and approximately 100 feet west of Eastern Avenue
(Figure 21.4-3). The existing CBS runs in Eastern Avenue between Broadway and Crescent
A venue, while both the CBS and the RES run in Eastern A venue between Crescent Avenue and
The Chelsea Screenhouse. As described in Section 21.3 above, the hydraulic alternative
considered for this section included:

Rehabilitation of the RES from Crescent Avenue to the Chelsea Screenhouse by
sprayed-on liner
Installation of a new 66-inch relief pipe serving both the CBS and RES between
Crescent A venue and the Chelsea Screenhouse
Abandonment of the CBS between Crescent Avenue and the Chelsea Screenhouse

( )

Rerouting of the dry weather flow connection between regulator RE081 and the
CBS to the RES and enlarging it to 24-inches
Replacing the 36-inch connection between the Chelsea Screenhouse and the
siphon head house with a 60-inch pipe
Route options in this portion of Section D consist of installing the new 66-inch pipe in Eastern
Avenue or within a corridor 100 feet west of Eastern A venue, by either open cut excavation or
microtunneling.

Sprayed-on lining was assumed for rehabilitation of the RES, since the RES is of sufficient
diameter to allow use of this technology and the unit costs are less than for cured-in-place lining.
The 42-inch diameter of the RES is too large for either fold-and-form plastic liners or pipe
bursting.
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The subsurface investigation program for Section D included six new borings. The stratigraphy
in this area generally consists of a layer of fill ranging from 8 to 13 feet thick, underlain by a
layer of peat and organic-rich clayey silt to silty clay. The peat was found in the northern half of
Section D, and the organic silt/clay was found in the southern half. Bedrock was not
encountered in any of the borings. Two of the six borings in Section D yielded MCP reportable
levels of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Given the presence of the fuel storage terminals
along Eastern Avenue, it is likely that contamination would be encountered along the entire
section.

A review of the existing interceptor drawings indicated that the existing CBS in Section D is
supported on piles, except for the last 650 feet near Cabot Street and another 650-foot reach on
Eastern Avenue south of Willoughby Street. For cost estimating purposes, it was assumed that,
for open-cut excavation, the entire length of new pipe in Section D would be pile supported.

()

A summary of the costs and construction risks for each route option within Section Dis given
below in Tables 21.4-3 and 21.4-4.

21.4.3 Summary

The preceding sections provided background on the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project, and
presented alternatives for conduit routes. Section 21.5 presents the comparison of alternatives,
incorporating cost, construction risk, and environmental impacts, and documents the selection of
a prefeiTed alternative.
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TABLE 21.4-3. COSTS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION D
FOR THE CBS RELIEF PROJECT
Choice

Route Option

$3,325,000

$3,129,000

Choose one

New 36-inch pipe in Eastern
Avenue between Cabot and
Crescent - Open Cut Excavation
New 36-inch pipe in Eastern
Avenue between Cabot and
Crescent - Microtunneling

$2,244,000

$2,112,000

Rehabilitate existing CBS between
Cabot and Crescent by CIPP

$752,000

$708,000

New 66-inch pipe in Eastern
Avenue - Open Cut Excavation

$19,557,000

$18,410,000

New 66-inch pipe in Eastern
Avenue - Microtunnel

$15,592,000

$14,677,000

New 66-inch pipe west of Eastern
Avenue - Open Cut Excavation

$19,033,000

$17,917,000

New 66-inch pipe west of Eastern
Avenue - Microtunnel

$16,155,000

$15,208,000

Rehabilitate RES - Sprayed-onLiner

$1,822,000

$1,715,000

Required

Choose one

Required
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TABLE 21.4-4. CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION D FOR THE CBS RELIEF PROJECT
Route Option
West of Eastern
AvenueOpen-Cut
Excavation

Former Land
Use
Former building
foundations are
likely.

Traffic
Construction duration: 1, 151
days.
Traffic less likely to effect
construction operations than
Eastern Avenue route

Density of
Utilities
Low to
moderate
utility density.
Low impact.

Excavate Handling
19,074 cu. yds. of excavate.
MCP contaminated soils
assumed along entire route.

Geotechnical
Considerations
Fill material of sand, silt,
clay, and gravel underlain
by peat north of
Willoughby St. South of
Willoughby St., fill is
above an organic-rich
clayey silt to silty clay
unit.
Pile supports may be
necessary for pipe
installed by open cut
method.

West of Eastern
AvenueMicrotunneling

Former building
foundations may
hinder
microtunneling.
Current piles
supporting
certain reaches
of the CBS and
RES could also
hinder
microtunneling.

Constmction duration: 306 days
Traffic less likely to affect
construction operations than
Eastern Avenue route

Low to
moderate
utility density.
Moderate
impact at
access shafts.
Low impact
elsewhere.

9,194 cu. yds. of excavate.
MCP contaminated soil
assumed along entire route.
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Fill material of sand, silt,
clay, and gravel underlain
by peat north of
Willoughby St. South of
Willoughby St., fill is
above an organic-rich
clayey silt to silty clay
unit.

Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief

TABLE 21.4-4 (Continued). CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN
SECTION D FOR THE CBS RELIEF PROJECT
Route Option
Eastern A venue Open Cut
Excavation

Eastern A venue Microtunneling

Former Land
Use
Marshland.

Traffic
Eastern Ave. is 60 feet wide.
Construction duration: 1,120
days.
Heavy traffic, including truck
traffic to and from bulk fuel
storage facility. MBTA
commuter rail crosses Eastern
Ave. at grade just south of
Crescent Ave.

Marshland.

Eastern Ave. is 60 feet wide.

Current piles
supporting
certain reaches
of the CBS·and
RES could
hinder
microtunneling.

Construction duration: 297 days
Heavy traffic, including truck
traffic to and from bulk fuel
storage facility. MBT A
commuter rail crosses
Eastern Ave. at grade just south
of Crescent Ave.

Density of
Utilities
Moderate
utility density
(water, gas,
electric, phone,
and sewer all
present).

18,518 cu. yds. of excavate.
MCP contaminated soil
assumed along entire route.

Geotechnical
Considerations
Fill material of sand, silt,
clay, and gravel underlain
by peat north of
Willoughby St. South of
Willoughby St., fill is
above an organic-rich
clayey silt to silt clay unit.
Pile supports may be
necessary for pipe
installed by open-cut
method.

Moderate
utility density
(water, gas,
electric, phone,
and sewer all
present).
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Excavate Handling

8,920 cu. yds. of excavate.
MCP contaminated soil
assumed along entire route.

Fill material of sand, silt,
clay, and gravel underlain
by peat north of
Willoughby St. South of
Willoughby St., fill is
above an organic-rich
clayey silt to silty clay
unit.
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TABLE 21.4-4 (Continued). CONSTRUCTION RISKS FOR ROUTE OPTIONS WITHIN
SECTION D FOR THE CBS RELIEF PROJECT
Route Option
RES
RehabilitationSprayed on Liner

Former Land
Use
Marshland

Traffic
Road is 60 feet wide

Density of
Utilities
No impact.

Construction duration: 82 days.
Heavy traffic.
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Excavate Handling
492 cu. yds. of sediment
estimated to be removed.

Geotechnical
Considerations
None.

Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief

21.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

()

The costs, differentiating construction risks, and differentiating environmental impacts with
mitigation for each route option within Sections C and D of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief
project are presented in Tables 21.5-1 and 21.5-2. If there was no difference among one or more
construction issues or environmental impacts with mitigation, those factors were not included in
the tables because they would not differentiate among the route options. PrefetTed route options
are summarized at the end of this section.

The major environmental impacts that will be encountered during the construction of the
Chelsea Branch Sewer are short-term and are related to traffic (reductions in roadway capacity)
and disruption of residential and business activities (temporary interruption of access and
elevation of noise levels). The major difference among the route options with regard to longterm impacts is related to possible restrictions on future development within the permanent
easements along the pipeline alignment. Impacts remaining after mitigation, associated with
rehabilitation of the existing CBS in Sections C and a portion of Section D, and the existing RES
in Section D, would result from increased noise and traffic disruptions. Because rehabilitation is
evaluated independently, regardless of which route is selected for construction of the relief
sewer, these impacts do not appear in Tables 21.5-1 and 21.5-2.
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21.5.1 Section C

The costs, differentiating construction risks, and differentiating environmental impacts with
mitigation for the route options within Section C are presented in Table 21.5-1.

Cost. Both capital and net-present-value costs are presented. No site acquisition or annual
O&M costs are associated with this project. Because cured-in-place pipe lining is the preferred
rehabilitation method along the existing CBS, regardless of the route option chosen for relief, the
cost for cured-in-place pipe lining was incorporated into the costs for each route option.
Therefore, the costs presented in Table 21.5-1 reflect total costs for work required in Section C.

As indicated in the table, both route options along the Cabot Street/Overland route are lower in
cost than the Stock.'ton Street route options, although the range of costs are all within
approximately 12 percent of the low-cost route option. The lower cost of the microtunneling
(-)

alternatives is primarily due to lower quantities of contaminated excavate handling. During
design, if more detailed subsurface investigations reveal less extensive contamination, the costs
of microtunneling and open cut excavation could become closer.

Construction Issues and Risks. The differentiating construction risks, including former land
use, traffic, utilities, contamination, and geotechnical conditions, are identified in Table 21.5-1.
These factors facilitate the comparison of certain aspects of project construction that cannot be
fully quantified in terms of cost. As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, each factor is
designated as an advantage (A), disadvantage (D), or neutral (neither an advantage nor
disadvantage) (N) when compared among the alternatives under consideration.

l)
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TABLE 21.5-1. CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF- ROUTE SECTION C

()

ROUTE OPTION
Cabot Street I Overland
COST (000's)

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

Open Cut
Excavation/
Rehabilitation by
CIP

Microtunneling/
Rehabilitation by
CIP

$6,881
6.478

I

$6,690
6,300

Stockton Street
Open Cut
Excavation/
Rehabilitation by
CIP

$7,504
7,063

Microtunneling/
Rehabilitation by
CIP

$7,130
6,710

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

(D) Former
marshland.

(D) Former
marshland.

(A) Fom1er brickyard
building foundation
below pavement.

(D) Fom1er brickyard
building foundation
below pavement may
prohibit
microtunneling.

Traffic

(N) Light traffic.
Construction
duration: 306 days

(A) Light traffic.
Construction
duration: 157 days

(D) Major access
route to shopping
plaza.
(D) Construction
duration: 333 days

(D) Major access route
to shopping plaza.
(N) Construction
duration: 171 days

Contamination

(D) 4, 737 cu. yds of
excavate. MCP
contaminated soils
expected.

(A) 1,169 cu. yds of
excavate. MCP
contaminated soils
expected.

(D) 5,153 cu. yds of
excavate. MCP
contaminated soils
expected.

(A) 1,271 cu. yds of
excavate. MCP
contaminated soils
expected.

Geotechnical
Considerations

(N) Fill material of
sand, silt, clay, and
gravel underlain by
peat.

(N) Fill material of
sand, silt, clay, and
gravel underlain by
peat. Fill material
from former clay
excavation may
hinder
microtunneling.

(N) Fill material of
sand, silt, clay, and
gravel underlain by
peat.

(N) Fill material of
sand, silt, clay, and
gravel underlain by
peat.

Key:

(~)

(A)= Advantage
(D) = Disadvantage
(N) = Neutral (neither an advantage nor disadvantage)

\)
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I

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AFrER MITIGATION
Cabot Street I Overland

PARAMETER

Stockton Street

COMMUNITY
Land Use I Aesthetics

(\

W Traffic, noise impacts on elderly housing
and medical center

Historic I Archaeological

~Moderate to high sensitivity for
archaeological resources

Noise I Vibration

~Construction noise for adjacent residences
and sensitive receptors

Traffic & Transportation

~Impacts at Cabot/Eastern and reduction of
capacity on Cabot (major if open cut)

~Traffic, noise impacts on residents and park
users

-~ Construction noise for adjacent residences
and sensitive receptors
•
Lane reduction or closure on Stockton;
possible impacts at Daniell Stockton and
Clark/Stockton, which are major access routes
to shopping plaza

INSTITUTIONAL
Inst. Considerations &
Development Plans

~Disruption of open space

~Long-term loss of development potential
over new easement

NAT. RES.

/)

Key:

0

= Minor or no impact

~ = Moderate impact

•

Major impact

Risks associated with former land use and geotechnical conditions do not appear to clearly favor
one route option or construction technique in Section C. Given the potential for encountering
contaminated soil, microtunneling would be favored, in terms of reducing both the quantity of
material to excavate and the potential exposure of workers to the contamination. Microtunneling
may be prevented by the presence of a former brickyard building foundation along the Stoch.'ton
Street route and may also be affected by fill material along the Cabot Street/Overland route. In
general, it appears that microtunneling along the Cabot Street/Overland route would carry the
lowest construction risk. More detailed subsurface investigations during design could result in
different conclusions regarding microtunneling versus open cut excavation along the preferred
Cabot Street/Overland route.
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Environmental Comparison of Alternatives After Mitigation. With regard to potential short-

()

term impacts, the Cabot Street/Overland route in Section C appears to have fewer residences,
sensitive receptors, or businesses that could be affected as compared to the Stoc"k'ton Street route.
Potential disruption of traffic flow also appears to be of more concern on the Stoc"k1.on Street
route than on Cabot Street/Overland because Stoc"k'ton Street serves as a major access road to the
shopping center. However, impacts on Cabot Street/Overland would also be potentially major if
this pOiiion of the route was open cut. The Cabot Street/Overland route has greater likelihood of
encountering archaeological resources than the Stoc"k1.on Street route; however, to the extent the
existing easement is followed, these impacts could be minimized. Microtunneling along the
Cabot Street/Overland route would enable impacts on traffic and sensitive receptors to be
reduced through judicial selection of shaft locations, particularly along Cabot Street and in the
vicinity of the shopping plaza. Because the portion of Section C between Locke Street and
Revere Beach Parkway would have to be microtunneled under Route 1 regardless of which
construction technique was selected for the remainder of the section, it is assumed that impacts
on the wetlands adjacent to Route 1 and in the Route 1/Route 16 interchange would be avoided.

Long-term impacts would be greater for the Stoc"k'ton Street route than the Cabot Street/
Overland route because of development potential near the shopping center. Future development
along the Cabot Street/Overland route is already restricted by the presence of the existing
easement. To the extent that the new pipeline can be located within the existing easement, there
would be no additional restrictions on future development.

Preferred Route Option. Microtunneling along the Cabot Street/Overland route is the lowestcost route option based on available geotechnical information. Most of the environmental
impacts after mitigation and construction risk factors also favor the Cabot Street/Overland route
option. While the impacts do not clearly favor one construction technique over the other,
impacts on traffic and land use would be less with microtunneling than open cut. The greatest
difference in impacts between open cut excavation and microtunneling w.ould be at the upstream
end of the CBS, where the CBS passes under Revere Beach Parkway and the wetland was
21-32
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among the traffic ramps associated with Route 1. Open-cut excavation would not be feasible in
this reach. Except for the most upstream reach of the CBS, between Revere Beach Parkway and
the Bradlees parking lot, the actual costs and construction risks associated with open cut
excavation versus microtunneling will depend upon more detailed soils information to be
developed during design. For this reason, a recommendation on construction technique on the
portion of the route from the Bradlees Parking lot south is not made at this time. For the
purpose of presenting costs, the preferred alternative will indicate the cost of microtunneling
along the prefen·ed Cabot Street/Overland route.

21.5.2 Section D

The costs, differentiating construction issues and risks, and differentiating environmental
impacts with mitigation for the sewer relief route options within Section D are presented in
Table 21.5-2.

Cost. The costs presented include capital and net-present-value costs. There are no site
acquisition or annual O&M costs associated with this project. As noted above, rehabilitation of
the existing CBS north of Crescent A venue is assumed to be by cured-in-place pipe lining, while
the cost of rehabilitation of the RES from Crescent Avenue to the Chelsea Screenhouse is based
on sprayed-on lining methods. The CBS south of Crescent Avenue is proposed to be abandoned.
The costs presented in Table 21.5-3, therefore, include the costs associated with rehabilitation
within Section D, as well as enlarging and rerouting the interceptor connection from regulator
RE081, and enlargement of the 36-inch connection between the Chelsea Screenhouse and the
sipho~

headhouse. The costs for the open cut excavation alternatives include installation of the

36-inch relief conduit between Cabot Street and Cresent Avenue by open cut excavation, and the
costs for the microtunneling alternatives include installation of the 36-inch relief conduit by
microtunneling. The costs for open-cut excavation route options include an additional
33 percent allowance for pile supp01ts, based on the available information on subsurface
conditions.
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As indicated in Table 21.5-2, installation of the relief sewer by microtunneling on the Eastern

()

A venue route is the low-cost route option by a substantial margin, followed by microtunneling
on the West ofEastem Avenue route. The cost ofmicrotunneling the West of Eastern Avenue
route is higher than for the Eastern A venue route because the West of Eastern A venue route is
longer and would require more shafts. The reason for the additional length and shafts is that a
number of buildings are located close to the western curb of Eastern Avenue, forcing the route to
turn onto Eastern A venue for short sections.

Construction Risks. In general, microtunneling would be preferred over open-cut excavation in
Section D. Given the heavy traffic along Eastern Avenue, the shorter duration of construction
with microtunneling would tend to reduce the cumulative impacts of traffic on the day-to-day
construction operations. Microtunneling would also minimize the quantity of excavate, much of
which would likely be contaminated, and would eliminate the need for pile suppm1s.

The West of Eastern Avenue route would be somewhat less likely to be affected by traffic than
the Eastern A venue route. In general, however, the differences in construction risk between
heing in Eastern A venuearia 100 feet west of Eastern Avenue are relatively insignificant in
comparison to the differences in construction technique.

Environmental Comparison of Alternative After Mitigation. The use of microtunneling, as
opposed to open-cut construction, would substantially reduce the potential short-term traffic
impacts on the Eastern A venue and West of Eastern A venue routes. Careful location of the
shafts would minimize disruption of access to the many businesses and trucking operations that
line the southern po11ion of Eastern A venue. Construction of the branch sewer relief project
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TABLE 21.5-2 - DIFFERENTIAL COST, CONSTRUCTION RISE:, AND ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS AFTER MITIGATION
FOR RATE OPTIONS WITHIN SECTION D FOR THE CHELSEA BRANCH SEWER RELIEF PROJECT
Eastern Avenue

Route Alternative

)

West of Eastern Avenue
I

· Microtunneling

Open Cut Excavation

Construction Method

I

Open Cut Excavation

Microtunelling

I

COST (OOO's)
$20,410
$19,210

$25,456
$23,962

Capital Cost
Net Present Value

I

$24,932
23,469

$20,970
19,740

I

CONSTRUCTION RISK

Former Land Use

(D) Marshland

(D)Marshland. Current piles supporting
the CBS and RES could hinder
microtunneling

(N)Former building foundations are likely.

(D)Former building foundations may hinder
microtunneling. Current piles support CBS
and RES could also hinder microtunneling

Traffic

(D)Heavy traffic, including truck traffic to
and from bulk fuel storage facility.
(D) Construction duration: 1,120 days

(N)Heavy traffic, including truck traffic
to and from bulk fuel storage facility.
(A)Construction duration: 297 days

(A)Less impact related to traffic.
(D) Construction duration: 1,151 days

(A)Less impact related to traffic.
(A)Construction duration: 306 days

Contamination

(D) 18,518 cubic yards of excavate

(A)8,920 cubic yards of excavate

(D) 19,074 cubic yards of excavate

(A)9, 194 cubic yards of excavate

Geotechnical Considerations

(D) Fill material of sand, silt, clay, and gravel
underlain by peat north of Willoughby St.
South of Willoughby St., fill is above an
organic-rich clayey silt to silt unit.

(N)Fill material of sand, silt, clay, and
gravel underlain by pean north of
Willoughby St. South of Willoughby St.,
fill is above an organic-deb clayey silt to
silty clay unit.

(D) Fill material of sand, silt, clay, and gravel
underlain by peat north of Willoughby St.
South of Willoughby St., fill is above an
organic-rich clayey silt to silt clay unit.

(N)Fill material of sand, silt, clay, and gravel
underlain by peat north of Willoughby St.
South of Willoughby St., fill is above an
organic-rich clayey silt to silty clay unit.

()

Pile supports may be necessary for certain
reaches of pipe installed by open cut method.

Pile supports may be necessary for certain
reaches of pipe installed by open cut
method.

IMPACTS REMAINING AFTER MITIGATION
West of Eastern Avenue

Eastern Avenue West of Eastern A venue

PARAMETER
COMMUNITY
Land Use/ Aesthetics

~ Impacts on local traffic, business residences and schools

~ Impacts on local traffic, businesses, residences and schools

Histodc/ Archaeological

-Moderate to high sensitivity for archaeological resources

-Moderate to high sensitivity for archaeological resources

Noise/Vibration

- Construction noise impacts on residents, schools and park one additional receptor in
area

-Construction noise impacts on residents and schools; two additional receptors in area

Traffic & Transportation

-

~Disruption in access off Eastern Avenue and impact on Cottage Street (major if open cut)

Reduction of capacity along Eastern Avenue (major if open cut)

INSTITUTIONAL
~Long-term loss of development potential over easement.

--

Inst. Considerations & Develpt. Plan

-Access to DPA off Eastern Avenue could be affected

CZ: DPAs
NAT. RES.
Key:

0

(A) = Advantage (D) =Disadvantage (N) = Neutral (neither an advantage nor disadvantage)

= Minor or no impact

~ = Moderate impact

•

=

Major impact
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along either route would have essentially the same effect on residences and receptors in the
northern part of the study area because both routes require that the pipe be in the roadway to
avoid the structures that encroach on Eastern Avenue.

The restrictions on future development over a permanent easement would have a negative effect
on development. For the West of Eastern Avenue route, the ability of property owners to
expand structures or modify future operations would be affected, while these restrictions would
not apply with the Eastern Avenue route.

Preferred Route Option. Microtunneling along Eastern Avenue has the lowest cost of the
route options considered. While the relative costs of microtunneling versus open cut excavation
may be influenced by the actual level of contamination encountered, the need for pile support for
open cut excavation would still connibute to higher costs for open cut excavation. Because both
the construction risk factors and environmental impacts tend to favor microtunneling and do not
clearly differentiate between the two potential routes, microtunneling along Eastern A venue is
( )

selected as the prefen-ed alternative in Section D.

21.5.3 Summary of Preferred Alternative

The prefen-ed route options within Sections C and D combine to create the overall prefen-ed
alternative for the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project. The preferred alternative is presented in
Figure 21.5-1. Costs for the prefen-ed alternative are presented in Table 21.5-3.

As desclibed in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, all capital costs presented in both the Draft and Final
CSO J:'acilities Plan/Environmental Impact Reports were based on construction costs that had
been adjusted to an estimated December 1997 Boston-area Engineering News Record
Construction Cost Index (ENR CCI) of 6754.6. Just prior to completion of the FEIR, the
MWRA developed a revised estimate of the December 1997 ENR CCI of 6970.0. In addition,
the design contract for the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project was recently let by the MWRA.

(_)

The 20 percent allowance for engineering and construction management used in the LCCA
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analysis could then be revised to reflect the actual contract price for these services. Using the
revised ENR CCI, and the actual contract price for engineering and construction management,
the total capital cost for the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project would be $26,954,000.

21.6 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

No major project changes that would affect the environmental impact analysis conducted for this
project have been proposed since publication of the DEIR. Consequently, no update on
environmental impacts is necessary. The baseline environmental conditions and impacts
associated with construction and long-term operation and maintenance of the Chelsea Branch
Sewer Relief project can be found in Chapter 24, Sections 4 and 5, in the DEIR.

It should be noted, however, that the decision whether to open cut or microtunnel the projects

will be made during design. Impacts on land use, particularly sensitive receptors, for both
microtunneling and open cut excavation for the recommended route in Section C (Cabot Street/
Overland Route) are both moderate after mitigation, while open cut construction would have a
much more substantial impact than microtunneling on traffic because the construction areas
would be larger, as would the total surface area disturbed. With microtunneling, shaft work
areas may be as wide as open-cut areas, but impacts would be more localized and intersections
and driveways could generally be avoided. The impacts associated with microtunneling
described in the DEIR assume that microtunnel shafts would be located in roadways, resulting in
major impacts prior to mitigation. It is possible that less disruptive locations for the shafts could
be developed during the design process, which could reduce microtunneling impacts. Similarly,
shafts could be located away from sensitive receptors, such as the Beth Israel Children's
Hospital and the elderly housing at the Margolis Building, or receiving rather than jacking shafts
could be placed adjacent to these facilities to minimize impacts.
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TABLE 21.5-3. SUMMARY OF COSTS
FOR THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Capital Cost

Net Present Value

Section C
- Cabot St./Overland - microtunneling or open cut
excavation<!)
-Rehabilitation by CIP

$6,690,000

$6,300,000

Section D
- Eastern Ave. - microtunneling 36-in.
- Eastern Ave. - microtunneling 66-in.
-Rehabilitation of 36-in. CBS north of Cresent
Avenue by CIP
- Rehabilitation of RES by sprayed-on liner

$20,410,000

$19,210,000

Total for Preferred Alternative

$27, 100,000

$25,510 000

Preferred Route Options by Section

Note (J) Cost reflects microtunneling.

It should also be noted that the proposed construction date of early 1997 for reconstruction of the
Chelsea Street bridge has been delayed by several years, and the project is expected to take two
years rather than the originally estimated three months. It is now possible that reconstruction of
the Chelsea Street bridge will overlap with construction of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief
project, which is scheduled for an 18 month period between January 2000 and June 2001. The
possible construction schedule overlap and ramifications for traffic circulation and use of
alternate routes should be addressed during design of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project.
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CHAPTER22
DORCHESTER BROOK IN-SYSTEM STORAGE

Refinements to the sewer system indicate that the CSO control goal for the Fort Point Channel
receiving water segment will be met without the need for in-system storage in the Dorchester
Brook Conduit. Model refinements were made as more detailed system knowledge and
understanding developed during the facilities planning process. Based on current model results,
activations of the CSO regulators tributary to the Dorchester Brook Conduit will be minimized
to a level consistent with the attainment of the Bcso water quality standard. For this reason,
provision of floatables control at the individual regulators tributary to the Dorchester Brook
Conduit is the preferred alternative for this project. The information presented in this chapter is
arranged as follows:

•

22.1 Introduction and Project Background. Describes the general features
and location of the project

•

22.2 Conceptual Planning Evaluations. Presents review of alternatives
evaluated for the Dorchester Brook Conduit and the selection of a preferred
alternative in the conceptual planning phase

•

22.3 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals, and summarizes key criteria

•

22.4 Engineering Evaluations. Presents alternatives, including layouts, costs,
and construction risk factors

•

22.5 Comparison of Alternatives. States that no construction activities will be
required, except for the installation of floatables control, and that no comparison
of alternatives was required or performed
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22.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Dorchester Brook Conduit (DBC) was designed in 1964 to have sufficient capacity to carry
the 50-year storm peak flow from a 1,327-acre drainage area. This design capacity, which was
based on the rational method, is 2,960 cfs. The SWMM model predicts a 50-year storm peak
flow in the DBC of 790 cfs, approximately 27 percent of the original design peak flow. The
difference in peak flows can be attributed to different analytical methods, changes in tributary
areas, and various interceptor projects that have diverted flows away from the DBC subsequent
to the DBC design.

The reach of the DBC evaluated for in-line storage originates in Boston at regulator RE070/11-2,
as shown on Figure 22.1-1. The first 1,315 feet of the conduit is a single-barrel142-inch by
124-inch rectangular pipe. The conduit then splits into two 204-inch by 150-inch rectangular
barrels, sharing a common side wall. From the split, the double barrel conduit runs downstream
for 1,770 feet beneath Widett Circle and a Boston city tow lot before its confluence with the
Roxbury Canal Conduit (RCC). The confluence is the downstream limit of the project area.
Another rectangular double barrel conduit carries DBC and RCC flows from the confluence to
the Fort Point Channel at outfall BOS070, where flow is discharged.

Flows entering the DBC, within the area evaluated for in-line storage, include storm drainage
from the area surrounded by Frontage Road and the DBC, as well as CSO and stormwater from
regulator RE070/11-2, the D Street combined sewer overflow, the B Street combined sewer
overflow, and regulator RE070/10-5. The B Street and D Street overflow conduits are shown in
Figure 22.1-1. The B Street overflow receives CSO flow from regulator RE070/9-4, and the D
street overflow receives CSO flow from six regulators (070/8-3, 070/8-6,070/8-7,070/8-8,
070/8-13, and 070/8-15).
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The volumetric capacity of the DBC in the area evaluated for in-line storage, if completely
empty, would be 7.0 million gallons (mg). However, due to the buildup of sediments in the
bottom of the conduit, the actual volumetric capacity available for storage is 5.7 mg. The actual
volumetric capacity of the DBC that is available for storage is larger than the volume of flow
tributary to the DBC during the 3-month storm and 88 percent of the tributary volume during the
1-year storm. The tributary volumes to the DBC under future planned conditions in the area
evaluated for in-line storage for the 3-month and 1-year storms are presented Table 22.1-1.
Regulator RE070/ 10-5 is not listed in this table because, for both the 3-month and 1-year storm
events, no CSO is discharged from this regulator.

TABLE 22.1-1. TRIBUTARY VOLUMES TO THE DBC

I

I

I

I

cso

Total

I

3-month

1-year

0.9

0.91

2.30

0.0

0.3

0.50

1.00

0.0

0.0

1.2

0.0

1.2

1.3

2.0

-

-

1.3

2.0

2.7

4.1

0.01

2.4

2.71

6.5

3-month

1-year

3-month

B Street

0.9

1.4

0.01

D Street

0.5

0.7

RE070111-2

0.0

DBc<ll
Total

Source

)

Stormwater

1-year

(1) The source labeled DBC accounts for all sources of flow tributary to the DBC except for the B Street
and D Street overflows and RE070111-2.

Based on the information in the table, CSO accounts for less than 0.5 percent of the volume that
is tributary to the DBC during the 3-month storm, and 37 percent during the 1-year storm.

During the extensive planning phase of the overall MWRA CSO control program, which
culminated in December 1994 with the submittal of the Final CSO Conceptual Plan and System
Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994), it was recommended that CSOs tributary to

)
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the Dorchester Brook Conduit (DBC) be controlled by in-system storage within the substantial
volume of the conduit.

Based on the conceptual planning recommendation, alternative locations for the gate structures
and pump-out facility required in conjunction with the Dorchester Brook In-System Storage
project were identified in the Interim Assessment of Facility Siting report (MWRA, 1995).
These sites are shown in Figure 22.1-1.

During the development of the in-system storage project, it was deemed necessary to refine the
CSO system model in the vicinity of the proposed project. Based on CSO discharge frequencies
and volumes derived from the refined model, it was determined that the Dorchester Brook InSystem Storage project would not be required. The analyses that support this finding are
presented in Section 22.4 of this chapter.

22.2 CONCEPTUAL PLANNING EVALUATION

The conceptual planning process encompassed both water quality-based and technology-based
evaluations of CSO control alternatives. While a review of the overall process is presented in
Chapter 4, the intent of this section is to review the technology-based evaluations conducted in
conceptual planning demonstrating that the preferred alternatives presented in the Conceptual
Plan represented the best available technology (BAT) economically achievable for each outfall.

As described in Chapter 4, conceptual planning evaluations of CSO control alternatives involved
a series of screening steps. Alternatives or technologies that passed a given screening step were
developed and evaluated in greater detail for the next screening step. For the initial screening
step, outfalls were grouped by hydraulically related systems, and the applicability of each of the
basic CSO control technologies presented in Chapter 4 to each outfall or group of outfalls was
assessed.
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Due to the size and complexity of the BOS070 outfall system, the regulators tributary to this
outfall were divided into three components for analysis: the Union Park Pump Station, two
regulators directly tributary to the RCC, and the nine regulators tributary to the DBC. The
annual activation frequency of the two regulators tributary to the RCC, regulators RE070/5-2
and RE070/6-1, are predicted to be two and zero in the typical year, respectively. Since the
impacts of discharges from these regulators are already minimized to a level consistent with
attainment of the Bcso standard in Fort Point Channel, floatables controls only were proposed at
these regulators. The regulators tributary to the Dorchester Brook Conduit include: regulators
RE070/8-3, RE070/8-6, RE070/8-7, RE070/8-8, RE0?0/8-13, RE070/8-15, RE070/9-4,
RE070110-5, and RE070111-2. Alternatives considered for the DBC would control CSOs from
this group of nine regulators.

Using preliminary SWMM simulations and system knowledge, certain technologies and options
could be eliminated from further consideration without developing cost and performance data.
For the Dorchester Brook Conduit, the following technologies were not considered feasible
based on the initial screening process:

•

Local sewer separation. Separation of only the combined area directly tributary
to the Dorchester Brook Conduit regulators was not predicted to eliminate CSO
activations into the conduit in the 3-month storm, due to remaining surcharging in
the New Boston Main Interceptor.

•

CSO relocation. A less-sensitive receiving water segment is not located in the
vicinity of the Dorchester Brook Conduit.

•

Hydraulic relief. While surcharging in the South Boston Interceptor/North
Branch and in the New Boston Main Interceptor affect activations of the
regulators tributary to the Dorchester Brook Conduit, the downstream hydraulic
control for this system is the Columbus Park Headworks. Flow into the
headworks is limited by treatment capacity at the Deer Island treatment plant.
Since SWMM CSO volume predictions were based on full treatment plant
capacity at the post-construction Deer Island wastewater treatment plant,
hydraulic relief was not considered to be a feasible alternative.
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•

Treatment alternatives. The volume of the existing Dorchester Brook Conduit
from regulator RE070111-2 to its junction with the Roxbury Channel Conduit is
approximately 6 million gallons. This potential storage volume is sufficient to
completely capture and store the CSO volume for the 1-year storm. Since storage
of CSO was considered to be a higher level of CSO control than any of the
treatment alternatives, treatment alternatives were not considered further.

For the CSO control technologies that passed the initial screening process, information on cost,
performance, construction risk, public acceptance, water quality, construction-related impacts,
and long-term environmental impacts was developed in a matrix format for presentation in the
spring 1994 workshop series. The alternatives for the DBC that were presented in the spring
1994 workshops included the following:

•

CSO elimination by system-wide sewer separation. While the cost presented
for this alternative includes only the combined area tributary to the Fort Point
Channel, the performance of this alternative is based on complete separation of
the combined areas tributary to the Columbus Park Headworks. Without the
complete, area-wide separation, the regulators tributary to the Dorchester Brook
Conduit would continue to activate in large storms due to backwater from the
New Boston Main Interceptor. The costs of separating areas not directly tributary
to Fort Point Channel, but hydraulically influencing the activations into the
receiving water, are included under the complete sewer separation alternatives
associated with other systems, including Boston's East Side and the Reserved
Channel.

•

In-line storage of the 1-year storm. This alternative involved the installation of
a hydraulic gate and pump-out facility in the Dorchester Brook Conduit just
upstream of its junction with the Roxbury Channel Conduit. The 42-in discharge
pipe from regulator RE070110-7 would have to be extended south to tie in
upstream of the hydraulic gate. With this arrangement, the length of the
Dorchester Brook Conduit from regulator RE070111-2 to the hydraulic gate
would be available for CSO storage. All CSO volumes from storms up to the
available conduit storage volume would be completely captured and stored in the
conduit and returned to the New Boston Main Interceptor following the end of the
storm. For CSO volumes in excess of the 1-year storm, the hydraulic gate could
be opened and the flow from the Dorchester Brook Conduit would be discharged
untreated to the Fort Point Channel via outfall BOS070.
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•

Floatables control. This alternative involved the installation of a floatables
control technology at the BOS070 outfall. Floatables control options included
floating booms and end-of-pipe netting.

Following the spring 1994 workshop, all of the above alternatives were carried forward for more
detailed evaluation. For the more detailed evaluations, outfalls were grouped by receiving water
segment to facilitate assessment of impacts on a receiving water basis. Alternatives for the
Dorchester Brook Conduit were therefore combined with alternatives for the following other
CSO outfalls to develop overall receiving water alternatives for the Fort Point Channel:

•

BOS062 to BOS068, in Boston proper

•

BOS070/Union Park Pump Station

•

BOS070/Roxbury Canal Conduit regulators

•

BOS072 and BOS073 in South Boston

From the spring 1994 workshops, a total of three alternatives were carried forward for
Dorchester Brook Conduit; two for outfalls BOS062 to BOS068 and outfall BOS070/Roxbury
Channel Conduit; and three for outfall BOS070/Union Park Pump Station and for outfalls
BOS072 and BOS073. Since it was not feasible to evaluate every possible combination of
outfall-specific alternatives, similar outfall-specific alternatives were combined to create a range
of receiving water alternatives. The range of controls evaluated for the receiving water generally
reflected the range of controls evaluated for each outfall.

For each of the receiving water alternatives, planning-level costs, performance, water quality
impacts, and siting issues were developed. Selection of a preferred alternative was based on a
combination of cost/performance evaluations, a rating and ranking methodology, and a
determination to allow attainment of critical uses in designated receiving waters.
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For the Conceptual Plan, cost/performance curves were developed for the 3-month and 1-year
storms. Subsequent to the Conceptual Plan, improved modeling capabilities allowed
development of cost/performance curves on an annual basis. Curves were developed on an
individual project basis for cost versus CSO load removed as a percent of baseline CSO load,
and on a receiving water basis for cost versus total load removed as a percent of baseline total
load. Total loads included pollutant loads from CSO, stormwater, and upstream or boundary
sources. For each case, curves were developed for fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD loads.
The project-specific cost/performance curves for Dorchester Brook Conduit are presented in
Figures 22.2-1 to 22.2-3, and the total load curves for the Fort Point Channel are presented in
Figures 22.2-4 to 22.2-6.

Figures 22.2-1 to 22.2-3 indicate that the most cost-effective alternative for controlling fecal
coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD loads in CSO from the Dorchester Brook Conduit is storage in
the DBC.

Figure 22.2-4 presents cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria load removal from all sources
to the Fort Point Channel. For the Fort Point Channel, "all sources" includes CSO and
stormwater. An upstream boundary source was not identified for this receiving water segment.
The relatively moderate impact of stormwater on the Fort Point Channel is evident in that the
highest level of CSO control results in over 80 percent removal of the total fecal coliform
bacteria load. A traditional "knee-of-the-curve" is not apparent in Figure 22.2-4; however, by
inspection it appears that two receiving water alternatives would provide the highest level of
control with the least cost. The DBC component of both of these alternatives is storage in the
DBC. Figures 22.2-5 and 22.2-6 indicate that increased control of BOD and TSS is generally
proportional to increased cost, although the highest level of control would provide just over 40
percent removal on a total load basis. The point representing sewer separation does not appear
on these figures. While complete sewer separation would eliminate CSO discharges to the Fort
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FIGURE 22.2-l. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION AS
A PERCENT OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR DORCHESTER BROOK CONDUIT, PHASE 1
ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 22.2-2. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO TSS LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR DORCHESTER BROOK CONDUIT, PHASE 1
ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 22.2-3. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO BOD LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR DORCHESTER BROOK CONDUIT, PHASE 1
ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 22.2-4. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR FORT POINT CHANNEL, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 22.2-5. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUALTOTALTSS LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR FORT POINT CHANNEL, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 22.2-6. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL BOD LOAD REDUCTION AS A
PERCENT OF TOTAL ANNUAL LOAD FOR FORT POINT CHANNEL, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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Point Channel, the resulting increase in stormwater loads would result in a net increase in total
BOD and TSS loads to the receiving water segment (removal would be negative).

Since Figures 22.2-1 to 22.2-6 support storage in the DBC as an appropriate level of control for
fecal coliform bacteria, BOD and TSS, this alternative would be preferred based on the
cost/performance evaluations.

A rating and ranking methodology was also used as a means to identify a potentially preferred
receiving water wide alternative. Each alternative was assigned ratings for specific criteria
under the categories of water quality impacts, and cost. The ratings for the alternatives under
both categories were summed, and a rank order was established for both categories. The rank
orders from the two categories were summed to obtain an overall rank order for the alternatives.

The cost, water quality impact and siting rank orders for the receiving water based alternatives
for the Fort Point Channel, including Dorchester Brook Conduit, are presented in Table 22.2-1.
For each category, "1" is the highest rank, and "3 " is the lowest rank. Detailed backup for the
rankings is included in the appendices to the Conceptual Plan. As indicated in Table 22.2-1, the
"control of 3-month storm (storage/detention treatment)" alternative had the highest overall
rank, based on the sum of the ranks from each of the three evaluation categories. The
Dorchester Brook Conduit component of this alternative was in-line storage.

Thus, the rating and ranking methodology identified the same preferred alternative for control of
the CSOs tributary to the Dorchester Brook Conduit as the cost/performance evaluation, which
was in-line storage in the Dorchester Brook Conduit. Since no critical uses (swimming,
shellfishing) have been defined for the Fort Point Channel, in-line storage was selected as the
preferred alternative for control of CSOs tributary to the DBC in the Conceptual Plan.
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TABLE 22.2-1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE FORT POINT CHANNEL

Cost
Rank

CSO Control Alternative

Performance/
Water
Quality
Impact Rank

Sum of
Rankings

Complete Sewer Separation

3

1

4

Control of 3-Month Storm (storage/detention/
treatment)
Coarse Screen BOS062-068
Detention Treatment at Union Park Pump Station
In-line Storage in Dorchester Brook Conduit
Storage/Consolidation Conduit BOS072, 073

2

1

3

Control of 3-Month Storm (screening/disinfection)
Coarse Screen BOS062-068
Screening/Disinfection at Union Park Pump Station
In-line Storage in Dorchester Brook Conduit
Individual Screening/Disinfection BOS072, 073

2

2

4

Floatables Control
Coarse Screen BOS062-068, 072, 073
In-Receiving Water Control BOS070

1

3

4

22.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

This section presents the specific project objectives and key design criteria for the Dorchester
Brook In-System Storage project.

22.3.1 Project Objectives

While in-system storage no longer appears to be necessary, the objective of this project remains
the same. In conjunction with other projects in the Fort Point Channel receiving water segment,
the objective of the Dorchester Brook In-System Storage project is:
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•

Minimize the impact of CSOs from the DBC to the Fort Point Channel (via the
RCC) to a level consistent with attainment of SBcso water quality standards

The ultimate attainment of water quality standards in the Fort Point Channel will depend on the
control of other sources of pollution such as stormwater and non-point sources.

22.3.2 Design Criteria

Design criteria for in-system CSO storage were developed, as described in Chapter 8 of the Draft
CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Report, and are presented in Appendix D of the
DEIR. However, as previously noted and as documented in Section 22.4 of this chapter, a
detailed combined sewer system configuration review indicated the need to revise the SWMM
model. Based on the model revisions, predicted discharge frequencies and volumes of the CSO
regulators tributary to the DBC would be low enough to be consistent with compliance with
water quality standards without the need for in-system storage.

22.4 ENGINEERING EVALUATIONS

This section briefly discusses engineering evaluations that were conducted to develop the insystem storage concept recommended at the completion of conceptual planning and documents
the CSO discharge frequencies and volumes predicted by the revised sewer system model.

22.4.1 In-System Storage

The original intent of this project was to use the DBC to store overflows from the CSO sources
previously mentioned. An evaluation of this concept was performed, which included
rehabilitation of the DBC, installation of two permanent sluice gates just upstream of the RCC
confluence, temporary roller gates to allow installation of the sluice gates, provisions for the
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temporary bypass of stormwater and CSO flows into the DBC during construction and
rehabilitation, and a pump station to dewater the DBC into the New Boston Main Interceptor
following a storm event. Estimated costs ($11 million) for this alternative were higher than
anticipated during conceptual planning. Also, estimated volumes of CSO stored were relatively
small. Due to the seemingly high cost-to-benefit ratio, it was determined that other alternatives
should be investigated.

22.4.2 Project Alternatives and Model Refinements

One alternative considered was additional system optimization. While conducting the detailed
system evaluations necessary to further optimize local system hydraulics, it was determined that
a model modification was required to more correctly represent the existing system configuration.
Following the incorporation of this modification into the model, predicted CSO frequencies and
volumes tributary to the DBC dropped from the levels previously predicted.

With these modifications, flows into the DBC were modeled for the seven largest storms in the
typical year. In reviewirigthe storms that are included in the typical year, it was noted that
seven storms have at least two characteristics (depth, duration, average intensity, or peak
intensity) greater than the 3-month storm. Analysis of CSO activation frequency using the seven
largest storms in the typical year, therefore, gives a reasonable estimate of annual activation
frequency. The results of modeling the seven largest storms in the typical year indicated that
CSO discharges at the regulators tributary to the DBC would occur four or fewer times per year.
Because analyses using the seven largest storms in the typical year do not account for the
possible impact of back-to-back storm events, an annual simulation was conducted. The results
of the annual simulation are presented in Table 22.4-1.
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TABLE 22.4-1. CSO DISCHARGE FREQUENCY AND VOLUME IN THE TYPICAL
YEAR

Overflow

Discharge Frequency,
Events/Yr.

Discharge Volume,
mg/Yr.

RE-070111-2

1

RE-070110-5

3

0.42
0.30

RE-070/9-4
RE-070/8-3

3
4

1.39
0.76

RE-070/8-6

0

0.00

RE-070/8-7

0

0.00

RE070/8-8

0

0.00

RE-070/8-13

0

0.00

RE-070/8-15

1

0.01

Five of the nine CSO regulators tributary to the DBC are predicted to discharge four times or
less in the typical year, and four are not predicted to discharge at all. As demonstrated in
Chapter 26, these minimal CSO discharges would be consistent with the attainment of applicable
water quality standards.

CSO volumes and corresponding pollutant loads are presented in Table 22.4-2 for the 3-month
storm, 1-year storm, and the typical year under the recommended plan based on the revised
sewer system model. The recommended plan volumes account for the impact of the South
Dorchester Bay sewer separation project on the peak hydraulic gradients in the areas tributary to
Columbus Park Headworks.
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TABLE 22.4-2. PREDICTED CSO VOLUMES AND POLLUTANT LOADS
Loads Discharged to Dorchester Brook Conduit

Condition

Volume
(mg)

Fecal Coliform
Bacteria
(counts x 109)

TSS (lbs)

BOD (lbs)

3-Month

0.01

204

12

7

1-Year

2.21

45,000

2,580

1,437

Annual

2.88

58 630

3,362

1 874

A second alternative was identified as a potential means to provide a reduced level a storage at a
lower cost than would be required for the full Dorchester Brook Conduit storage alternative
presented above. Where the alternative described above involved using both barrels of the
twin-barrel reach of the DBC for storage, consideration was given to using only one of the two
barrels. In comparing the elements of the project that would be required to use only one barrel
for storage, however, it became apparent that the potential cost savings would be minimal. As
described above, the major cost elements included:

•

Two sluice gates to prevent the tide from filling the conduit

•

Temporary roller gates, to be used during installation of the sluice gates

•

Provisions for bypass pumping of CSO and stormwater flow during the period of
construction

•

Dewatering pump station

•

Encapsulating the sediment in the DBC

Of these major cost items, the gates, bypass pumping, and dewatering pump station would still
be required. The extent of encapsulating the sediment in the DBC would be reduced, and a
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separate storm drain routing stormwater to the Roxbury Canal Conduit would not be required.
The same number of gates would be required because regardless of whether one or both barrels
of the DBC would be used for storage, tidal backwater would have to be prevented from entering
both barrels. Otherwise, the tide would fill up one barrel, then spill into the upstream end of the
other barrel. The total capital cost of the single-barrel storage alternative would be
approximately $10 million. Since the cost savings to utilize only one barrel of the DBC for
storage was not significant in comparison to the total project cost, this alternative was not
recommended.

22.4.3 Floatables Control

As described in Chapter 8 of the DEIR, an initial technology screening process resulted in a
short list of seven technologies to be evaluated for application at or upstream of outfalls to
remain open following implementation of the CSO conceptual plan. These technologies
included:

•

Containment booms

•

Skimmer vessels

•

End-of-pipe netting

•

In-line netting

•

Underflow baffles

•

Manually cleaned bar screens

•

Horizontal discharge screens

In the MWRA's Draft Technical Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for Floatables Control
at Outfalls Not Associated with Other CSO Controls (MWRA, 1996b), detailed evaluations of
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floatables control alternatives were conducted for a total of 38 regulators and/or outfalls in the
communities of Boston, Cambridge, Somerville, and Chelsea. At each location, underflow
baffles were the least expensive structural alternative, by at least an order of magnitude, and had
the least environmental impacts during construction. At locations where the initially preferred
alternative was a structural technology other than underflow baffles, the recommendation was
contingent on the outcome of a pending performance study on underflow baffles. The
performance study was to include both laboratory evaluations on a one-half-scale model system,
and full-scale field evaluations. If the performance study showed underflow baffles to be
effective at controlling floatables, underflow baffles would be the recommended alternative at
each of the locations evaluated.

To date, the laboratory evaluations have been completed, and results indicate that underflow
baffles can be effective at controlling floatable material, including grease and oil. In the
modeled system, the baffles prevented over 70 percent of influent floatable material from being
discharged to the outfall. Since it is expected that the costs and impacts of other structural
floatables control technologies would be greater than underflow baffles by a similar magnitude,
as was found for the locations evaluated in the December 1996 draft technical memorandum
referenced above, underflow baffles were identified as the preferred alternative for providing
floatables control for the nine CSO regulators tributary to the DBC. If the pending field
evaluations indicate that underflow baffles are problematic, alternatives involving other
floatables control technologies should be developed.

The underflow baffles are proposed to be located within the existing regulators tributary to the
DBC. Materials retained behind the baffles during wet weather would be conveyed to the
interceptor system through the existing dry-weather flow connections at the end of the storm,
when surcharging conditions subside. Peak flows and hydraulic gradients at the regulators for
the 1-year and 2-year storms are presented in Table 22.4-3.
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TABLE 22.4-3. PEAK FLOWS AND HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS FOR REGULATORS TRIBUTARY TO THE DBC
1-Year Storm Peak Flow(mgd)<'l
Regulator

Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor

To Outfall

2-Year Storm Peak
Into
Regulator

Flow(mgd) 0 l

To
Interceptor

To Outfall

1-Year Storm
Peak

2-Year Storm
Peak

Hydraulic
Gradient <O

Hydraulic
Gradient Ol

070111-2

84.8

80.7

24.8

207.2

147.4

63.1

105.2

110.8

070/10-5

6.8

6.3/-0.4( 3)

5.4

13.2

5.3/-9.6

22.5

110.5

111.2

070/9-4

44.0

15.8

13.3

60.9

14.0/-8.4

69.3

114.9

111.3

070/8-3

11.7

7.9

4.9

21.3

7.5

23.8

110.9

111.2

070/8-6

0.1

0.11-0.1

0.0

0.3

0.3/-1.5

1.5

107.9

110.5

070/8-7

>2.0( 2)

2.0

0.0

>4.4

4.4

2.5

107.9

111.1

070/8-8

1.0

1.0

0.0

2.3

2.3

0.0

107.5

111.0

070/8-13

>0.7

1.1

0.0

'C. 8.7

4.6

4.9

106.5

111.1

070/8-15

1.3

2.8

0.0

3.2

3.6

2.6

112.0

111.1

( 1)
(2)

(3)

The peak flows correspond to the design storms occurring at low tide, and the peak hydraulic gradients correspond to the design storms occurring at high
tide.
">" symbol indicates actual flow into regulator is greater than value indicated. In SWMM, certain separate drainage areas tributary to certain regulators are
input directly to the model node corresponding to the regulator. The peak influent flow reported reflects flow in the model conduit immediately upstream of
the regulator, and does not include flow from the separate storm water runoff area directly tributary to the regulator node.
Negative flow is due to surcharging of interceptor back into regulator. For example, 6.3/-0.4 indicates that the peak flow to the interceptor is 6.3 mgd, and the
peak flow from the interceptor back through the regulator is 0.4 mgd.
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The locations of the nine CSO regulators tributary to the DBC are as follows (Figure 22.4-1):

•
•

RE070111-2
RE070/10-5

Intersection of DBC and New Boston Main Interceptor
Off West Fourth Street

•

RE070/9-4

B Street and Dorchester A venue

•

RE070/8-3

D Street and Dorchester A venue

•

RE070/8-6

Alger Street and Dorchester Avenue

•

RE070/8-7

Middle Street and Dorchester A venue

•

RE070/8-8

Woodward Street and Dorchester Avenue

•

RE070/8-13

Dorchester Avenue

•

RE070/8-15

Dexter Street and Dorchester Avenue

Site plans and plans and sections of the baffle installations for these nine regulators are presented
in Figures 22.4-2 to 22.4-10. The total capital, annual O&M, and net present value costs for
providing underflow baffles at these regulators are $117,900, $6,700, $260,900, respectively.
The work would involve installing stainless steel plates within the existing regulators. Surface
impacts of the work would be limited to providing access to the regulator manholes during
installation of the baffles, and for routine inspections once the baffles are installed.

22.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

As described earlier in this chapter, no construction activities will be required, except for the
installation of floatables control at the individual CSO regulators tributary to the DBC. No
comparison of alternatives was required or performed for this project.
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CHAPTER23
CHELSEA CHEOOS OUTFALL IMPROVEMENT

Outfall CHE008 is one of four permitted CSO outfalls in the city of Chelsea that is expected to
remain as part of the MWRA long-term CSO control plan. Because city officials have indicated
that the outfall has deteriorated structurally, the MWRA undertook investigations and
evaluations to determine appropriate measures to assure that the outfall will provide adequate
service throughout the 30-year planning period for system-wide CSO controls. Following
implementation of the recommended Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project (Chapter 21), CSO
discharges from outfall CHE008 are expected to be eliminated during the typical year. With
provisions for floatables control, this level of control would be consistent with applicable water
quality standards. The preferred alternative for this outfall improvement project includes
underflow baffles for floatables control, replacement of deteriorated pipe and headwall at the
downstream end of the outfall, and lining the upstream reach of the outfall pipe if deemed
necessary following a thorough cleaning and physical inspection. The information presented in
this chapter is arranged as follows:

•

23.1 Introduction and -Project Background. Describes the general location
and features of the project

•

23.2 Conceptual Planning Evaluations. Presents review of alternatives
evaluated for outfall CHE008 and the selection of a preferred alternative in the
conceptual planning phase

•

23.3 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals, and summarizes key criteria

•

23.4 Engineering Alternatives and Evaluations. Presents alternatives,
including layouts and costs

•

23.5 Comparison of Alternatives. Documents the selection of outfall
inspection, rehabilitation, and repair over the no-action alternative
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23.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

Outfall CHE008 discharges to the Chelsea Creek in an industrial area east of Eastern Avenue
near the Gulf Oil terminal (Figure 23.1-1 ). This outfall is planned to remain but is not predicted
to discharge during a typical year, under the MWRA's long-term CSO control plan. City
representatives have indicated that the outfall is in a state of structural disrepair. Because it is
planned to remain in service, the MWRA undertook internal investigations of outfall conditions
and evaluated necessary structural improvements.

The combined sewer overflow regulator (RE-081) and outfall for the CHE008 system are shown
in Figure 23.1-1. Flow enters the regulator from the Willoughby Street 48-inch combined
sewer. A 12-inch weir directs dry-weather flow to the Chelsea Branch Sewer through an 18inch connection. When wet-weather flow overtops the weir, a 42-inch-diameter outfall pipe,
approximately 620 feet in length, conveys overflows from the regulator to the Chelsea Creek.
Because Chelsea Creek is tidal, a tidegate in the outfall prevents backflow from the creek into
the combined sewer line.

Changes to this system, recommended in the report entitled System Optimization Plans for CSO
Control (MWRA, 1993a), include construction of a new 3.0-foot weir, replacement of the

tidegate, and cleaning of the interceptor connection. Activities to replace the tidegate are already
under way. As part of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project, the 18-inch interceptor
connection to the Chelsea Branch Sewer will be replaced with a 24-inch connection to the
Revere Extension Sewer (see Chapter 21).

During the extensive conceptual planning phase of the MWRA's overall CSO control program,
which culminated in December 1994 with the submittal of the Final CSO Conceptual Plan and
System Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994), the provision of floatables control

and outfall repair was selected to control remaining CSO discharges at outfall CHE008.
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As part of the conceptual planning process, which also addressed infiltration/inflow control,
interceptor needs, and secondary treatment options at the Deer Island treatment plant, it was
determined that interceptor relief of the Chelsea Branch Sewer would reduce the frequency of
CSO discharges at outfall CHE008 to a level at which only floatables control would be required
to treat the remaining CSO discharges. Relief of the Chelsea Branch Sewer was determined to
be necessary to provide adequate service in the upstream reaches of the interceptor, and the
integrated planning approach followed by the MWRA identified the related CSO control benefit.
Alternatives evaluated during the conceptual planning process are presented in detail in Section
23.2. The recommended outfall repairs are presented in detail in Section 23.4.

23.2 CONCEPTUAL PLANNING EVALUATIONS

The conceptual planning process encompassed both water quality-based and technology-based
evaluations of CSO control alternatives. While a review of the overall process is presented in
Chapter 4, the intent of this section is to review the technology-based evaluations conducted in
conceptual planning demonstrating that the preferred alternatives presented in the conceptual
plan represented the best available technology (BAT) economically available for each outfall.

As described in Chapter 4, conceptual planning evaluations of CSO control alternatives involved
a series of screening steps. Alternatives or technologies that passed a given screening step were
developed and evaluated in greater detail for the next screening step. For the initial screening
step, outfalls were grouped by hydraulically related systems, and the applicability of each of the
basic CSO control technologies presented in Chapter 4 to each outfall or group of outfalls was
assessed. Using preliminary SWMM simulations and system knowledge, certain technologies
and outfall consolidation options could be eliminated from further consideration without
developing cost and performance data. For outfall CHE008 in Chelsea, the following
technologies were not considered feasible based on the initial screening process:
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•

CSO relocation. A less-sensitive receiving water segment is not located in the
vicinity of outfall CHE008.

•

Interceptor relief. Preliminary SWMM runs indicated that interceptor relief
would not reduce the activation frequency of outfall CHE008 to a sufficient level
to achieve the desired CSO control goals. As described below, however,
subsequent evaluations involving a more comprehensive interceptor relief
alternative intended to relieve upstream flooding along the Chelsea Branch Sewer
indicated that CSO control goals for outfall CHE008 could be met through
hydraulic relief.

•

CSO consolidation. Outfall CHE008 is remote from other outfalls.

•

Primary treatment of the 3-month storm. The volume of a tank sized to provide
primary treatment of the peak flow from the 3-month storm would be greater than
the 3-month storm overflow volume at outfall CHE008.

For the CSO control technologies that passed the initial screening process, information on cost,
performance, construction risk, public acceptance, water quality, construction-related impacts,
and long-term environmental impacts was developed in a matrix format for presentation in the
spring 1994 workshop series. The alternatives for outfall CHE008 that were presented in the
spring 1994 workshops included the following:

•

CSO elimination by area-wide sewer separation. This alternative involved the
complete sewer separation of the combined areas directly tributary to outfalls
CHE002, CHE003, CHE004, and CHE008 in Chelsea. This alternative was
predicted to eliminate overflows to Chelsea Creek in the 1-year storm.
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•

Near surface storage facility at CHE008 (1-year storm). This alternative involved
constructing a storage tank in the vicinity of outfall CHE008 of sufficient size to
capture CSO from the 1-year storm. Flows in excess of the 1-year storm volume
would be discharge to Chelsea Creek untreated. The contents of the storage tank
would be returned to the Chelsea Branch Sewer by pumping after the end of the
storm.

•

Primary treatment facility near outfall CHE008 (1-year storm). This alternative
involved constructing a treatment facility in the vicinity of outfall CHE008 of
sufficient size to provide primary treatment of the peak flow in the 1-year storm.
CSO volumes in excess of the 1-year storm volume would be receive less than
primary treatment prior to being discharged to Chelsea Creek. Some storms
smaller than the 3-month storm would be completely captured by the facility and
returned to the Chelsea Branch Sewer by pumping after the end of the storm.

•

Screening and disinfection near outfall CHE008 (1-year storm). This alternative
involved constructing a screening, disinfection and dechlorination facility in the
vicinity of outfall CHE008 of sufficient size to provide treatment of the peak flow
in the 1-year storm.

•

Near surface storage facility near outfall CHE008 (3-month storm). This
alternative would be similar to the 1-year storage alternative except that the tank
would be sized to capture CSOs from the 3-month storm.

•

Floatables control at outfall CHE008. This alternative would provide floatables
control at outfall CHE008.
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Following the spring 1994 workshop, all of the above alternatives were carried forward for more
detailed evaluation. For these evaluations, outfalls were grouped by receiving water segment to
facilitate assessment of impacts on a receiving water basis. Alternatives for outfall CHE008
were therefore combined with alternatives for the following other CSO outfalls to develop
overall receiving water alternatives for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence:

•

CHE002 to CHE004 in Chelsea

•

BOS014 in East Boston

•

BOSO 17 in Charlestown

•

MWR205 from the Somerville Marginal CSO facility

From the spring 1994 workshops, a total of six alternatives were carried forward for outfalls
MWR205 and BOS017, five for outfall CHE008, three for outfall BOS014, and two for outfalls
CHE002 to CHE004. Since it was not feasible to evaluate every possible combination of
outfall-specific alternatives, similar outfall-specific alternatives were combined to create a range
of receiving water alternatives. The range of controls evaluated for the receiving water generally
reflected the range of controls evaluated for each outfall.

For each of the receiving water alternatives, planning-level costs, performance, water quality
impacts, and siting issues were developed. Selection of a preferred alternative was based on a
combination of cost/performance evaluations, a rating and ranking methodology, and a
determination to allow attainment of critical uses in designated receiving waters. Since the
Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence does not support critical uses, this criterion did not apply
to the selection of a preferred alternative for outfall CHE008.

For the conceptual plan, cost/performance curves were developed for the 3-month and 1-year
storms. Subsequent to the conceptual pln, improved modeling capabilities allowed development
of cost/performance curves on an annual basis. Curves were developed on an individual project
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basis for cost versus CSO load removed as a percent of baseline CSO load, and on a receiving
water basis for cost versus total load removed as a percent of baseline total load. Total loads
included pollutant loads from CSO, stormwater, and upstream or boundary sources, if
applicable. For each case, curves were developed for fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD
loads. The project-specific cost/performance curves for outfall CHE008 are presented in
Figures 23.2-1 to 23.2-3, and the total load curves for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek
confluence are presented in Figures 23.2-4 to 23.2-6.

The point representing complete sewer separation in the following figures reflects the portion of
the cost of a complete, system-wide sewer separation program associated with separating
upstream of the outfalls addressed in each figure. The performance, however, is based on
complete, system-wide sewer separation, including all areas tributary to Chelsea Creek
Head works.

As noted above, preliminary assessments indicated that interceptor relief would not result in a
reduction in activation at outfall CHE008 sufficient to attain the CSO control goals. Part of the
MWRA's conceptual planning program, however, was to evaluate interceptor relief at locations
where flooding or excessive surcharging was occurring in the existing interceptor system. As
these conditions were present in the upstream reaches of the Chelsea Branch Sewer, an
interceptor relief alternative was developed for the Chelsea Branch Sewer with the specific goal
of controlling surcharging during the 1-year, 6-hour storm. When this alternative was
incorporated into the system-wide SWMM model, the annual activation frequency at outfall
CHE008 was found to be reduced from eight to two and the annual volume from 8.3 to 0.4 mg
in the typical year. (It should be noted that, with refinements to the Chelsea Branch Sewer
Relief Project developed during facilities planning, the activation frequency at outfall CHE008
was reduced to zero in the typical year.) This level of control would be greater than provided by
storage of the 3-month storm. Since the cost of the interceptor relief work is related to transport
issues, and not CSO control, the cost of the CSO component of this work is limited to providing
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floatables control and repairs to the existing outfall. In Figures 23.2-1 to 23.2-6, this alternative
is identified as "CHE008 outfall repair."

Figures 23.2-1 to 23.2-3 indicate that the most cost-effective alternative for controlling fecal
coliform bacteria, TSS, and BOD loads in CSO from outfall CHE008 was to provide outfall
repair in conjunction with interceptor relief. This alternative was determined to be the most
cost-effective because it would take advantage of the benefit of the interceptor relief project.
Without the interceptor relief project, screening and disinfection of the 1-year storm would
have been the most cost-effective alternative for controlling fecal coliform, while increased
removal of TSS and BOD was approximately proportional to increased cost.

Figures 23.2-4 to 23.2-6 present cost versus percent fecal coliform bacteria, TSS and BOD load
removal from all sources to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. For the Mystic
River/Chelsea Creek confluence, "all sources" included CSO, stormwater, and upstream
boundary sources (Upper Mystic River). In Figure 23.2-4, the points for the complete sewer
separation alternative and the alternative that included 3-month storage for the Somerville
Marginal Facility (MWR205) do not appear. Both alternatives would result in a net increase
in the total fecal coliform bacteria load to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence. In the
case of complete sewer separation, the increase in load would be due to an increase in
stormwater discharge, and, in the case of outfall MWR205, the increase would be due to
storms larger than the 3-month storm resulting in discharges from the storage facility without
disinfection. In Figures 23.2-5 and 23.2-6, the part for the complete sewer separation
alternative does not appear due to the increase in stormwater loads. The substantial impact of
stormwater and upstream flow was evident in that the highest level of CSO control resulted in
less than 20 percent removal of the total fecal coliform bacteria load, and less than 10 percent
removal of total TSS and BOD loads. A most cost-effective alternative was not readily
apparent from these figures. While the alternative that included upgrading the Somerville
Marginal CSO Facility (MWR205), screening and disinfection at outfall BOSO 17, outfall
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FIGURE 23.2-1. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION AS
A PERCENT OF BASELINE ANNUAL CSO LOAD FOR OUTFALL CHEOOS, PHASE 1 ALTERNATIVES.
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FIGURE 23.2-2. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL CSO TSS LOAD REDUCTION AS A PERCENT
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FIGURE 23.2-4. NET PRESENT VALUE VS ANNUAL TOTAL FECAL COLIFORM LOAD REDUCTION
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repair at CHE008, and interceptor relief for outfalls CHE002 to CHE004 was the lowest cost
alternative, it was apparent that alternatives costing as much as six times more would have
provided very little additional benefit to the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek confluence in terms
of reduction of total fecal coliform, BOD and TSS loads. In this sense, these curves supported
outfall repair for outfall CHE008 in conjunction with Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project as
an appropriate level of control for fecal coliform bacteria, BOD and TSS.

A rating and ranking methodology was also used as a means to identify a potentially preferred
receiving water wide alternative. Each alternative was assigned ratings for specific criteria
under the categories of water quality impacts, cost, and site impacts. The ratings for the
alternatives under each category were summed, and a rank order was established for each
category. The rank orders from the three categories were summed to obtain an overall rank
order for the alternatives.

The cost, water quality impact and siting rank orders for the receiving water based alternatives
for the Mystic River/Chelsea Creek Confluence, including outfall CHE008, are presented in
Table 23.2-1. For each category, "1" was the highest rank. Detailed backup for the rankings is
included in the appendices to the conceptual plan. As indicated in Table 23.2-1, two receiving
water alternatives shared the highest rank based on the three evaluation categories. The CHE008
component of one of these alternatives was storage of the 3-month storm, and the other was
screening and disinfection of the 1-year storm. This rating analysis was conducted before the
impact of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project on the activation frequency of outfall
CHE008 had been identified. The cost and siting impacts of outfall repairs and floatables
control for outfall CHE008 would be less than the CHE008 component of any of the alternatives
listed in Table 23.2-1, while the performance would fall between storage of the 3-month and
1-year storm. Based on these considerations, the outfall repair alternative, in conjunction with
the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project, would have been one of the higher-ranked alternatives.
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The cost/performance evaluation and the ranking evaluation both supported selection of the
alternative of outfall repairs and floatables control at outfall CHE008 in conjunction with the
Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project as the preferred alternative for outfall CHE008 in the
conceptual plan.

23.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

This section presents the specific project objectives and key design criteria for the Chelsea
CHE008 Outfall Improvement project.

23.3.1 Project Objectives

The objectives of this project are to:

•

Assure that the existing CHE008 CSO outfall is structurally adequate for
continued service throughout the 30-year planning period for the MWRA longterm CSO control plan

•

Provide control of floatables from CSO discharges that are expected to occur on
average less than once during a typical year

Information from investigations recently conducted by the MWRA of the CHE008 outfall was
used to identify necessary structural outfall improvements. Alternatives for floatables control
were developed based on previously conducted evaluations and comparisons of alternative
floatables control technologies as well as results from physical modeling of underflow baffles.

The results from investigations of the CHE008 outfall, and the evaluation of floatables control
technologies, are discussed in the sections that follow.
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TABLE 23.2-1. SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANKINGS
FOR THE MYSTIC RIVER/CHELSEA CREEK CONFLUENCE

Cost
Rank

CSO Control Alternative

Performance/
Water
Quality
Impact Rank

Siting
Rank

Sum of
Ran kings

Complete Sewer Separation

3

3

2

8

Storage of 1-Year Storm
Individual Storage Tanks, MWR205, BOS014, BOS017,
and CHE008

2

2

2

6

Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Individual Treatment Facilities, MWR205, BOS017,
and CHE008
Individual Storage Tanks at BOS014

2

2

2

6

Less Than Primary Treatment of 1-Year Storm
Dechlorination at MWR205
Screening and Disinfection at BOS014, BOS017 and
CHE008

2

1

2

5

Storage of 3-Month Storm
Individual Storage Tanks, MWR205, BOS017 and
CHE008
Floatables Control, BOSOf4-

2

2

3

7

2

2

5

Mixed Control of 3-Month Storm
Primary Treatment at MWR205 and BOS017
Individual Storage Tank, CHE008
Floatables Control, BOS014

23.3.2 Design Criteria

The performance based design criteria applicable to this project are outlined in Chapter 8 of the
Draft CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Report (DEIR). More detailed information on
pipeline and floatables control technology design criteria can be found in Appendix D of the
DEIR.
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23.4 ENGINEERING ALTERNATIVES AND EVALUATIONS

This section describes the existing outfall evaluations that were conducted by the MWRA, the
outfall repairs that were considered, and the development of floatables control alternatives.

23.4.1 Existing Outfall Evaluations

A two-phased inspection of the CHE008 outfall was conducted by the MWRA during late 1995.
The first investigatory phase identified the major outfall features and noted that the last ten feet
of the outfall were completely deteriorated and in need of replacement. The second phase of the
investigation recorded the invert elevations at various stations along the pipe (at upstream and
downstream locations). Also, a television inspection of the outfall conducted by the MWRA
revealed that the pipe appeared to be in generally good condition with the exception of the last
ten feet. However, the interior television inspection also revealed the buildup of a thick
material, which should be removed to allow a subsequent inspection to confirm the integrity of
the pipe.

23.4.2 Outfall Improvement Alternatives

The two alternatives considered for structural improvement of the CHE008 outfall were:

•

No action

•

Replacement and rehabilitation

Both alternatives are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
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No Action. The no-action alternative would leave the outfall in its current condition, with no
improvements. No capital cost expenditure (at this time) is associated with this alternative.
Leaving the outfall as it is, however, requires the adoption of risk.

Recent physical evaluations of the outfall indicate:

•

Deterioration of the most downstream section of the pipe and the headwall

•

Accumulation of material on the interior surfaces of the conduit

Under the no-action alternative, material will most likely continue to build up on the interior
surfaces of the pipe. Increased buildup would result in a reduced hydraulic capacity for the
outfall, which may have an effect on hydraulic relief of the Willoughby Street sewer via CSO
regulator RE-081 during storm events.

The uncertainty of the internal structural condition of the outfall due to the material buildup
suggests that the no-action alternative could result in the failure of the outfall due to collapse.
Such an event most likely would result in significantly diminished outfall capacity at the expense
of surcharging the upstream combined sewers.

Replacement and Rehabilitation. As previously noted, it is not currently possible to assess the
condition of portions of the outfall that are covered with a buildup of material. For the purpose
of developing a conservative cost for outfall replacement and rehabilitation, this alternative
involves the rehabilitation of the existing outfall by removing the material that has built up on
the inside of the pipe and installing a cured-in-place liner. Once the material has been removed,
the pipe should be re-inspected, both by television and by person entry, to verify the condition of
the outfall pipe and to assess the need to install a cured-in-place liner.
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This alternative also involves the replacement of the structurally damaged sections of the pipe in
conjunction with pipe rehabilitation. The existing outfall evaluations indicate that the final ten
feet of pipe, along with the headwall, should be replaced. During design, provision of a
flared-end outlet in lieu of a headwall could be evaluated.

A plan showing this proposed work is presented as Figure 23.4-1. The estimated capital cost of
this alternative is $500,000, and the net present value is $448,500. The estimated cost is based
on the cleaning, television inspection, and cured-in-place lining of the outfall pipe from
regulator RE-081 to within 10 feet of the end of the outfall, construction of 10 feet of new
42-inch outfall pipe, and construction of a cast-in-place headwall. Costs were estimated by
planning level labor and materials take-offs, and by using current vendor prices for cleaning,
inspection, and cured-in-place lining.

23.4.3 Floatables Control

As described in Chapter 8 of the DEIR, an initial technology screening process resulted in a
short list of seven technolog-ies to be ev-aluated for application at or upstream of outfalls to
remain open following implementation of the CSO conceptual plan. These technologies
included:

•

Containment booms

•

Skimmer vessels

•

End-of-pipe netting

•

In-line netting

•

Underflow baffles

•

Manually cleaned bar screens

•

Horizontal discharge screens
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In the MWRA's Draft Technical Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for Floatables Control
at Outfalls Not Associated with Other CSO Controls (MWRA, 1996b), detailed evaluations of

floatables control alternatives were conducted for a total of 38 regulators and/or outfalls in the
communities of Boston, Cambridge, Somerville, and Chelsea. At each location, underflow
baffles were the least expensive structural alternative, by at least an order of magnitude, and had
the least environmental impacts during construction. At locations where the initially preferred
alternative was a structural technology other than underflow baffles, the recommendation was
contingent on the outcome of a pending performance study on underflow baffles. The
performance study was to include both laboratory evaluations on a one-half-scale model system,
and full-scale field evaluations. If the performance study showed underflow baffles to be
effective at controlling floatables, underflow baffles would be the recommended alternative at
each of the locations evaluated.

To date, the laboratory evaluations have been completed, and the results indicate that underflow
baffles can be effective at controlling floatable material, including grease and oil. In the
modeled system, the baffles prevented over 70 percent of influent floatable material from being
discharged to the outfall. Since it is expected that the costs and impacts of other structural
floatables control technologies would be greater than underflow baffles by a magnitude similar
to that found for the locations evaluated in the December 1996 draft technical memorandum,
referenced above, underflow baffles were identified as the preferred alternative for providing
floatables control at outfall CHE008. If the pending field evaluations indicate that underflow
baffles are problematic, then alternatives involving other floatables control technologies should
be developed.

The underflow baffle is proposed to be located within existing regulator RE-081. Materials
retained behind the baffle during wet weather would be conveyed to the Revere Extension Sewer
at the end of the storm, when surcharging conditions subside. As previously discussed, the dry
weather flow connection from regulator RE081 will be re-routed to the Revere Extension Sewer
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as part of the Chelsea Branch Sewer Relief project. Peak flows and hydraulic gradients at the
regulators for the 1-year and 2-year storms are presented in Table 23.4-1. A plan and section of
the baffle installation for RE-081 is presented as Figure 23.4-2. The total capital, annual O&M,
and net present value costs for the underflow baffle are $13,100, $1,200, and $34,900,
respectively. The work would involve installing stainless steel plates within the existing
regulator. Surface impacts of the work would be limited to providing access to the regulator
manhole during installation of the baffle, and for routine inspections once the baffle is installed.

23.5 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

For the CHE008 Outfall Improvement project, the comparison of alternatives consists of either
selecting the no-action alternative, which has no cost but poses potentially unacceptable risk, or
selecting an alternative to replace damaged pipe, replace the headwall, and line the upstream
reach of outfall pipe if determined to be necessary following cleaning and inspection. To assure
the provision of adequate sewer service throughout the project planning period, outfall
rehabilitation and partial replacement, in conjunction with the installation of underflow baffles in
CSO regulator RE-081 for floatables control, was selected as the preferred alternative. The total
capital cost of the preferred alternative would be $513,000.

As described in Chapter 11 of the DEIR, all capital costs presented in both the Draft and the
Final CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Report were based on construction costs that
had been adjusted to an estimated December 1997 Boston-area Engineering News Record
Construction Cost Index (ENR CCI) of 6754.6. Just prior to completion of the FEIR, the
MWRA developed a revised estimate of the December 1997 ENR CCI of 6970.0. In addition,
the design contract for the Chelsea CHE008 Outfall Improvement project was recently let by the
MWRA. The 20 percent allowance for engineering and construction management used in the
LCCA analysis could then be revised to reflect the actual contract price for these services. Using
the revised ENR CCI, and the actual contract price for engineering and construction
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management, the total capital cost for the Chelsea CHE008 Outfall Improvement project would
be $502,000.
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TABLE 23.4-1. PEAK FLOWS AND HYDRAULIC GRADIENTS FOR REGULATOR RE-081

1-Year Storm Peak Flow( mgd) 0 >
Regulator

IRE-081
(1)

Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor

33.2

33.0

2-Year Storm Peak Flow(mgd) 0 >

1-Year Storm
Peak

2-Year Storm
Peak
Hydraulic
Gradient (I)
110.8

To Outfall

Into
Regulator

To
Interceptor

To Outfall

Hydraulic
Gradient O>

0

72.4

44.3

28.2

105.7

The peak flows correspond to the design storms occurring at low tide, and the peak hydraulic gradients correspond to the design storms occurring at high
tide.
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CHAPTER24
COTTAGE FARM OUTFALL IMPROVEMENT

Past observations of discharges from the diffuser ports on the Cottage Farm CSO Facility outfall
have suggested that the diffuser ports may not adequately distribute treated facility flow into the
Lower Charles River receiving water segment, and that a "boiling" or "fountain" effect exists. A
series of investigations and evaluations were undertaken to assess whether outfall modifications
to eliminate the observed effect were required. The results of these investigations suggest that
no modifications to the diffuser ports are necessary, and this finding should be confirmed
through additional visual observations. The preferred alternative for this outfall improvement
project is no action. The information presented in this chapter is arranged as follows:

•

24.1 Introduction and Project Background. Describes the general features
and location of the project

•

24.2 Project Objectives and Design Criteria. Defines objectives and CSO
control goals, and summarizes key criteria

•

24.3 Engineering Evaluations. Describes the investigations and evaluations
undertaken to assess the performance of the existing outfall diffuser ports

•

24.4 Comparison of Alternatives. Documents the selection of the no action
alternative for the Cottage Farm Outfall Improvement project

Conceptual planning evaluations related to the level of CSO control for outfall MWR201, the
Cottage Farm CSO Facility outfall, are presented in Chapter 25.

24.1 INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Cottage Farm Storm Detention and Chlorination Station (Cottage Farm CSO Facility) is
located on the north side of the Charles River on Memorial Drive, near the Boston University
Bridge, as shown in Figure 24.1-1. The facility provides treatment by screening, skimming,
sedimentation, and disinfection. The facility has a detention capacity of 1.3 million gallons.
#39805
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Volume detained during a storm event is returned to the sewer system after the storm. Flow in
excess of the detention capacity is discharged following treatment into the Charles River through
an outfall conduit and a series of three diffuser ports, which are the subject of this chapter.

Based on the original design drawings for the Cottage Farm CSO Facility, dated 1967, the
outfall conduit extends 321 feet from the facility into the Charles River, nearly parallel to the
Boston University Bridge, as shown in Figure 24.1-2. Flow from the outfall conduit enters three
vertical riser pipes, the positions of which are shown in Figure 24.1-2, and discharges to the
river through diffuser ports at the top of the risers. The diffusers were designed to distribute the
facility's effluent in several directions, providing for initial dilution of the discharge. A profile
view of the outfall conduit and diffusers is provided in Figure 24.1-3.

Certain field observations of discharges from the Cottage Farm outfall and diffuser ports
suggested that the diffuser ports may not adequately distribute flow and that a "boiling" effect in
the Charles River results. Hence, this investigation into the hydraulics of the outfall was
undertaken to assess outfall modification that might be required.

During the extensive conceptual planning phase of the MWRA's overall CSO control program,
which culminated in December 1994 with the submittal of the Final CSO Conceptual Plan and
System Master Plan (the Conceptual Plan) (MWRA, 1994), facility upgrades and outfall

improvement were selected as the recommended plan for the existing CSO discharge from the
Cottage Farm CSO Facility (MWR201). Facility upgrades are the topic of a separate report
entitled, Technical Memorandum on Pre-Design Planning for CSO Facility Upgrade Projects
(MWRA, 1996f), and the outfall improvement portion of the conceptual planning
recommendation is discussed in this chapter. Additional information on alternatives evaluated
during planning for the Cottage Farm CSO Facility are presented in Chapter 25.
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Based on the conceptual planning recommendation, the MWRA undertook investigations of the
existing Cottage Farm CSO Facility outfall diffuser ports, as discussed in the sections that
follow.

24.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA

This section presents the specific project objectives and key design criteria for the Cottage Farm
Outfall Improvement project.

24.2.1 Project Objectives

The objectives of the Cottage Farm Outfall Improvement project were:

•

Identify modifications that may be necessary to prevent discharges from the
outfall from causing a boiling effect

•

Identify modifications that might improve the mixing (dispersion) of Cottage
Farm CSO Facility effluent in the Charles River.

24.2.2 Design Criteria

The design criteria applicable to this project pertain to the sizing and performance of outfalls and
diffuser ports and include peak flows and outfall and diffuser port velocities.

Flows. The peak flow achievable through the outfall is determined by the maximum pumping
rate of the pumps in the facility. That flow (QP) is 380 cubic feet per second (cfs).

Velocities. To prevent the deposition of solids in the outfall conduit, velocities through the pipe
should exceed 3 feet per second (fps). However, velocities through diffuser outlets should also
be limited to avoid deterioration of the outfall pipe itself and to minimize the vertical component
#39805
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of the discharge that would contribute to boiling at the surface, and the associated boating
hazard. Maximum exit velocities through the diffuser outlets should not exceed 7 fps.

24.3 ENGINEERING EVALUATIONS

The engineering evaluations conducted for the Cottage Farm outfall project included a hydraulic
evaluation of the outfall and diffuser ports and a mixing (dispersion) evaluation. The hydraulic
evaluation provided necessary input for the dispersion evaluation. Both evaluations are
presented in the sections that follow.

24.3.1 Hydraulic Evaluation

The hydraulic evaluation focused on effluent exit velocities through the diffuser ports and
velocities in various sections of the subaqueous outfall conduit. In addition to the information
presented previously in Figure 24.1-3, further information on the outfall diffusers was needed to
perform a hydraulic analysis of the outfall. This information, based on the 1967 facility design
drawings, is presented in Figures 24.3-1 and 24.3-2.

Base Analysis. As a base condition for the analysis, the peak flow (QP) was assumed to be
evenly distributed over the entire diffuser port area. In this case, the exit velocity from each port
would be the same, 3.7 fps. This velocity is below the velocity typically associated with boiling.
Velocities through various sections of the outfall conduit ranged from 6.9 to 7.6 fps, which are
high enough to keep solids from settling in the pipe during activations and to resuspend
sediments that may have previously settled in the pipe when the outfall was inactive.

Hydraulic Modeling. The outfall hydraulics were also analyzed using the Diffuser Manifold
Hydraulic Model (DIMHY). Results from that model, using the existing outfall arrangement
and QP' indicate that port exit velocities range from 3.3 to 4.3 fps.
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Verification of Available Information. Both the base hydraulic analysis and the hydraulic
modeling were based on information from the 1967 design drawings. To verify that the
information and the analyses based on the information were valid, a physical inspection of the
outfall was performed on August 7, 1996. This inspection was performed by a team of
penetration divers that walked the length of the outfall, both inside and outside of the conduit.
Measurements were taken, and pipe condition was assessed visually and by feel.

The physical inspection report states that all three diffusers were found to be in good condition,
with obstructions found in any of the ports. The interior of the pipe was also found to be in
good condition. No buildup of sediment was observed within the pipeline, a finding consistent
with the results of both the base hydraulic calculations and hydraulic modeling.

Three notable differences between the design drawings and the existing conditions were
observed as follows:

#39805

•

The two diffuser ports on diffuser no. 1 face north and east, not south and east as
shown in the 1967 design drawings and Figure 24.3-1. While this is important in
evaluating the mixing of the effluent, it does not alter the hydraulic analyses
discussed above. The discharge directions of all ports, based on the physical
inspection, are shown in Figure 24.3-3.

•

Minor differences were found in the vertical dimensions of the risers and in the
slope of the outfall conduit segments. The dimensions from the inspection were
incorporated into the DIMHY model and compared to the results from the initial
model. Neither the exit velocities through the diffuser ports nor the velocities in
various segments of the outfall conduit changed as a result of incorporating the
new information into the DIMHY model.

•

The elevation of the river bottom is higher near the diffuser ports than is shown in
the 1967 drawings. This condition was graphically shown in Figure 24.1-3. The
present river bottom in the immediate vicinity of the diffuser ports is washed
away by the outfall discharges so that flow can exit the diffuser ports
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unobstructed. However, it is possible that contact between the discharge plume from the
diffuser ports and the river bottom introduces a vertical component to the discharge
velocity.

24.3.2 Mixing (Dispersion) Evaluation

To analyze the worst case scenario for near-field mixing of the Cottage Farm discharge,
concurrent facility discharge flows under the recommended plan and Charles River flows for the
3-month and 1-year design storms were analyzed using the receiving water model CE-QualRivl. Table 24.3-1 summarizes the flows:

TABLE 24.3-1. FLOWS USED IN DISPERSION EVALUATION

Design Storm

Charles River
Flow (cfs)

Cottage Farm Peak
Discharge (cfs )< 1l

Ratio of River Flow to
Peak Facility Flow

3-month storm

847

64

13.2:1

186

6.4:1

1196
1-vear storm
Note: (1) Flow based on Recommended Plan.

The 1-year design storm yields the worst case scenario (lower ratio of Charles River flow to
Cottage Farm discharge flow). The maximum possible dilution ratio in this case is 6.4,
assuming complete mixing of Cottage Farm effluent with the river flow. This discharge
condition was modeled to evaluate the complete mix assumption.

Near-Field Mixing Modeling. The Cornell Mixing Zone Model (CORMIX) was used to
simulate the near-field behavior of the Cottage Farm CSO Facility discharge. The discharge was
assumed to be neutrally buoyant for model calculations.

The two bank-oriented diffuser outlets (e.g., diffuser outlets oriented towards the river bank),
discharges 1a and 3c on Figure 24.3-3, were investigated to determine possible plume interaction
#39805
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with the adjacent banks. The discharge velocities are relatively high compared to the river
current, resulting in plumes that are initially "bottom-attached jets." The jets gradually mix
vertically until eventually becoming fully mixed following interaction with the river banks.
Discharges through all other ports, except outlet 3d (Figure 24.3-3), also create bottom-attached
jets, which gradually become vertically mixed (CORMIX flow class H5-0) and eventually
become fully mixed. Discharge through outlet 3d is in the upstream direction, a very unusual
configuration, and thus could not be modeled by CORMIX.

Based on the model, it appears that the overall discharge will become fully mixed, both
vertically and eventually laterally, far beyond the near-field region for downstream facing
diffuser outlets, with a maximum dilution of 6.4. A graphical representation of the mixing of a
downstream facing outlet (outlet 1b in Figure 24.3-3) for the 1-year storm peak discharge based
on CORMIX is shown in Figure 24.3-4. No boils are expected under the assumption of neutral
buoyancy. Neutral buoyancy (i.e., the density of the discharge flow is the same as the density of
the receiving water) is an appropriate assumption in this application. Buoyant jets are associated
with sewage discharges into salt water, or with thermal (e.g., cooling water) discharges. It
would take a strongly buoyant discharge to overcome the horizontal momentum of the initial
diffuser outlet flow to create boils in the vicinity of the outlets. Surface ripples, however, are
expected where the jets interact with the water surface.

24.3.3 Activities Since Completion of the DEIR

Since completion of the Draft CSO Facilities Plan/Environmental Impact Report (DEIR), the
MWRA has undertaken a field observation program to characterize the impacts of discharges
from the Cottage Farm CSO Facility on the water surface of the Charles River above the diffuser
ports. To date, two observations have been possible. The first observation took place when the
facility was discharging flow at a rate of approximately 100 mgd (155 cfs). Observable surface
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impacts of this discharge were characterized as a distinct upwelling in the vicinity of diffuser no.
3, and a slight swell in the vicinity of diffusers nos. 1 and 2. The second observation took place
when the facility was discharging at a rate of approximately 20 mgd (31 cfs). During this
discharge, no surface impacts were observed.

The field observation program was initiated in March 1997. Since that time, the two
observations described above have constituted the only daylight discharges during which it
would have been possible to observe impacts on the surface of the Charles River. This lack of
opportunities to observe the impact of the Cottage Farm CSO Facility discharge is indicative that
the potential for adverse impacts associated with the discharge is likely not as significant as
when the facility was more active. At a public meeting sponsored by the Charles River
Watershed Association in April 1997, it was noted by the Northeaster University crew coach that
the surface impacts attributed to the discharge no longer occur as often as in the past. While the
discharge may result in significant boiling or upwelling on the water surface when high flows
are discharged from the Cottage Farm CSO Facility, the low frequency of these impacts may not

)

warrant corrective action at this time.

In addition to the field observation program, additional computer modeling of the discharge has
been performed using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model FLUENT. This model
can simulate three-dimensional flow patterns associated with complicated geometries. In
particular, FLUENT includes a sophisticated turbulence closure model allowing simulation of
non-uniform turbulence such as in jets and their interaction with boundaries. FLUENT was used
to investigate in greater detail the flow distribution among the discharge ports and the
configuration of the resulting jets. Of particular interest are the vertical velocities that might
result from the port geometry, such as the vertical section between the outfall pipe and the
diffusers. Vertical velocities might lead to impingement of the jets on the surface and the
formation of boils. A typical plot of results is presented in Figure 24.3-5, showing contours of
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velocity magnitude for discharges from diffuser no. 3. These results show that the diffuser
geometry does not generate sufficient vertical momentum to cause impingement of the jets on
the water surface. Indeed, the model shows that the jet would remain attached to the river
bottom, consistent with the CORMIX results. The river bottom bathymetry used in these
simulations was developed from the diver inspection reports. Because these reports were largely
descriptive, the modeled bathymetry may not be accurate. Simulations with modified
bathymetry configurations near the outlets showed that impingement on the water surface could
occur. FLUENT was also used to examine whether the boils might be due to discharge
buoyancy which may arise due to temperature and suspended solids differences between the
effluent and river water, but buoyancy effects were found to be negligible. Overall, therefore,
the FLUENT modeling indicates that the boils are probably due to sediment deposition near the
outlets, which would deflect the discharge jets upward.

If additional field observations confirm that surface boils result at an unacceptable frequency or
cause unacceptable impacts when they do occur, it would be appropriate to conduct a
bathymetric surface in the vicinity of the outfall to assess whether the configuration of the river
bottom is the probable cause of observed surface boils.

24.3.4 Summary

The preceding sections provided background on the Cottage Farm Outfall Improvement project
and discussed the evaluations conducted to determine that the existing diffuser ports appear to be
adequate. Chapter 24.4, Comparison of Alternatives, documents the selection of the no action
alternative for this project.

24.4 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES
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The results of investigations and evaluations undertaken to determine the need for modifications
to the Cottage Farm CSO Facility outfall diffuser ports were presented in Section 24.3,
Engineering Evaluations. These investigations included:;

•

Physical inspection of the inside and outside of the outfall and diffusers

•

Field observations to characterize the impacts of the facility discharge on the river
surface above the diffusers

•

Hydraulic modeling of the facility discharge

None of the investigations confirms the need for physical modifications associated with the
Cottage :Farm CSO Facility outfall.

Findings from the physical inspection activity are significant in reviewing the basis for including
modifications to the Cottage Farm CSO Facility outfall in the CSO conceptual plan. During
preparation of the conceptual plan, it was believed that the outfall may not have been constructed
in accordance with the design drawings, or may have been damaged since being placed into
service in the early 1970s. This belief was the foundation of the conceptual plan
recommendation to develop outfall modifications. Based on the results of the physical
inspection, the physical configuration and integrity of the outfall is not a reason for outfall
modification.

Based on the results of the physical inspections, field observations conducted to date, and
hydraulic modeling performed, no construction activities are recommended for the Cottage Farm
Outfall project at this time. It is recommended that the field observation program continue, and
that a bathymetric survey in the vicinity of the outfall be conducted if warranted, based on the
results of the field observation program.
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